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We take pleasure in announcing a change of location. 
Our Boston store is now situated at 727 Boylston 

Street,—in the heart of the Back Bay business section, 
directly reached by train or trolley. Additional floor 

space and an increased sales force enable us to give 
every customer immediate attention. . This applies to 

mail-orders as well as over-the-counter purchases. We 
cordially invite you to visit our new store, 

Radio Company, Inc. 

Bulletin 14 gladly sent on request Branch--\5 Temple Street 
to any reader of QST. Portland, Maine 
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that what is to them a 

also a fascinating 
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ly share whenever they 

It’s only a short step 
Sf lendid field that they 

hearts into—and offering 
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wded. 

Big ¢ rtunities Are Knocking--- 
Are Some of Us Saying ‘‘Please Go 

y and Let Me Sleep ?’’ 

who started me think- 
tter had left, I jotted 
me of the items which 
ted regarding wireless 
nd and on sea big op- 
ening, and even greater 
are being found every 
uu too have read these 

going to have them 

Do Amateurs Realize the Wireless 

Opp rtunities that Await Them ? 

» President of the National Radio Institute Answered 
this Question When It Was Put Up to Him. What Would 

Is the World’s Fastest Growing Field 
lly Going to Slip Away From Those Best Able to Cash 

These Are Questions Which Will Interest 

Mr. James EE. Smith, 
President, National Radio Institute 

printed here because I want to impress 
upon you what this tremendous expan- 
sion can mean to you. 
When I read every day how wireless ex- 

pansion is sweeping over the world I often 
say to myself, “Big opportunities are knock- 
ing—I wonder if amateurs realize that 
they can cash in big on this growing field. 
While opportunities knock, I wonder if 
some aren’t saying, ‘Please go ‘way and 
let me sleep.’” Of course, they aren’t 
sleeping by any means, but I want all of 
them to know just how easy it is to fully 
qualify for a field which is undeniably 
filled with greater advantages than most 
others in the world today. 

Easy to Qualify 
In Spare Time—At Home 

I want to tell you without obligation to 
yourself in any way—more about wireless 
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opportunities and how you can take ad- 
vantage of them. I would like to tell you 
about our Institute, which, is officially 
recognized by tne U. 5. Vept. of Commerce 
and whose name heads the list of the schools 
recommended by the U S. Shipping Board. 
This National Radio Institute was the origi- 
nal and is today the oldest and largest 
school in America teaching wireless by mail. 
The government allows our graduates five 
to ten points credit when taking First 
Grade Government License examinations. 
We have graduates in almost every part 
of the world who have quickly qualified 
through the special method through which 
We make Wireless amazingly easy for any- 
one to learn completely at home in spare 
time. 

These are some of the main points about 
this Institute and I am sorry I haven’t room 
to tell you all of them. I should like to tell 
you more about our wonderful new methods 
of teaching, about our remarkable new in- 
vention, the “Natrometer,” which each 
student gets free, and which almost cuts 
in half the time necessary to learn Wireless 
thoroughly. Then too l’d like to tell you 
about our free Post-Graduate Course and 
about “Dots and Dashes,” about our 
Diploma, our Relay League, Employment 
Service, and about our special easy-pay- 
ment pian. But there is not enough room 
here to tell you about all these things so 
I am going to ask you to write me for a 
new interesting booklet we have gotten up. 

Write Me For Booklet 
A little coupon is being put here so that 

you can save youself trouble in sending 
tor this illustrated booklet, “Wireless, the 
Opportunity of Today.” By mailing this 
coupon you will not be obligating yourself 
in any way and no solicitor will call upon 
you. But the coupon will bring you some 
mighty interesting facts about Wireless 
Opportunities and about how you can 
quickly and easily qualify for them—at 
home and in your spare time. 

Won’t you mail this little coupon at once? 
Whether you are a junior Radio Amateur 
and want to learn all about Wireless or 
whether you are anxious to fully qualify 
so as to enter the wireless profession now 
in one of the fine opportunities open on land 
Or on sea—write me for this booklet. All 
that I ask is that you write as soon as 
possible. And—since there is no obligation 
—why not write me today! 

P. S.—By the way, we are making a 
special short-time offer, for a strictly lim- 
ited time, in which we are giving all new 
students, our complete new course in Wire- 
less Telephony FREE. Mail the coupon 
direct to me, today, and let me tell you 
about it by return mail. Mr. James E. 
Smith, President, The National Radio In- 
stitute, Dept. 289, Washington, D. C. 

WHAT I JOTTED DOWN 
Here are the items I jotted down on my pad, showing 

how wireless is growing by leaps and bounds all over 
the world. Let me tell you what this world-wide sweep 
of wireless expansion means to you and to your future. 

A $20,000,000 American corporation has been formed 
to establish wireless stations in every part of the globe. 

The U. S. Merchant Marine operates over 30,000 ves- 
sels. Wireless is now a necessity on ships. 

lhe Chicago Tribune now receives foreign news by 
wireless Other papers are calling upon Wireless too. 

Huge wireless stations are springing up all over the 
world. Saint Assise, France; Bordeaux, Ville Juif, and 
Lyor France; Peking, Ch.na; Weneva, Switzerland; 
Shanghai, China; Fiji Islands; Warsaw, Poland—and 
th se cre but a few. ° 

Many railroads are calling upon Wireless to dispatch 
trains and carry on communication. The Lackawanna, 
The Louisville & Nashville, The Canadian-Pacific, The 
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, are some of them. 

New York, Cleveland, Chicago and Detroit are con- 
nected by an inter-city wireless service. 

Criminals are being intercepted by wireless through 
the Police Department of New York, Dallas, Chicago 
and other cities. 

Brokers, Bankers, Merchants, Manufacturers and 
other business concerns are calling upon wireless. John 
Wanamaker, Goodyear Rubber Co., Standard Oil Co., 
New York Stock Exchange, are only a few. 

Farmers are getting Market and Weather reports 
daily by wireless in ail sections of the country. 

New wireless stations are springing up in every part 
of America. Belfast, Maine; Cape May, N. J.; East 
Pittsburgh, Pa.; San Francisco, Cal.; Helena, Montana; 
Seattle, Washington; Mobile, Alabama—these are but 
a few 

The Aerial Mail Service of the Post Office Department 
already has 12 radio stations in operation. 

The Japanese are constructing a powerful 
in the Orient 

A big new wireless service is being established be- 
tween England and France. 

Th: Federal Telegrap:. Co. is establishing a complete 
chain of stations on the Pacific Coast. 

Messages are sent from the Philippine 
Washington (10,000 miles)*in 3 minutes. 

wireless service between the United States and 

station 

Islands to 

Daily ‘ t 
Japan is in ful p-ration. St. Johns, Newfoundland 
is operating a large service. : 

Danzig, in Europe, is carrying on large wireless 
operations 

Three tremendous on Long stations are operating 
Island at Easthampton, Port Jefferson, and East 
Moriches. , : 

South America is planning to establish a chain of 
stations at Rio de Janeiro, Asuncion, Buenos Aires 
and Montevideo 

One single American concern offers wireless com- 
munication between the United States and France, Eng- 
land. Germany, Norway, ‘Denmark, Sweden, Finland, 
Poland, Honolulu and Japan 

And these are only a few 
of the examples showing 
how Wireless expansion is 
spreading over the whole 
earth. It brings you amaz- 
ing opportunities—and you 
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Mr. James E. Smith, Pres., 
National Radio Institute, 
Dept. 289, Washington, D. C. 

Send me your FREE book. 
“Wireless, the Opportunity 
of Today.” Tell me about 
your Institute and your 
special short-time offer. 
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dio field; it 1s supreme among plugs; it is original. Obviously, 

imitations of the PACENT UNIVERSAL PLUG, but the basic 
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s good and as simple. Furthermore the broad patents covering 

UNIVERSAL PLUG will be fully protected and any infringer will 

f PACENT UNIVERSAL PLUGS is now such as to take care 
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WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE MATTER 
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Pacent Electric Company, Inc. 

Louis Gerard Pacent, President 
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A Magazine Devoted Exclusively to the Radio Amateur 

Simplified vs. Three-Circuit 

Regenerative Receivers 

By Paul F. Godley 

UITE a little is being said just now 
about simplification of regenerative 
receivers, and several such are 
being offered by various ones. 
Activity in this direction gives rise 

to several questions of importance and 
worthy of answer: 

What are the advantages of a “simplified 
regenerative receiver” for either damped 
or continuous wave reception? 

What are its shortcomings? 
What will it do that the conventional 

regenerative receiver will not do? 
What will the regenerative receiver do 

which the simpler receiver cannot do? 
Are all the controls on the regenerative 

receiver necessary? 
Is a simplified receiver which does 

sacrifice sensitivity and _ selectivity 
possible? 

What would be the effect of the general 
use of any of the simplified types of regen- 
erative receivers offered? 

Would I be willing to sacrifice a deal of 
sensitivity and selectivity in exchange for 
the ability to pick up stations with less 
effort and without requiring an under- 
standing of the principles on which re- 
ceivers operate? 

not 
now 

The first receiving tuner was a single- 
slide tuner, and therefore a_ uni-control 
receiver. It gave little freedom from in- 
terference as compared to the two circuit 
receiver in various forms which replaced it. 
There was no thought of again using a 
single-slide tuner in preference to the two- 
circuit receiver, notwithstanding that the 
two-circuit receiver introduced two new 
variables—the tuning of the second circuit, 
and the coupling between the two circuits— 
because, by the use of a second circuit 
coupled to the antenna circuit, we have in 

effect provided ourselves with a _ receiver 
from which the greater portion of the re- 
sistance of the antenna has been eliminated. 
This is highly desirable, since the lower 
the resistance of a circuit the lower its 
decrement and the greater its selectivity. 

The Secret of the Regenerative Receiver 
Latterly, the advent of the audion and 

its exploitation has made it possible to 
still further greatly increase selectivity by 
the addition of a fourth variable which is 
used to bring the plate circuit of this re- 
markable little relay-detector into reson- 
ance with the secondary (grid) circuit. 
And thus we have the best type of regen- 
erative receiver—a receiver which carries 
sensitivity and selectivity to very remark- 
able extremes. 

The proper “association” of the grid and 
plate circuits of the audion by tuning to 
resonance, or by coupling the two in such 
manner that their mutuality brings about 
resonance, will set up a constant repeater 
action and result in the continuous flow of 
an alternating current (oscillations) in the 
system. These oscillations will not be set 
up until all losses of the system have been 
offset. That is to say, the impulse which 
is passed from the plate circuit back into 
the grid circuit via the coupling between 
the two must be a stronger impulse than 
that initial grid circuit impulse which (by 
virtue of the repeater action of the audion) 
gave rise to the plate circuit impulse. These 
conditions having been met we have a gen- 
erator of continuous waves, a system which 
has no decrement. It is then easily under- 
stood that, as the association of the input 
and output circuits of the audion becomes 
closer, those losses which give rise to decre- 
ment (lack of sensitivity) are being offset 
to a greater and greater degree until, final- 
ly, they are offset entirely and the decre- 
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the sharpness of resonance between the 
two. Regenerative amplification greatly in- 
creases the energy in the secondary cir- 
cuit, and, if sharpness of resonance is to 
be maintained, coupling between primary 
and secondary must be smaller. We might 
say then that by virtue of the regenerative 
action the secondary circuits are further 
removed from the source of disturbance, 
for these smaller couplings (2% to 5%) 
render them very free from off-tune im- 
pulses, and in addition reduce the per- 
centage of the amplified energy lost by 
transfer to the primary or antenna circuit. 
Thus the greatest degree of selectivity and 
the greatest values of energy available for 
the production of signals are simultaneous. 
Maximum strength of signals obtainable 

on the best type of three-circuit regener- 
ative receiver averages about 70% stronger 
when atmospheric strays of a medium order 
prevail, and about 55% stronger during 
periods when strays are at a minimum, 

ee | 
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than best signals obtainable on a simpler 
type of regenerative receiver such as 
shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. 

It is more difficult to make accurate com- 
parison of the selectivity of the two types 
of receivers, but a fair idea of this may 
be given by an account of comparative 
performance during operation. For ex- 
ample: 

(a) During steady static of medium 
strength while receiving a small radiophone 
set 15 miles distant on a wave length of 
210 meters, lost words averaged 2 out of 
5 on the three-circuit receiver; 4 out of 
5 on a receiver using circuit shown in Fig. 3. 

(b) During steady static of medium 
strength while receiving spark set 85 miles 
distant on 200 meters lost lefters averaged 
5 out of 10 on three circuit receiver; signal 
only occasionally audible on receiver using 
circuit shown in Fig. 3 

(c) While receiving small C.W. set 
about 30 miles distant on 220 meters with 
receiver using circuit of Fig. 3, reception 
was completely broken up by commercial 
stations 15 miles distant working on 600 
meters and by amateur station 8 miles 
away working on 260 meters; whereas, re- 
ception was accomplished with great ease 
on the three-circuit receiver. 

The observations above were made on an 
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antenna which has a resistance of about 7 
ohms at 260 meters by quickly switching 
antenna and detector frcm one receiver to 
the other. Observations were checked by a 
second observer. 

Receivers That Cause Interference 

The comparatively poor showing made 
by the simple types of regenerative re- 
ceivers is due to the impossibility of secur- 
ing letenes of control over their 
energies. The grid of the audion is either 
directly connected to a _ point of high 
potential in the antenna or very closely 
coupled thereto, under which circumstances 

com) Lé 

it is liable to influence by all impulses 
which exist in the antenna. To be sure 
the decrement of the whole system is 
greatly reduced by virtue of the regener- 
ative acticn, but it is impossible to take 
full advantage of this action, particularly 
when strays and interference are being 
dealt with for there is no gradual approach 
to the point of zero decrement to be had 
after the circuits have been brought near 
it, since the grid is being continually 
“shocked”. Such “shocking” of the grid 
renders the system unstable and places a 

| very considerable amount of otherwise 
available amplification and increase in 
selectivity beyond reach. In fact, when 
static and interference is heaviest signals 
may be read with greatest ease when re- 
generative ad ustment well removed 
from that which gives loudest signals be- 
cause when it in a more sensitive con- 
dition it is being continually “shocked” into 
instability. This is true of the three-circuit 
receiver to a far lesser extent. 

is 

is 

The lack of control found in the simpler 
regenerative circuits is equally disappoint- 
ing for both damped and undamped wave 
reception. Stability of circuit for the re- 
ception of the C.W. calls for an adjustment 
such that, we might say, the decrement be- 
comes quite negative. That is, having 
passed the point of zero decrement and 
continuous oscillations having been set up, 
the system instead of wasting energy is 
prodicing it. The energy thus produced 
in the direct coupled circuits, in great part 
exists in and is being radiated by the an- 
tenna! Such direct coupled circuits have 
been used many times for telephonic com- 
munication over distances of 1000 feet 
(“Applications of the Audion”, QST, 
September, 1916) and for telegraphic com- 
munication over distances of several miles. 

Efforts toward the production of a simpli- 
fied receiver give expression to a hope which 
has long been alive in the breasts of radio 
engineers. This hope persists because of 
a very natural desire to get things down 
to their simplest form and most of all, per- 
haps, because 
failed to found ae 

the 

most radio operators have 
in the basic 

action of principles which govern 

ST 

resonant circuits. I do not soon expect a 
satisfactory realization of this hope and I 
am tempted to compare receivers to auto- 
mobiles which would be rather sorry 
mechanisms without clutches and brakes 
and gear-shifts and timer controls and 
throtties—with only switches for turning 
them on and wheels with which to steer 
them. Electrically driven autos are like 
that, and on the open road they always get 
the dust. 

The forward step taken in the adoption 
of C.W. transmission as a worthy goal for 
all should not license a disregard of for- 
ward steps previously taken. The right 
simplified receiver will be a real advance. 
Freedom from body-capacity effects and 
the provisicn of verniers for fine adjust- 
ment control materially simplify the ad- 
justment of the three-circuit regenerative 
receiver and overcome the principal diffi- 
culties encountered in connection with 
C.W. reception while the maximum of sen- 
sitivity and selectivity is retained. It 
possible to build such a receiver. 

is 

To Relay Leaguers the interference prob- 
lem is the most formidable one and calls 
for all that ingenuity can provide toward 
its solution. The little of time or trouble 
saved to the practiced operator in the ad- 
justment of the simpler circuits may be 
lost many times over due to interference, 
and the simpler circuits increase interfer- 

Some governments forbid the use of 
which radiate energy. 

ence. 
receivers 

[We believe it is established as a fact that 
the utmost in selectivity and sensitivity is 
obtained on the three-circuit regenerator, 
and that any simplification of circuit here- 
tofore proposed represents more or less 
of a sacrifice in these two qualities in favor 
of simplicity. However, in the case of the 
circuit of Fig. 1, which will be recognized 
as that of the set described by Mr. J. L. 
Reinartz in June QST, and confining the 
case to the reception of C.W. signals, we 
believe that the gain in ease of adjustment, 
which is remarkable in this set, consider- 
ably more than offsets the losses in selectiv- 
ity and sensitivity, which lossses seem less 
than in more common simplifications of the 
Armstrong circuits. Prominence was given 
the latter set in QST because C.W. has 
suffered in its expansion for lack of a re- 
ceiver that would more readily pick up un- 
damped signals, and in the belief that such 
facility of operation truly more than offsets 
extreme selectivity and sensitivity when 
the latter are coupled with complexity of 
adjustment, which is particularly evident 
in the case of C.W. reception. 

Another article by Mr. Godle on 
“How to Understand and Operate Regen- 
erative Receivers” will appear in an early 
issue.— Editor. ] 
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verheard By The Old Man’s Son 

By R. K. B. 

JT e had a fine time with 
lan and his Rotten Stuff, 

1 Woman whenever she 
it say!—they’re not a 
id brother! He’s only 

te t know much about this 
ri e hasn't much more 
is e; but—well, wait till 
It d him say to his chum, 

————— a 
D YUN MEAN YOUR MOTHER'S 
G One IN FOR iN FOR (tT, Too 7? 

“Twat S we 

én 

| Yan Rone 

)- a= 

~ 9° / / Bux 
= | 
> ff / 

— = 
F | // 
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Did hear two kids talk? Real 
kid nd talk about radio, when 
they w much? As I say, my 
broth¢ y ten and he hasn’t much use 
for ra nd this other kid came along 
fron sat down on the porch step. 
They w 1 was in the hammock 
and | I heard him say “Every 
man home and home comforts. 

“y right,” said the chum. 
“Wh as a spark started up. 

wy that blamed thing again,” 

eH in’ to do about it?,” says 

“ ruess I'll go be a pirut till 
The n gets over it.” 

I YVoman! D’ you mean your 
mot n for it, too?” 

her, now. She’s a mem- 
‘ ‘n’ev’rythin’. Listen to 

that t it make you sick? Daa-da- 
1-da! Gosh!” 
1 Man say about it?” 
Gosh, he’s got it worse’n 

n’t talk any more. When 
the table he chews dots 
meat, an’ she hammers 
her fork. ’F anybody 

y ‘sh-sh-sh’, an’ then they 
ler’n ever.” 
luck!” 
én if I start to pound on 

my plate they both jump on me an’ tell 
me I ain’t perlite—it’s very rude to make 
noises with your knife an’ fork.” 

“Huh! Darn tough luck.” 
“Yeah. I spoke to the Old Man about 

it last week, an’ told him I thought it had 
gone far enough, but he says he likes to 
think him an’ the Old Woman—only he 
didn’t call her that—has the same int’rusts. 
'N’ then,—aw, chee!” He heaved a deep 
sigh and then he says—and you’d think he 
was fifty,—“When I was a little feller—of 
course that was a good many years ago, 
now,—they used to spell words, an’ I could 
get a lot of it, but now—‘daa-da-daa, daa- 
daa-da’ Gosh! It does rile you!” 

They sat still for a few minutes, and 
then the other kid says “You might come 
over to my house ’n’ live till they get sen- 
sible again.” 

“Yeah, I s’pose I might, but you see there 
has to be someone to look after the baby, 
when he hollers. Oh, chee! He had a 
great time last night; he sat down on one 
of The Old Woman’s storage batteries, and 
the wires had peeled, an’ he had his thumb 
in his mouth. She started the thing goin’ 
an’ the kid got a shock. Gee! You’d ought 
to heard him yell!” 

“Aw, you can’t get a shock from a stor- 
age battery.” 

“Yer can so!” 
“You—can—not! My brother says so.” 
“All right, maybe you can’t on his, but 

you come ’n’ try it in our house, that’s all 
I got to say. Well, then he done semethin’ 
to upset The Old Man’s things, an’ when 
he come in an’ went to work to put dots 
in the air with his friends, it wouldn’t work. 
He says somethin’—all I could get was 
‘Rotten’, ‘cause he had chewin’ gum in his 
mouth,—but The Old Woman says, ‘You 
must not use such un-gawdly langwidge 
before the children,’ an’ he comes back with, 
‘What sort of a coil do _you think you’re 
usin’ just now, anyway? I'll talk as I 
want!” Gee! To hear ’em you’d think they 
was all bugs.” 

“*Bugs’? Aint that what they are, any- 
way?” 

They sat for a minute, and the ether 
kid picked up some pebbles and started 
tossing them about as he asked, “How late 
do they keep it up?” 

“Oh,—till about—I dunno. I go to sleep 
after I’ve put the baby to bed and done my 
lessons; an’ they’re at it then. Him an’ 
her has sets in diff’rent parts of the house 
an’—Hey!! Look out!! Don’t ch that 
stone that way! Can’t you see 2'i them 
wires stringin’ away from the w.nders? 
You hit one o’ those an’ somebody ‘ll be 

H-2-L.” givin’ you 
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“Givin’ me what?” 
“H-2-L. Don’t you know how to swear 

yet?” 
“I did n’t know that was swearin’. If 

H-2-L’s swearin, what ’s H-2-0?” 
“Aw, you’re only a kid, you don’t know 

nothin’. H-2-O—why, that ’s—that’s—well 
you are too young for such things. An’ 
it ain’t right I should tell you what that is. 
You want to forget the one I said, too. 
You see, kids of nine is too young for the 
way us men talk—QRK!” 

“Eh? Well, I heard my brother talkin’ 
about 2 D M the other day; is that 
swearin’?” 

“Nah!” in a superior tone. “You put 
the number first—that’s some fat-head’s 
eall.” 

“What ’s a call, anyhow?” 
“Why, don’t you know what a call is? 

Gee, but you ‘re a dummy! It’s a Call!” 
“Oh, well, my brother, he was workin’ 

on his thing an’ he yells into a big—a big, 
big—thing,—he yells ‘What ’s your call?’ 
an’ then he starts his big wheel goin’—like 
your Old Man’s—an’ he makes daa-da-daa- 
da, just the same’s your mother. Then he 
yells at the—the thing again, an’ says 
‘How did you get me that time?’ n’ m’ 
mother come in an’ she says ‘If you don’t 
stop that noise you gotter go out in the 
barn’.” 

“Oh, your brother ’s tryin’ a _ talkin’ 
machine, is he? We ’ve gone back to Inter- 
national Morse as being more satis-factory 
for gen’ral pur-poses.” (You’d have 

KID BROTHER !! 
come HERE AND PUT 
<THE GAGY TO GED! 

thought it was the Old Man himself talking 
to hear that.) Presently the kid exclaimed, 
“Do you know what I’m goin’ to do? [I’m 
goin’ to make one o’ those Four-Step 
Audotime Amplifiers an’ I’m goin’ t¢ put 
a hammer.an’ a bell on it, an’ every time 
you hit the key it’s goin’ to ring an’ wake 
everybody in the whole house. Then may- 
be they'll stop.” 

“Gee, that ’s Some Idea, that is!” 
“Yeah. It’s goin’ to be fierce. (Aw, 

home ’s a heck of a place!) An’ when I 
get the bell an’ hammer fixed, I’m goin to 
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put up a arial a mile long. Then I can be 
heard all round the world.” 
“Naw yer can’t!” 
“IT can so, too! It'll go round so fast I'll 

hear it in my receivers a minute after I 
send it.” 

“Huh! You’re crazy.” 

RECEIVERS A 
D MINUTE AFTER t y, 

“Think I got a short circuit somewhere, 
do you? You wait and see.” 

“What do you mean by short circuit? 
Is that some more swearin?” 
“Naw, little boy, it’s only another way to 

say you got a screw loose.” 
“Oh! I'll say that to my brother to- 

night. Do you s’pose he ’ll call me 2-H-L?” 
“He may call you a lot o’ things, but 

2-H-L is a call.” 
“What was it you said, then?” 
The kid shook his head; “No, I said you 

was to forget it—you’re too young. Aw, 
there’s that darn kid yelin’ again, an’ the 
Old Woman’s still at it. So long, see yer 
termorrer.” 

If this thing keeps up in our house I’m 
afraid I'll get bit by the Bug, too, and then 
only the baby and the cat will be left. The 
baby has begun already for he says “Daa- 
daa-daa” now. 

What do you know about it? 

Ist District Calls Changed 

N July ist all three-letter calls in 
O the First District were changed. It 

seems that after the two-letter calls 
were allotted a series of three-letter ones 
was started using the letter A as the middle 
letter, instead of as the first letter, as is 
regular practice. When this series was 
exhausted the next one had B as the middle 
letter, instead of the first, ete. The change 
in three-letter calls has been made in order 
to correct these errors. 

3y memorizing the following little sys- 
tem it will be easy to figure out what any 
old friend’s present call letters are, or, 
hearing a strange call, to figure out what 
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blank at the end of the A scale, and this 
throws the middle letter of the rest of the 
B system three letters behind. Therefore, 
calls 1DBA to 1WBZ have had (1) the 
first two letters transposed; (2) the re- 
sulting middle letter slid back three letters 
in the alphabet. For example, old 1GBC 
is now 1BDC. Similarly, the calls 1ACA 
to 1FCZ were necessarily appropriated to 
fill in the blank, now twice as large, at the 
end of the B scale, and this throws the 
middle letter of the rest of the C bunch 
six letters behind. For example, old 1GCN 
is now 1CAN. 

Transatlantic Sending Tests 

By The Traffic Manager 

Department wishes to 
second attempt 

intic Ocean will take 
Sth to 17th, in- 

the complete list of 
the exact time can- 

tests will start about 
ndard Time and con- 
idnight, giving each 
chance to accomplish 
ible feat. 
nly the very best and 
unsmitters in this test, 

be held November 
sive. The preliminar- 

nd and probably will 
iles air-line must be 
qualify for the finals. 

nounced soon. 
Coursey, B.Sc., F.Inst.P, 

t t editor of “The Radio 
will have complete 

eiving stations in Eng- 
intries where amateurs 
ignals. Should we be 

attempts, Mr. Coursey 
ners after he has re- 
from his receiving sta- 

1 the untiring efforts of 
we received the splendid 

English amateurs in 
February, and Mr. 

that they are keen to 

we shall have prizes 
th our manufacturers and 
fascination of this idea of 
as is such that they wish 

1ratus to be given the win- 
e glad of the opportunity to 
credit and announce their 

magazine. 
good old A.R.R.L. is calling 

; with your excellent trans- 
you to enter this contest 

in the name of good sportsmanship and in 
the interest of the advancement of Amateur 
Radio. We know you will answer as you 
have in the past. We want the Atlantic 
Ocean spanned on schedule by an amateur 
station and we want definite proof that it 
has been done. Full credit will be given 
the amateur or engineer who has anything 
to do with the transmitter that succeeds. 
The only requirements are those of the 
U.S. Radio Communication Laws. The 
power input must not exceed 1000 watts 
and the wave length must be 200 meters. 
The laws permits transmission on waves 
below 200 meters but since the English sta- 
tions will be tuned for reception on 200, 
we ask you to use that wave. 

This announcement is for the purpose of 
getting entrants. If you have a good DX 
transmitter or contemplate having one by 
November 8th, then send in your name. 
Applications will be accepted up to and in- 
cluding October 12th. Use the form below, 
or make up one similar thereto if you wish 
to avoid mutilating your copy of QST. 

Traffic Manager, A.R.R.L., 
1045 Main St., Hartford, Conn. 

Please enter my station as a transmitter 
in the Transatlantic Sending Tests, Decem- 
ber 8th to 17th. I will be ready to trans- 
mit in the preliminary tests on November 
7th to 12th, and if I fail to cover the speci- 
fied distance in the preliminary tests I shall 
relinquish my rights to transmit in the final 
tests. 
Name Call Letters__.. 

eS .City and State. 

Power of transmitter. 

Type (CW or spark) 

Greatest distance 

records) 

heard (give three 
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The Static-Puncturing Contest 

UR Traffic Manager certainly picked 
a peach of a night for our mid- 
summer night’s party! He picked 
the right kind of weather for our 
Transcons, and his intent this time 

was to give us plenty of atmospherics so 
as to actually see whether spark or C.W. 
was the better in bumping thru. But he 
went too far, as the night of July 19th was 
marked over almost the whole country by 
bad storms, violent electrical displays 
being the rule. So bad was it that in the 
eastern half of the country one could not 
sit in in safety and most of the gang 
abandoned all hope of participating. 

We are disappointed, then, in our hope 
for stacks of returns that upon analysis 
would yield scads of data on the relative 
merits of spark and C.W. Only fourteen 
reports were turned in and nothing remark- 
able was accomplished, most of the copy 
being very “ragged.” Because of the small 
mumber of reports we publish them all 
in order that they may be studied at leisure 
and any possible lessons learned. In the 
dope below we list first sparks, then C.W., 
and under each head we present first the 
station heard, its distance in air-line miles, 
and the percentage of the message correctly 
copied. 

Edmond Bruce, Washington, D. C. 
___ Spk. C.W. 

SXF 5 100% 9AL 650 1/11 
2ZL 250 100 % 
iGL 540 7/13 
8DE 300 Tooslow 

1740 

8. Kruse, Washington, D. C. 
Spk. 2 C.W. 

8SP 175 100% (None) 

J. V. Wise, Walnut Grove, Cal. aa 

ceentttiGemathmeeath + WTS,’ 
TDA 600? 9/10 (None) 
60H 20? 8/10 

620 

A. Rechert, New York. 
Spk. __ CW. _ 

2JU 8 2/11 (None) 

J. B. Mannon, Ukiah, Cal. : 
Tie Spk. vr Peres C.W. ue 
6ZX 125 100% 6EN 500 100% 
TDA 450 100% 7XF 450 100% 

575 950 

G. P. Rankin, Jr., Macon, Ga. 
Spk. 7 ; C.W. . 

(None) 4GL 170 100% 

T. A. Reid, Springfield, Ohio. - 
Spk. , i C.W. 

8SP 200 100% 4GL 500 6/13 
8DE 180 100% 
9XI 800 3/11 

1530 

C. Radoslovich, Arlington, Mass. 
Spk. C.W. 
(None) 2ZL 185 3/11 

K. B. Warner, at Lake Coventry, Conn. 
Spk. C.W. 

1ZE 100 100% (None) 

G. Wedemeyer, Ann Arbor, Mich. i 
Spk. C.W. 

9ZN 200 2/11 2ZL 550 100% 
SSP 280 100% SDE 135 100% 

480 685 

D. E. Watts, Clear Lake, Iowa. 
Spk. 4. hand 

9LC 350 11/12 2ZL 1025 1/11 
90E 425 7/8 8DE 600 8/11 

“715 1625 

R. H. G. Mathews, Chicago. ; 
Spk. bi CL.W. 

3XF 600 Nil 8ZW 385 Nil 
8SP 425 Nil 8DE 325 100% 
9LC 275 1/12 9XI 350 4/11 

1300 1060 

J. P. Weirick, Loudonville, Ohio. 
C. Spk. : 

9ZN 290 17/12 4GL 675 100% 
1ZE 600 Nil 8DE 50 100% 
1AW 500 4/10 8ZW 100 4/13 
3XF 310 3/10 9XI 650 1/11 
8SP 125 9/12 —— 

-—- 1475 
1825 
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H. P. M tford, Conn. 
Spk C.W. 

(None 9AL 350 Nil 
2ZL 100 100% 
8DE 450 100% 

900 

Drawi! from these few re- 
ports is ; business, but we wil 
do our etween classes, C.W. 
signa eported total distance 
of 10.3 against 6063 for the 
sparks no account of clean- 
ness of hich honors seem to be 
about e J. P. Weirick, 8AGZ, 
Loudonvi opied signals from the 
greatest ber of miles, 3300, and 
according udged the winner of the 
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contest in this respect. He has to his 
credit the highest number of spark miles, 
1825, and is second in C.W. miles, first 
place in which goes to Mr. D. E. Watts of 
Clear Lake, Iowa, whose figure is 1625. 
This, however, includes the reception of 
2ZL at 1025 miles, in which only 9% co 
was made. 2ZL was the best-heard C.W. 
station, reported 5 places totalling 2110 
miles; 8DE second, 7 places totalling 2040 
miles; 4GL third, 4 places totalling 1935 
miles. 8SP is the only spark reported from 
more than two points, having a total of 
1205 miles from 5 places. 

This is one time U.M. Static slipped it 
all over us. The data are inconclusive but 
from such as they are it is evident that 
C.W. had considerably the better of the 
contest. 

Portable Wave Meters for Short Wave Radio 

By R. T. Cox, Assistant Physicist, and 

S. Ky 

HI represents the accumu- 
lat ervations of the past half- 
j the various kinds of wave- 
m ibmitted for test to the 
B f Standards at Washing- 

ton. It robable that no laboratory in 
the cour s and handles such various 
types of neters as does the Radio 
Resear tory of this Bureau, and, 
for th« art, commercial and ama- 
teur -i alike give evidence of the 
fact that lesigners, usually without 
any ne ften with great diligence 
and ing: the face of obstacles, have 
violate more of the basic require- 
ments ild be fulfilled in the con- 
structior wavemeter. Although these 
require! quite simple they may 
easily ked by anyone who has 
no opp to compare different types 
and it this in mind that it is 
thought that this discussion may 
be of ateurs, based as it is on 
obser’ fairly wide extent. 

The 1 wavemeter are a variable 
conde | inductor, and a detecting 
devic This statement takes 
no a ivemeters which have a 
fixed r and a variable inductor, 
nor ¥ vavemeters be discussed in 
this pa) pt to call attention to the 
disqua! which they possess in the 
fact change in the inductance 
must cause a change in the 
coupling wavemeter and generator, 
thus pr , changes in current in the 
wavemet reuit which have nothing to 
do with 1 nance. 

The enset may first be considered. 
It will ell at the start to eliminate 
eertair lasses of condensers whose 

sse, Associate Electrical Engineer, Bureau of Standards. 

construction makes them unfit for use in 
wavemeter circuits. Variable condensers 
which make use of other dielectrics than 
air and condensers whose capacity is varied 
by a screw which changes this distance be- 
tween the plates, however serviceable they 
may be for furnishing a variable capacity, 
will not retain their calibration and are 
therefore entirely untrustworthy for the 
measurement of wave length. This process 
of elimination leaves only air condensers 
whose capacity is varied by changing the 
overlapping area of paraliel plates, the 
usual type of variable condenser. By ne 
means all condensers of this type can be 
used in wavemeters. A wavemeter con- 
denser should have fairly heavy plates, 
rigidly held together with ample tie rods 
and nuts, spacing washers of large di- 
ameter and sufficient thickness, liberal 
cone bearings, and unimpeded traverse 
through 360°. Particulars in which vari- 
able condensers commonly fail to meet 
these and other necessary requirements 
are: flimsy plates, spring-supported bear- 
ings, extremely close spacing of plates, 
play of the shaft in its bearings, contacts 
made by brushes wiping on movable parts, 
stops to arrest the rotating plates and jar 
them out of line, shifting scales or indices, 
and faulty workmanship which allows 
short-circuiting at some parts of the scale. 
In general, anything that allows a capa- 
city change without a change in seale 
reading or a change in reading without 
a capacity change destroys the usefulness 
of a condenser for wavemeter purposes. 
Shielding of the condenser is not necessary 
but is desirable. Condensers whose mov- 
able plates are symmetrically placed with 
respect to the axis, or which have a 
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counterbalance or a lock for the movable 
plates, will stand transportation better 
than condensers which have none of these 
features and are therefore to be preferred. 

The coil may next be discussed. The re- 
quirements of a wavemeter coil are: first, 
that its inductance be such that with the 
condenser used it can cover the range of 
wave length desired; second, that the re- 
sistance and effective capacity be low; 
third, that inductance, resistance, and capa- 
city all be constant. Let us start with the 
first requirement which has to do with the 
range of wave lengths. See Fig. 1. It is 

aye xhis pert On}. 

FIG ' 

well to restrict the part of the condenser 
scale used for wave length measurement to 
the angle between 15° and 170° on a scale 
graduated in degrees or between 8 and 95 
of the scale is graduated in hundredths. 
Since the capacity at 170° or 95 hundredths 
will almost always be more than four times 
the capacity at 15° or 8 hundredths, the 
wave length with any one coil at the upper 
end of this region will be not less than 
twice the wave length with the same coil 
at the lower end. This will make it 
possible with a single coil to cover the 
range from 175 to 375 meters, which is 
probably the range which will be required 
by amateurs. 

The following table gives the number of 
turns required for a single-layer coil, 4 
inches in diameter and 1 inch long which 
will cover the range stated with each of the 
maximum capacities most general among 
commercial condensers bought by amateurs. 
It will be noted that the size of the wire 
and the spacing between turns are not 
specified. The inductance is nearly inde- 
pendent of the size of wire used, and the 
spacing is controlled by the number of 
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turns and the length of the coil, which are 
both stated. The length, 1 inch, refers, of 
course, to the length of the actual wind- 
ing, not to the length of the core. 

A Wavemeter Coil for the Wave Length 
Range 175-375 Meters 

Diameter of Coil: 4 inches. Length of 
Windings 1 inch. 

Maximum Capacity Number of 
of Condenser Turns of Coil 

0.0005 uf. 23 
0.0007 uf. 20 
6.0010 uf. 16 

The second requirement stated for the 
coil was that the resistance and the effective 
capacity be kept low. The desirabilty of 
keeping down the resistance will not be 
questioned. The reasons for keeping down 
the effective capacity are two. The first 
is that this capacity serves to increase the 
total capacity of the circuit. This in- 
crease will be only a small part of the 
capacity at the upper end of the condenser 
scale and hence will not help appreciably 
in extending the wave length range up- 
ward; but it may be a considerable part 
of the capacity at the lower end of the 
condenser scale and may preverit the down- 
ward extension of the wave length range 
as far as is desirable. The second and 
more serious objection to a large effective 
capacity is that this capacity is always to 
a greater or lesser extent beyond control 
and since it can not be regulated it should 
be as far as possible reduced. There is a 
regrettable tendency manifested in com- 
mercial as well as amateur instruments to 
load the circuit with large quantities of 
miscellaneous insulating material. This is 
especially to be avoided in the case of 
wavemeter coils. The best core for the 
coil of an amateur wavemeter is a hollow 
spool of dry wood lightly varnished. Wood 
is chosen in preference to bakelite, glass, 
»r pasteboard. Bakelite and similar com- 
positions largely increase both the resist- 
ance and capacity of the coil. Glass, while 
its electrical properties would make it ad- 
mirable for a core, presents too great 
mechanical disadvantages. Pasteboard 1s 
not rigid enough and also increases the 

S 

FIG 2 

capacity and resistance of the coil. The 
wire used should not be of a smaller size 
than No. 24. Double cotton covered wire, 
lightly shellaced if the coil is closely 
wound, is sufficiently insulated and any 
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more i! rely increases the re- 
sistance y of the coil without 
compensat tages. Litzendraht, if 
good, ha wer resistance at short 
wave | other wire; but it is 
apt to ha strands, and it may 
also easily; that not all the strands 
are mad ined at the coil ter- 
minals I when they occur, 
are make it advisable 
generally other wire. A single- 
layer coil lower capacity than a 
multi-lay this together with the 
greater h which specifications 
can be fur r winding a single layer, 
was thé choosing this type of 
coil in the ady given. Since capa- 
city com having parts near each 
other wl nd potential difference 
are cons follows that the leads 
from the condenser should not 
be long together. An additional 
reasor them short is found in 
the thi ment previously stated 
for a oil, namely, that the 
character tities of the coil (its 
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leads ir e kept constant. Long 
leads at to be flexible and flexible 
leads, | wrt, introduce possibilities 
of chang: luctance, capacity and re- 
sistance, an not be compensated 
for by a1 t advantage they may give 
in conver! handling. The best leads 
are rigid terminals, soldered to the 
ends of t and screwed to the wooden 
core. T tion of the coil should be 
such that either some distance from 
the conde: plates or perpendicular to 
them. T! to prevent the induced cur- 
rent in t | from itself inducing eddy 
currents condenser plates. Since it 
is almost ways desired for convenience 
in couplir have the coil vertical, and 
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incidentally perpendicular to the condenser 
plates, this matter will usualiy take care 
of itself. The same consideration will show 
that no large element of the wavemeter 
should be placed in the immediate field of 
the coil. A further and ve.y important 
precaution in stabilizing the coil is to draw 
all the turns tight and so fasten them that 
with ordinary care in handling they will 
not shift. 

The third part of the wavemeter is the 
device that indicates resonance. The 
favorite seems to be the crystal detector 
and telephones. Where they are used, 
only the one-point connection should be 
employed; that is, the detector and tele- 
phones are joined in a closed circuit and 
one point of this circuit is joined to one 
point of the wavemeter circuit, as shown 
in Fig. 2. This arrangement is sufficiently 
sensitive and makes the calibration of the 
wavemeter independent of the position of 
the telephone leads, at least so long as they 
are not closely drawn across some part of 
the wavemeter or wrapped around it. 

The most satisfactory indicating devfre 
of moderate cost is the combination of a 
thermo-element and a direct-current gal- 
vanometer, commonly called a_ thermo- 
galvanometer. It is far preferable to an 
instrument of the expansion type, common- 
ly called a hot-wire ammeter although it 
has no exclusive right to that name. The 
thermo-element and galvanometer combin- 
ation, in addition to being much more re- 
liable than the expansion type, has a very 
great advantage of standing a large over- 
load for a considerable length of time. 
The indicating instrument is generally in- 
serted directly in the wavemeter circuit, 
sometimes with a shunt to keep down the 
resistance of the circuit. It is important 
to note that, since the parts of the instru- 
ments have an appreciable capacity, the 
wavemeter should be calibrated with the 
same instrument or another of the same 
model in the circuit. 

Sometimes the instrument is not put 
directly in the wavemeter circuit but is 
coupled to it by one or two turns of heavy 
wire. The purpose of this is to keep the 
wavemeter circuit itself as simple as 
possible. When this method is followed, 
the coupling, both for calibration and use, 
should be loose enough that no change in 
the calibration can be noticed if the 
coupling is slightly changed, or else it 
should be kept the same at all times by 
having the coupling coil rigidly held re- 
lative to the rest of the circuit. Having 
the instrument in the wavemeter circuit 
will in general, be preferred to having it 
in a coil coupled to the wavemeter. 

An inexpensive indicating device, and a 
very satisfactory one when the power out- 
put of the oscillating circuit is large 
enough, is a miniature lamp inserted direct- 
ly in the wavemeter circuit. To avoid any 
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possibility of changing the calibration of 
the wavemeter, the lamp should not be 
changed if it can be avoided. If it must 
be changed it should be replaced by one of 
identically the same kind, The sensitivity 
of this device can be greatly increased by 
having a dry cell and rheostat in parallel 
with the lamp in the wavemeter circuit. 
3y adjusting the rheostat until the temper- 
ature of the lamp filament is raised almost 
to the point of illumination, it is possible 
to have the lamp lighted by induced cur- 
rents much smaller than would otherwise 
be required. However, changes in the 
battery and rheostat can hardly be expected 
to leave the constants of the circuit un- 
changed, and this device can not be recom- 
mended on that account. 

In concluding this advice on the con- 
struction of an amateur wavemeter, it may 
be well to emphasize again the primary im- 
portance of having all the parts of the 
circuit rigid in themselves and rigidly 
joined to the rest of the circuit. Mounting 
in a box is as good as any from the stand- 
point of rigidity and superior to any in 
portability and in the protection afforded 
to the parts. A convenient box mounting 
is shown in Figure 3. 

With a good wavemeter constructed, it 
remains to calibrate it. It has become 
customary to make calibrations by com- 
parison with any wavemeter available. 
Since many of the cheap wavemeters (and 
some of the expensive ones) either are not 
earefully calibrated or do not hold their 
calibration, this practice may result in 
serious errors, perhaps 100 meters in 300. 
The Bureau of Standards at Washington 
furnishes calibrations by comparison with 
its standard wavemeters, correct to the 
highest degree of accuracy warranted by 
the wavemeter submitted for test. Tests of 
wavemeters are made for the public when 
the Bureau is asked to act as referee or 
where the nature of the case demands an 
authoritative test or where the Bureau is 
interested in the test from a research stand- 
point. Lists of charges for these and other 
tests are furnished on inquiry. Wave- 
meters ss»mitted for test should be packed 
in a wooden box large enough to give room 
for three inches of excelsior on every side. 
This is not an excess of caution; a wave- 
meter is a delicate instrument and may 
easily receive serious internal damages 
which do not apear except in its subsequent 
behavior. The package should be marked, 
“Scientific Instrument. Handle with Care.” 

At present the volume of radio testing 
work is too large for the force available 
and calibrations are not likely to be fur- 
nished within a month after the instrument 
is delivered to the Bureau. This is a most 
unfortunate situation as there is a rapidly 
growing demand for dependable wave- 
meters. There is a good opening for a com- 
mercial firm which will furnish accurate 
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wavemeter calibrations. It would be 
necessary to have constructed a standard 
wavemeter from the specifications of one 
f the very few good wavemeters now in 
laboratory use and to take the precaution 
of learning to make good calibrations. 
Two cautions may be in order as to the 

use of the finished and calibrated wave- 
meter. The first is not to subject the in- 
strument to any treatment apt to change 
its calibration. The second is not to couple 
the wavemeter too closely to the generator. 
This error can be avoided by never having 
the wavemeter so close to the generator 
that it can not be brought closer without 
changing the calibration. 

It is very easy to make a decremeter out 
of any wavemeter by simply placing a suit- 
able scale on the variable condenser. For 
one having a condenser with semi-circular 
plates, it can be shown that the decre- 
ment scale applicable to such a condenser 
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or curve can be prepared to show the 
decrement at all points of the scale and 
for any setting of the condenser the 
corresponding decrement can be found from 
this table or curve and subtracted from the 
total decrement measured to give the decre- 
ment of the transmitter under observation. 

The conditions necessary to permit the 
use of this particular scale are: 

1. The condenser must have semi-circular 
plates. Condensers with plates of a 
different pattern will have different decre- 

ment scales just as they have different 

Fig. 4., Simple Decremeter Scale. Makes a direct- 
reading decrementer out of any ordinary wave 
meter having a condenser with semi-circular plates. 
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capacity calibrations. Even a semi-circular 
plate with the leading edge slightly trimmed 
is not satisfactory. 

2. It must be remembered that this method 
is designed to be used where the resonance 
indicator is a current-square meter. If 
an ammeter is used the reading must not 
be reduced to one-half its maximum value 
but to the maximum value divided by the 
square root of 2, or about 0.7 times the 
maximum value. 

The processes just described can best be 
illustrated by examples. Let us first de- 
termine the decrement of the wavemeter. 
To do this we place the wavemeter near 
an electron tube transmitting set having 
an output of at least 5 watts. Now we 
tune the wavemeter to the transmitting 
set. Keeping the condenser set at the 
resonance point, we shift the wavemeter 
toward or away from the transmitting set 
until a convenient deflection (preferably 
not less than two-thirds of full scale read- 
ing) is obtained on the current-square 
meter. Suppose that this reading is 80 
on the scale. Now we detune upward until 
a deflection of 40 which is one-half the 
original deflection is obtained and at this 
point read the decrement scale. We will 
suppose the reading is 0.83. Next we de- 
tune downward, passing through the 
resonance point until again the deflection 
is 40 divisions. We will assume the decre- 
ment scale now reads 0.68. The difference 
between the two readings, 0.83—0.68=—.15, 
is the decrement of the wavemeter, which 
must be subtracted from subsequent deter- 
minations of decrement made with this in- 
strument in order to find the decrement of 
the circuit being tested. The following pre- 
cautions must be observed in calibrating 
or measuring the decrement of the wave- 
meter: 

1. The electron tube generator must really 
have no decrement, that is, it must operate 
on continuous current, not on an alter- 
nating or pulsating supply such as is ob- 
tained from a rectifier. 

2. The generator must have an output 
considerably greater than is necessary to 

deflect the pointer of the current-square 
meter. A receiving tube is not satisfactory 
and a 5-watt sending tube is somewhat 
doubtful. 

8. Neither the generator nor its coupling 
with the wavemeter must be changed dur- 

ing the measurement of decrement. 
Now let us use the wavemeter to measure 

the decrement of a spark set. We tune the 
wavemeter to resonance as before and as 

before, move it toward or away from the 
generator until the deflection of the 
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current-square meter is at some convenient 
value. We now increase the capacity until 
the deflection is halved and note the read- 
ing on the decrement scale. Suppose this 
is 2.06. Next we decrease the capacity 
until the deflection of the current-square 
meter passes through its maximum value 
and declines to half maximum again, and 
again we note the reading on the decrement 
scale. Suppose this is now 1.72. Subtract- 
ing this from the first reading, we have: 
2.06—1.72=.34. Then .34 is 8’+8, the 
added decrements of the wavemeter and 
the transmitting set. Since the decrement 
of the wavemeter has been found to be .15 
the decrement of the transmitting set is 
.34—.15=.19. Since the accuracy of the 
meaurements is not high the second place 
cannot be too much depended upon. The 
figure had best be read as .2. 

The following precautions must be 
observed in measuring the decrement of a 

transmitting set: 
1. The decremeter must be coupled only 

to the antenna circuit to be measured, not 
to the primary or driving circuit. Con- 
sequently one should keep it well away from 
the oscillation transformer, six feet or so, 
and obtain coupling to the antenna circuit 
by placing the decremeter near the antenna 

or ground lead, preferably the latter. If 
the antenna current is small it will be 
necessary to make a single turn of small 
diameter in the lead to which the decre- 
meter is coupled. 
2. Extreme care should be taken in all 
decrement measurements in the various 

steps of the procedure especial attention 
being given to keeping the coupling con- 
stant. The sources of error in any decre- 
ment measurements are at all times con- 
siderable, particularly with open fixed 
spark gaps. 

Reception Without Aerial 

EGARDING the business of receiving 
R without aerial or ground (concern- 

ing which, by the way, we will have 
some interesting data from A. L. Groves 
as soon as we find room to publish it), 
2WM, Mr. Wm. Leyh, Ridgewood, N. J., 
has been copying DX on a Grebe CR-3 
located in his cellar, using neither aerial 
or ground connection and with the primary 
circuit idle. The set was first tried out on 
the ground floor but only locals were heard, 
and it was discovered that results increased 

(Concluded on page 25) 
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As The Reporters See Us 

Mr. G. R. Entwistle 
1, IZE presents the 

the “Marion Blunder- W 

bust”, « te-up of a radio ama- 
ter’ ally reported in the 
pre s 

Radio Amateur Hears Wireless 

Phone 3000 Miles and Does 

Other Marvelous Things 

Benny iy down a long winding 
pathway e shed where his wire- 
less and the reporter was 
duly im] y the two tall trees on 
which hu al slender wires. Benny 
explain e wires were the ground 
system reless,and pointed with 
pride t buried in the ground, 
where all ages were caught and re- 
ceived. 

/ = 
By 

_ 
|_ Asx 

Ente ack, Benny thought he 
would as in the air coming out 
of the @ | slipped the detector over 
his ea hispered “Hark! Here’s a 
signal ognize. ‘Dash dot, dot 
dash, ure enough”, said Benny, 
“there’ That’s all over the room.” 
“Who riend POZ?” asked the re- 
porter to his amazement he was told 
that \rlington, Va., sending the 
weath« am, Philadelphia. Saying 
this, B eached over and gave his 
rotary ft twirl and with his free 
hand tically to the man at the 
other e1 ny was asking POZ why he 
had n send the time at the right 
time wasting his time talking 
to Guar youthful operator frenzied- 
ly turm nobs of his transformer, and 
pulled | nna up higher in a last mad 
effect wave cars in the upper 
strata. M f this was greek to the re- 

porter, but, as Benny understood, it was 
all right. 

Benny now slid the slider on his phones 
and lit the oseiHating transformer. He ex- 
plained carefully that this was done so as 
to turn out the static which was very 
bothersome. No sooner was this done than 
a great wheezing noise came from under 
the table and smoke issued heavily from 
that district. But Benny, ever on the 
job, explained to the reporter that the grid 
condenser was leaking and some amateur 
in the tenth district was sore about it. 
The amplifier was next switched on, and 
it revolved at a terrific rate, giving off a 
loud series of bluish sparks, which were 
said to represent the dots and dashes of 
the code. Benny was calling NAA, Ger- 
many, whom he had often been in com- 
munication with. 

After listening on NAA’s short wave 
length, Benny was astounded to hear the 
detectors which were still clamped tightly 
to his ears tell him in no uncertain voice 
that “This is the Catalina Islands in the 
Pacific Ocean”. Benny had heard it with 
his own ears and of course it was so. He 
had received a wireless telephone message 
three thousand miles away on his little set. 
It was his greatest regret that he could not 
talk back to him but he said he would make 
arrangements for the assistant at 1XE to 
do so the very next day. Benny’s hot wire 
voltmeter was showing 2% microhenries 
all the time this was going on, and the 
reporter was dumbfounded to learn that 
this was the way Benny told when his set 
was on the right tune, 290 wave trains per 
kilowatt hour, at ten cents a square root 
foot. 

Benny now pulled a rope, quenched his 
gap, and pointed to a long Slitz wire, and 
when the reporter asked what he did with 
that, he replied in a high falsetto voice, 
“Hook ’er to yer bulb.” 

Aurora of Middle May 

UMEROUS reports were made in 
response to our request for data 
on the auroral disturbances of 
middle May last, from which the 
following are excerpted. 

An Amrad transcontinental relay was 
scheduled on May 17th and resulted in a 
complete fiasco, due to the auroral effects. 
No Amrad station recorded DX signals 
with the exception of 9IF at Giltner, Neb., 
who heard 90E, 9ANV and 5HZ, fading 
or. entirely, and 5YH, uncommonly strong. 
The only stations heard by 2PL, 2DX and 
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2ALY were 3AHK and 3XQ, both swing- 
ing badiy. SAMQ, Rochester, worked a 
station 45 miles distant shortly before mid- 
night, complete silence reigning thereafter. 

M. Silver, N.Y.C., reports a most 
peculiar observation, On the evening of 
May 14th he was endeavoring to get a 
CW set working for a friend in Newark, 
and was puzzled to observe the antenna 
current frequentiy and suddenly jump from 
0.7 amp. to 2.3 or 2.4 amps, accompanied by 
freak readings on the plate meter. The 
antenna was disconnected and the reading 
dropped to zero; reconnected, it again read 
2 amps. Repeated efforts thereafter gave 
only flickering antenna and plate readings 
altho the set was OK, and work kad to pe 
abandoned. 

2TT, New York City, reports that on 
the Saturday night when aurora was first 
observed, DX was fairly good; Sunday 
night everything quiet; Monday and Tues- 
day, sigs improved again and became 
normal. 

2KV, Bronxville, N. Y., reports May 8 
was last date in that period on whicn UX 
was heard. Watch was kept every night 
from May 8 to 20th and not a station out 
of day-light range was heard. On May 20 
stations from Ist, 2d, 3d, 8th and 9th 
districts were logged but nearly all swing- 
ing erratically, especially 3IW and 8AXC 
who faded about & times per minute. 

A. L. Groves, Brooke, Va., advises he 
experienced a “messing-up” of short wave 
work by intermingled harmonics on short 
waves from NSS and WGG, and suspects 
them of having added to the auroral effects 
in hampering reception. He listened in 
every night during the disturbance and 
found all amateur signals swinging “jerk- 
ily”, but that they would improve every 
time NSS shut down. 

D. C. Strawn, Calexico, Cal., reports 
that at the beginning the display was of 
a greenish tint, afterwards shading into 
red. Returning to his set after a half 
hour’s watching, he found QRN increased 
to such proportions that phones could not 
be worn. Gave it up and returned outdoors 
for “an hour or two”, and when next going 
to his set discovered a crackling brush dis- 
charge between antenna and ground bind- 
ing posts, a distance of about four inches. 
Threw ground switch and quieted the 
racket. 
6ABA, Altadena, Cal., reports aurora 

first observed at 7:30 p.m. May 14, while 
the western sky was still pink from the 
sunset. It was first seen in the northeast, 
greenish white, in patches. It is reported 
that the desert beyond the mountains be- 
hind Altadena was lighted up like day, 
and rangers in the mountains got on the 
job in the belief that they had a forest fire 
to fight. 

V. Andrew, Wooster, O., advises that 
on “the night of the aurora” LY came thru 
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clearer than ever, not so much louder than 
usual, but wholly without the usual 
“noises”, presumably strays, that general- 
ly hamper copying him. 

8SWA, Detroit, advises that on the night 
of the 14th no DX sparks were heard in 
Detroit, but CW stations were numerous 
and QSA, without QSS, and not a bit of 
static, air being clearest ever heard. 
8AXC, Marietta, Ohio, reports the effect 

lasted a week in his vicinity. On the first 
night, the 14th, neither signals nor strays 
were heard. On the 15th, at 10:15 p.m. 
DX suddenly began to come thru and he 
heard 8ANK, 8BO, 9ME, 8QY and 3XF. 
By 11:30 nothing could be heard. On the 
16th 3VV and 4GN were heard. Nothing 
outside of day light range on the 18th, 
and on the 20th nothing between 9 and 
10:12 p.m. but at 10:12 amateur DX came 
thru OK and was fine from then on. 

8HR, Milton, Pa., reports no signals 
heard beyond day-light range and air 
sounding exactly like a “Sunday afternoon”. 
All stations heard were QSA with no fad- 
ing, which is peculiar as stations were 
heard without swinging who ordinarily at 
night QSS badly, notably 8XE and 3AQR, 
State College and Hershey, Pa., respective- 
ly. On the first night weird whistling 
sounds, starting as a low pitched clear 
note and going up the scale to a high 
shriek and then down to the same low note, 
were heard, especially noticeable right after 
transmission when the switch was thrown 
to receive. 

9ZL, Manitowoc, Wisc., reports observa- 
tions from NTY: during entire duration of 
aurora, night and day, a continuous hum of 
considerable intensity was heard, somewhat 
similar to the hum caused by a DC motor 
running nearby. No DX could be copied 
thru this hum, altho 600 meter DX was in 
the phones the same as usual. The hum 
was strongest while the aurora was at its 
greatest intensity. 

9DRQ, Kansas City, advises aurora not 
visible on the night of the 15th but unusual 
radio conditions observed. Before 11 p.m. 
9’s and 8’s galore were heard, but at about 
11:20 they faded completely out and not 
a thing was heard thereafter except 5’s. 
They faded, not as fading is commonly 
known but in and out about once a second, 
as regularly as clock-work, most of the 
calls being uncertain except 5ZA, who was 
heard once, and who, strange to say, was 
an exception in that he did not fade at all 
while heard. 
9AZX, Jonesboro, Ind., reports no signals 

heard beyond daylight range, and NAA al- 
most inaudible at times on press schedule, 
which is unusual. He experienced difficulty 
in getting his tubes to oscillate, and com- 
pares it with the trouble experienced when 
some form of radium is brought into the 
operating room. 
about this? 

Anyone know anything 
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Ind., also a Morse oper- 
and varying ground 

oad wires, with inter- 
ninutes when the wires 

Listening in on radio 
ed absence of static 

tations out of day lignt 
been heard. 
N. D., advised neither 
lightest trace of DX 

e 14th. On the 15th 
was noticed. Between 
)AKC and 9AKH and 
ified 9’s were heard, 

Ik’ were heard several 
re than readable, altho 
heard 25 ft. from the 

'YAC, Superior, Wisc., 
it NUX, advising that 
weeks in May signals 
rmal day-light range 

heard and then very 
NAA, normally very 

d unreadable thru a 
tatic. Up to the 20th 
done outside the day- 
m 3:25 a.m. to 9:30 

ywwer lake stations, and 
NUR, NUK, NTM and 

fore heard during day- 
copied strong on galena 

illtown, Iowa, reports air 
except for nearby 9’s; 

trays: NAA as QSA as 

ng report of observations 
by R. P. Worden, operator 
Hutchinson, which was in 

part of Lake Superior 
May 16. The observations 
rystal detector during the 
Arlington, from 10 p.m. 

display of aurora was 
period of abnormally loud 
without swinging. After 

the aurora started the signals would change 
as the auroral glow varied. The type of 
display which in every case produced loud 
signals was a wide-spread glow, or the 
appearance of an “arch” in the north and 
tue absence of lights in other directions. 
On the other hand, brilliant “curtain” 
effects, red lights resembling distant flames, 
and streamers or beams radiating from a 
given point as well as any brilliant irregu- 
lar display, seemed to produce either weak 
signals or marked swinging or frequently 
both. As the auroral display diminished 
in brilliancy, the violence of swinging in- 
creased, as did stiays, and Mr. Worden’s 
log shows that at 11 o’clock NAA was 
swinging rapidly between strong and in- 
audible, very little aurora was noticed, 
and strays had increased to steady grinders. 
At 11:05 NAA finished, the aurora had 
disappeared, and the grinders were only 
moderate in intensity, while at 11:15 ail 
strays had died out and entirely normal 

ions had returned. 

{t wili be noted that the duration and 
brilliancy of the display varied in different 
parts of the country, as would be suspected. 
in some sections short-wave DX was tied 
up for a week, while in New England the 
night preceding the display (i.e., Friday 
the 13th) was a dead one but conditions 
were getting back to normal on Monday 
the 16th, some DX being heard. 

We hesitate to draw any very definite 
conclusicns frcm these meagre reports but 
we believe it is shown that the ionization 
evident by aurora results in the more or 
less complete absorption of that compon- 
ent of short-wave signal energy which de- 
pends for its propagation on its ability to 
travel over a stratum of “atmosphere” 
no: maily of low absorption. In other words, 
in heavy aurora amateur DX is absorbed, 
as are strays, and conditions almost identi- 
cal with tnose of normal day-light work 
prevail. 

“You SAY THE’, < 
B JrGRELLA “TYPE 
LAS'THE BEST? 

eee g 
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A New Rectifier Scheme 

T the Third District Convention in 
Philadelphia recently, Mr. Harry 
L. Strang, 3IL, of Washington, 
described an _ ingenious rectifier 
system used to supply the plate 

power for his radiophone. 
This consisted of a transformer having 

an open-circuit secondary voltage of 450 
volts, two “73 puncture-proof” 5 mfd. con- 
densers, and a bank of 24 small rectifier 
jars, 1” square and 6” deep containing 
%” x5%” electrodes of lead and aluminum 
separated by Bakelite blocks, the electro- 
lyte being sodium bicarbonate. This appar- 
atus is connected as shown in Fig. 1, and 
the rectifier itself is depicted in the half- 
tone. 

teu? “es FIG I tiov’ Gon 

Now theoretically if the secondary alter- 
nating voltage is 450, the D.C. voltage will 
be 900. This is due to the fact that first 
one condenser and then the other is charged 
to the secondary voltage of fhe transformer 
and the two voltages, being in series, add. 
The impedance of an ordinary voltmeter 
being so low that the voltage drop was too 
great to permit verification by such 
measurement, the output of the rectifier 
was connected to an oscillograph with a 

high resistance in series, and the voltage 
determined graphically. It was found to 
be twice the secondary alternating voltage. 
It was further found that when the im- 
pedance of the oscillograph was reduced 
to 2500 ohms, 

the 
the input im- 
set with which 

(equal to 
two-tube pedance of 

the rectifier was to be used), the voltage 
dropped to 500. Since this was the value 
desired, several additional tests were made 
to determine the rectifier characteristics 
under operating conditions. 

Fig. 2 shows the form of the applied 110 
volt alternating potential and the rectified 
voltage wave with its attendant double 
frequency ripple, the voltage apparently 
varying about 75 volts on either side of 
the mean, 500 volts. This ripple of course 
is an objectionable feature, and altho 3IL 
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factory phone work 
it a mile and a half 
llent and voice inten- 

in the A.C. hum, a 
be used to reduce it. 

fect of a filter, 1% hy. 
each lead. Fig. 3 

the intensity of the 
phase displace- 

d inductance. It is 
pple is not sufficiently 

ty is also used, this 
is beyond the choke 

usual form of filter 
effect on the ripple 

he voltage apparently 
volts on either side 

ndant 

ladly give further in- 
nelosing a self-return 
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An Interesting C.W. Contest 

of Hartford (affili- 
y conducted a very 
test in the building 
Several months ago 
lrawn up and about 
ed The idea was 

expensive C.W. set of 
operating from 110 

, to supersede the 
ill stations about town. 
and greater distance 

ference made this very 
Radio Club of Hartford 

for instituting steps 
wed by other cities in 

QRM. 
mbers of the club offered 

as a grand prize, and in 
ere five 5-watt power 

club. The rules called 
the prizes to the men 
scores on the following 

| efficiency.____._.....__...50 % 
eS. 20 % 
0 15 % 

15% 

100 % 
ere made at the final meet- 
efore closing for the sum- 

ntestants were on hand 
These were of every 

ription, but mostly follow- 
idea of a small base bear- 

panel carrying the controls, 

with the apparatus behind. Considerable 
ingenuity was displayed in the source of 
power. Several of the sets used step-down 
(“toy”) transformers on the 110 volt 
supply, the low potential current thus ob- 
tained being used both to light the fila- 
ment and to operate a spark coil with 
regular interrupter, the secondary voltage 
of which was dropped by a shunt condenser 
and then fed to the plate of the tube. 

a 

= 

/iov. 60” 

These sets of course would operate from 
a storage battery equally well. 

It was a condition of the contest that 
the operating wave length should not ex- 
ceed 200 meters, and thru faulty design 
only two sets were able to achieve this— 
those submitted by J. C. Randall, 1ANQ, 
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Dist. Supt., and F. H. Schnell, 1MO, our 
Traffic Manager, who is incidentally vice 
president of the club. Both of these sets, 
however, were able to get down to 180 
meters, altho readings were taken at 200. 
A phantom antenna was used, consisting 
of a 12-ohm resistance and a mica conden- 
ser of .0005 mfd. capacity, in series with 
a Jewell thermo-couple ammeter. 

Mr. Randall’s set was an experimental 
one, very neatly mounted on a large draw- 
ing board, and connected up very similar 
to the schematic hook-up. It used a 50- 
watt Radiotron excited by an Acme 250- 
watt transformer and achieved an over-all 
efficiency from supply mains to antenna 
of 13.65%. The transformer was probably 
too large for the tube for utmost efficiency, 
and the iron losses seem to have been re- 
latively large, whereby 1ANQ was handi- 
capped in his competition with 1MO., 

Mr. Schnell’s set made an _ over-all 
efficiency of 18.82%, putting 1.12 amps. 
in the 12-ohm antenna at 200 meters while 
drawing 80 watts from the line; antenna 
watts, 15.1. His set was declared the 
winner, altho the decision was very close, 
and he was awarded the cup. 

Photographs and the hook-up of the 
winning set appear herewith. It uses a 
single 5-watt Radiotron and achieves its 
15 watts in the antenna with 750 volts on 
the plate, the plate current being 46 m.a. 
At this input the plate remains unchanged 

[lis es 

a 

in color. The oscillating circuit is the one 
described by Mr. Whittier in the July QST. 
The inductance is a Tuska No. 181, built 
into the panel, and the transformer, which 
has three windings, was built to order by 
Thordarson. Inside the inductance the 
tickler may be seen, which consists of 25 
turns of bell- wire on a form 2%” in dia- 
meter. This is shunted by the variable C,, 
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the tuning of which is critical. The grid 
variable, C,, might just as well be a fixed 
condenser of .0003 mfd. C, is a mica by- 
pass, capacity not critical, preferably about 
.002. C, and C, by-pass the radio com- 
ponent across the two halves of the fila- 
ment windings, and are small paper con- 
densers of .001 mfd. The grid leak, R, is 
an ordinary graphite potentiometer sector 
used in series as a variable resistor. Mr. 

3- WINDING, » | 
TRANSFORMER 

~ 

: 
INDUCTANCE 

Whittier uses the key in series with the 
grid leak, but in this set such operation 
caused a continual “gurgle” when the key 
was idle which was very distressing for 
local work, altho it disappeared at a dist- 
ance. To overcome this the key is now 
placed at the bottom of the inductance as 
shown. The general arrangement of the 
set will be apparent from the photographs. 

This set gives the familiar “one-side-of- 
the-cyele” note which when heterodyned is 
not at all unpleasant. During June 1MO 
has worked 2KL, Redbank, N. J.; 1UN, 
Manchester, Mass.; 2UD and 2AJW, New 
York; etc., which speaks for the carrying 
powers of the C.W. in summer. 
. to cost of this set, including tube, was 
$34.00. 

RECEPTION WITHOUT AERIAL 
(Concluded from page 19) 

as the set was lowered below the ground 
level. Evidently the action is similar to 
buried wire reception; i.e., by propagation 
thru the ground. The stations heard, then, 
(including NSF, 8BC, 8RQ, 8AGK, 80OZ, 
8JL, and many 2’s) are probably within 
the daylight range of 2WM. 

The scheme is well worth trying out, 
as static of course is practically -absent 
in such reception. 
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Regarding That Summer Achievement 

S. Krase, Chairman, Committee of Judges 

H] 1 impression that the 
to given for summer 

Now station perform- 
i to the contest but 

t limited to station 
pel not the idea at all. 
Look incement. The cu 
is to ANY NOTEWORTHY 
ACHIE\ nd we surely hope that 
it will be t doing us more per- 
manent the getting off of a flock 
of sum! via radio.” Here are 
a tev 

Recs ‘ have not a receiving 
set th; good for CW and 
als wr sparks. We have 
the tw t when they are com- 
bined 1 ast always lost either 
the « tment on CW or the 
select Who will design that 
new t to us? 

D t present we waste 
te ind signing and tho 
we | reak-ins since 1907 none 
of good enuf to be in 
ger 1 one. 

| till have not got a 
a Can’t we have one 

000 volt transformer 
rge to happen in a 

ie degree of com- 
’ the new gaps meet 

é ne seen a conden- 
a coffin with a 

Have you a_ tube 
factor? Those we 

hav How did you get 
the 90% or better? 

Ke Electrolytic recti- 
fier ( ming thing. Has 
any = complete experi- 
ment proper solution—proper 
elel } nie per ampere— 
pro] nditions—with a com- 
plet adings to back up your 
State y trouble-proof electro- 
lyti pretty close to being 
the t 

C.V t We have yet to see 
a CW loes not have some very 
mark« efect—either the high 
voltag: verything in the set and 
makes vr it is on the antenna 
waiting 1ocent passerby—or the 
same tunes two circuits—or the 
circuit t at 360 meters—or the 
hook-uy ns two tuned circuits and 
flops ar between the two waves such 

has—or perhaps the adjust- 
critical—something always 

a set 
ments 

has seemed to be wrong. Have you the 
ideal circuit? 

Kick-Back preventers— The so-called 
kick-back that is really high frequency in- 
duction has been with us since 1906. Have 
you any comprehensive information, backed 
up by data and experiment and sketches, 
to prove that some method you can give 
will cure kick-backs? 
Grounds—Mr. Stroebel has given us a 

masterly antenna article. Has some one 
6f us an equally good article on grounds 
available? It will have to be most awfully 
good to get into the same class, 

Litz and solid wire.—the wid scrap be- 
tween ribbon and litz has started all over 
again with the advent of the tubes. A lot 
of our tube men seem to think it needs 
settling again. Someone in this outfit has 
the experimental facilities to settle it. 

Radio Amplifiers—There does not seem to 
be such a thing as a good short-wave radio 
amplifier. Now radio amplification has 
avdio lashed to ~ mast for it amplifies the 
thing we want instead of spociaitabaas on 
the station and the street cars as does the 
audio stage. A good short-wave amplifier 
of one or two stages would be a great bless- 

But it has to be a good amplifier and ing. 
preferably so constructed that it does not 
“smear” the best thing we have—the tuned 
plate regenerative tuner. 

The QRM si city—some 
radio district—must soon produce a system 
for a better division of time and privileges. 
There is no use at all in attempting to side- 
step the plain fact that no one has the right 
to use the ether as he wills without consult- 
ing his neighbors. Somewhere the best 
scheme is being tried out. Is the scheme 
yours? 

A non-radiating receiver—As more of us 
receive CW we will fill the ether clear full 
of radiation from our receiving sets. We 
need a device to cut that out. A receiving 
set is not supposed to send and no one is 
supposed to send out a continuous smear 
of radio for hours. 

Tube control—At present we use rheo- 
stats in the filament circuit of our gas tubes 
that work by running a slider over a wire 
coil. It is not fine enuf for a gas tube. 
We need a perfectly smooth adjustment. A 
compression rheo would be f.b. if it had 
enuf range and worked smoothly and was 
not bulky, but so far none of them do those 
things. In the plate circuit we use a 
potentiometer (which wastes battery) or a 
switch (which is not fine enuf) and neither 
-_ fill the bill. 

good ICW system—We have heard 
ICW sets that swung in wave length, others 
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that changed pitch, others that change tone 
quality, but darned if we ever heard one 
that stood still and let you copy it. Will 
someone please give us a decent way of 
modulating without using another fortune 
in tubes and appuratus. 

Now there is a good bunch to start work- 
ing on. The list is not complete and of 
course any other good thing you can think 
of is worth going into. If you do a good 
job of it never fear that QST will over- 
look your work—cup or no cup. Anyone 
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some real radio information 
space with us. 

that has 
“rates” 

And recollect also that station perform- 
ance is not barred—it just isn’t the only 
candidate. 

The gentlemen tentatively mentioned in 
the July QST as forming the committee 
of judges have all accepted. There is one 
for each radio district. When a real ac- 
complishment comes to your notice, please 
report it to the judge for your district. 

Operating Notes on Electrclytic Rectifiers 

By Roy Atkinson 

HEN an aluminum plate and a 
lead plate or a carbon plate are 
placed in certain solutions, such 
as sodium borate or ammonium 
phosphate dissolved in water, a 

eurrent can be made to pass in but one 
direction, namely, from lead to aluminum. 
In other words, by using a step-up trans- 
former and electrolytic rectifiers, you will 
get a unidirectional, pulsating current 
which can be used for the high potentia/ 
in C.W. work, as effectively as vacuum tube 
rectifiers or a motor-generator. 

o—~ a, ns, far rome 8 
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The step up transformer that I am now 
using with 12 jars will give an output of 
620 volts and 210 M.A. Using an “Acme” 
200 watt C.W. transformer and 8 jars, 
D.C. output of 450 volts and 125 M.A. can 
be obtained. 

Best results were secured by using 1 
pint Mason jars filled with a saturated 
solution of ammonium phosphate in which 
an aluminum plate 3” x "x1" and a 
lead plate of same dimensions, spread 2” 
apart, were immersed. [Note: Carvon or 
polished steel can be used in place of lead, 
and sodium borate (Borax) can be used 
in place of ammonium phosphate. ] 

The greatest trouble will be in forming 
the aluminum plates. This process usually 
takes from 1 to 2 hours and is usually 
hard on the transformer, as there is 
practically a “short” in the secondary coil, 
and should be done intermittently. It may 
help matters by first oxidizing the alumi- 
mum plates over a flame. When the 
aluminum plates are functioning properly 

there is a sparking all over the plate. 
When taken out these plates can be seen 
to be covered with a white coating of 
small crystals. This coating acts as a 
valve, allowing the current to pass in only 

direction. The better this plate is 
formed the higher the voltage that can 
be rectified. 

one 

If, after two hours, the aluminum plates 
fail to spark, take them out and you will 
find that they have black “scabs” com- 
posed of black crystals, over them. These 
“scabs” act as a short between the ele- 
ment and the solution without any recti- 
fication and therefore destroy the valve 
action of the jar. The plates that form 
“scabs” should be taken out and cleaned. 
A good plan is to start over again with 
new solution and a new aluminum plate. 

As the temperature of the solution in- 
creases the leakage of current becomes ex- 
cessive and the efficiency decreases. Best 
results are obtained by keeping the temper- 
ature of the solution below 110° Far. 

One might think that the output from 
an electrolytic rectifier would be hard to 
smooth out for phone work, but this is 
not the case, as tests were made by using 
the same filtering system for a vacuum 
tube rectifier, an electrolytic rectifier and 
a motor-generator, and the reports from 
listening stations showed that, so far as 
filtering was concerned there was practical- 
ly no difference in the three. 

Remember: 

The necessary number of jars increases 
with the increase of the voltage to be 
rectified. 

The efficiency decreases with an in- 
crease of temperature. 

The efficiency increases with a decrease . . 
m current. 

The better the plates are “formed”, the 
higher the voltage that can be rectified. 
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Three-Phase C. W. 

N f development in the 
ap of alternating current 

A to ( rk is the use of multi- 
rents so arranged that 

ea supplies a separate os- 

stepped up in voltage thru the 3-phase 
transformer whose primaries and secondar- 
ies are marked and S, respectively. 

2h 

mn "1G 2 

Condensers C are provided to byepass the 
radio frequency around the transformer 
windings. 

Both of these diagrams are seen to have 
a series plate supply and it seems to us 
that an improvement would result if 
parallel supply were used so that large 
reactances could be placed in the leads to 
reduce the supply modulation. We would 
also suggest to experimenters that since 
each tube is idle about half the time, this 
3-phase idea might be combined with the 
scheme of using a duplicate arrangement 
to employ “the other half of the cycle”, as 
is becoming popular in our single-phase 
C.W. sets, thereby still further improving 
the quality of the output. The Editor 
would be glad to hear from anyone who has 
experimented along these lines. 

Grid Potentials 

By Harold F. Hastings 

cillator a1 illatory outputs overlap 
and are the antenna. The idea 
is hardly vill appeal to the average 
amateur nost of us have single 
hase cur ir stations, but college 
= all ! would do well to ex- 
periment s line as it is most 
promisi! « 

Ae 

4 

1 ‘= 

The ; lea is shown in Fig. 1, 
taken { tish patent No. 127,008 
issued ete Francaise Radio- 
Electr mewhat more detail 
given taken from U. S. patent 
No. 1,3 ied to V. J. F. Bouchardon. 
In Fig a 8-phase generator the 
star cor ' which is completed thru 
the fi each phase of which is 

N ur eiving circuits, the writer 
| n that better results can 

eliminating the grid con- 
denser mn necessary, using a grid 
biasing When the grid conden- 
ser | the bulb is never deadened 
by str id signals, and the operator 
is ne" 1 with howling or bubbling. 

In most cases where Western Electrie 
VT-1’s are used, simply connecting the 
negative A, negative B and secondary leads 
together as in Fig. 1 will work satis- 
factorily. The characteristics of most 
other bulbs, and in some cases the VT-1, 
make it necessary to use a grid biasing 
potential. The device to secure this is 

= 
FIG. 3 

TEE oe « 
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shown at X in Fig. W, and consists of a 
slide contact resistance of not less than 60 
ohms and not more than 100 ohms, shunted 
across the A battery and with the slide or 
variable contact connected to the secondary 
lead as shown. To adjust, vary the slider 
and at the same time open the coupling 
between the grid and plate coils until the 
minimum coupling that still allows the bulb 
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to oscillate is obtained. If the experi- 
menter does not care to go to the expense 
of making or buying a slide contact re- 
sistance, let him try the variable lead on 
each different cell of the A battery as in 
Fig. 3, and loosen the tickler coupling as 
described above, making sure that the 
positive A battery is connected to the 
negative B battery. 

A Method of Obtaining High Plate Voltages 

By Robert E. Goll* 

AVING noticed several articles in 
the recent numbers of QST per- 
taining to methods for obtaining 
the desired high plate voltages used 
in conjunction with valve trans- 

mitters, the writer recalls to mind a rather 
simple arrangement developed by the 
French engineers during the late war 
which he observed while attending the Ad- 
vanced Radio Engineering course at the 

Paris, Sorbonne, after the conclusion of 

c <2 cs <4 
A- atlery or commen;rc1a/ mails (OC) 
B-Primary cormrmula for 
8, Secondary or rect)/y 1B, COPMTIMIEHL OF 

ta B 

Vain 

SYNCS ONNZET wit 
é, } Primary lead siip rings 

C3) Secondary (ead S/ip rings 
— ) - 
T- Trensformer with desired retro 

FIG | 

hostilities. As the French field sets (E-3, 
E-3 bis, and E-10) use a plate potential of 
320 volts, this unit, known as “Convertis- 
seur Type B,” is designed for that voltage. 
The writer, however, recently constructed a 
set along the same lines, but operating 
from 110 volt D.C. mains and producing 
in the neighborhood of 3000- volts at sec- 
ondary terminals; same being used in con- 
junction with Telefunken valve transmit- 
ter with very good results. The opera- 
tion of these sets is very simple. By 
substituting transformers with ratios giv- 
ing voltages best adapted to your needs, 
operating same from either storage cells 
or generator, and employing the commu- 
tator arrangement described below, it -is 
possible to overcome the expensive high 
voltage generator drawback. 

The French set operates as follows (Fig. 
ie: a accumulator supplying 12 an 

belt to pulley 

volts which, by means of commutator, B, 
is converted into A.C. and fed to trans- 
former primary through slip-rings, C, C-2. 
After being raised to the desired potential, 
a second commutator, B-2, SYNCHRON- 
IZED WITH THE FIRST (mounted on 
same shaft) rectifies this high voltage A.C. 
which is further smoothed out by means 
of capacities and chokes. The commuta- 
tors are of the two segment type, and 
as the motor drives them at an approxi- 

mate speed of 2400 r.p.m., in the 
neighborhood of 80 reversals (40 
cycles) per second are obtained 
through the transformer. 

The only difficult feature of the 
construction is the commutator 
and slipping arrangement, and, 
after wasting a _ considerable 
amount of time, energy and good 
humor in a vain attempt to pro- 
cure commutators and slip rings to 
suit the purpose, I finally decided 
to construct same myself. To this 
end a Bakelite rod 1 inch in dia- 
meter, and a brass tube with an in- 
side diameter of 1 inch were used. 
The tube is forced over the rod and 

then sawed into six sections 1 inch in length. 
The two sections to be used as commutators 
are then drilled, tapped, and fastened to 
rings divided into two segments by 
means of a saw. These commutators, to- 
gether with slip-rings, are then drilled 
through exact center, and forced on % 
inch shaft in the order shown (Fig. 1), 
the assembled unit being mounted on bear- 
ings which allow it to revolve freely, and 
connected to motor shaft. It is advisable 
to drill a second hole in two of the slip 
rings through which wires X are led from 
commutators B and B-2 to slip-rings C-2 
and C-3 

The eight brushes are then mounted, con- 
nections made as per diagram, and the 
two commutators adjusted to synchronism. 
The latter adjustment can be made by 
simply twisting commutators on shaft until 
position is reached where D.C. voltmeter 
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ceases This result will be 
obtains mmutators are “in 

g segments 
i, \ 

| 
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line itator brushes are 
’ éé aisSo 
No d who construct one of 

thes porate their own ideas 
as regal rings, motor couplings, 
brusl ; therefore a descrip- 
tion of has been purposely 
eliminat r to conserve space. 
Should yne desire additional 
informat riter will be pleased to 
furt equest by addressing 
him ind Street, Brooklyn, 
N. ¥ 

*Chief Radio Co. 

Rude Rad’o Men 

(F n London “Star’’) 
nham, M.I.R.E. 

(Ti hort article will give 
our ? lea of conditions and 
activity nd is interesting in 
inf of their chief causes 
»9§ ORM ource that, strange- 
ly « set amounted to much 
of ¢ Ed.) 

HI ety of London has 
r ( paign against rude 

Nothir . perates the wireless 
exper aving to remove his 
headg the tintinnabulations 
of ~d novice who delights 
in fi with superfluous mag- 
net e, and a monotonous 
repet yuestions as “Pease 
how is it good?. .Can 
you | I am receivir.g bad- 
ty, ar the Postmaster -General 
is t put a stop to radio- 
rud mpetent operating by 
allov societies to police the 
etner n all offenders. 

Jammed” America 

It si een done long ago. The 
recent nsmissions from Amer- 
ica wi edly “jammed” by ignor- 
ant | end. Like a boy with 
a new yele who scorches up and 
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down his suburban road to test its 40 m.p.h, 
the wireless novice switches on all his 
receiving valves, hears stations he has 
never heard before, buys more _ valves, 
switches them on too, hears still more 
stations, and starts saving up for still 
more valves. He doesn’t stop to consider 
that his receiver acts throughout as a 
miniature transmitter, that other experi- 
menters can hear him receiving, and that 
if a weak signal is amplified and magni- 
fied it is drowned in the multiplied howls 
and hoots of his many valves. 

During the American test (when ama- 
teurs “over there” tried to get into touch 
with British amateurs using only small 
power), I picked up a very weak American 
signal on the night in question and was 
breathlessly magnifying it when some 
brainless novice two streets away switched 
on his transmitting instruments and said, 
in a note that wobbled precariously and in 
Morse that seemed to be sent with his left 
foot: “Please has anyone heard America 
yet? What is the correct time please? 
Please answer.” By the time he had 
finished trying his spark and asking every- 
body why they didn’t answer him, my 
American had either finished his program 
or gone to sleep: I heard no more of him. 

Filament Transformers 

INTINUOUS Wave Radio Telegraphy 
+ and Telephony for the amateur is now 

emerging from the experimental stage 
to the practical working stage and, as 
every one agrees, is destined to be the 
form used almost exclusively in the near 
future. 

Until recently C.W. has been held back 
by the lack of available sources of high 
voltage D. C. and other necessary appar- 
atus. Now however, by means of recti- 
fying tubes, condensers and choke coils, 
high voltage D C. is available for all 
equipped with the proper transformer and 
an alternating current supply. This same 
source of alternating current can be used 
for heating the filaments of all tubes used, 
thus doing away with storage batteries. 
To accomplish this most satisfactorily, a 
transformer should be used to reduce the 
line voltage to from 8 to 10 vo'ts second- 
ary. This secondary should be tapped in 
the center so that the grid circuit may be 
connected to the filament at a point of 
practically zero potential. If the grid 
circuit is connected to either terminal of 
the transformer secondary, the grid poten- 
tial is alternately varied from 8 to 10 volts 
positive to the same negative, and a modu- 
lating effect is prodnced in the rlate cir- 
cuit causing the C.W. to be varied at a 
frequency proportional to that ef the line 
supply. 

(Concluded on page 46) 
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EDITORIALS 

de AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE 

Greetings! 

R.L. is realizing an ambition of years 
—a National Convention. In Chicago, 

August 3lst to September 3d, we meet 
from all over the States and the Dominion, 
in the greatest congregation of Amateur 
tadio enthusiasts ever assembled, and at 

this writing the finishing details are just 
being put on a program that will break all 
records for things of interest to radio 
folks. The Chicago Executive Council has 
worked hard for montts in the handling 
of the administrative details and now it is 

A S this issue of QST is mailed, the A.R. 

assured that the affair will be a splendid 
success. 
QST sends greetings to the First 

National A.R.R.L. Convention and Radio 
Shorv! May we all have a good time, learn 
much, and have renewed in us that spirit 
that stands for all things good in Amateur 
Radio—the old A.R.R.L. spirit! 

The Spark and the C. W. 

ERTAIN of our good friends have 
C pointed out to us that we are in 

laneer of starting an unprofitable 
controversy between the Spark and the 
.w. ‘Lhese triends, endeavoring to view 
the matter unprejudicedly, cannot agree 
that we have been quite fair to the Spark. 
From which it seems that we should say 
something for ourselves. 

Let us study the situation a little. That 
both types of sets continue to be installed 
indicates that both have virtues. That 
both are criticized shows that they both 
have defects. In favor of the spark we can 
mention that short calls are heard because 
the wave is not too sharp, that it is easy 
to copy and hold and the receiving sets 
don’t jam each other, the power can be 
readily changed, and each station has an 
individual characteristic that identifies it. 
On the other land t!e broader wave causes 
more QRM and static breaks up the recep- 
tion. The C.W. is vastly more efficient in 
transmission, quieter in operation, causes 
less QRM, and gets thru the static better, 
but on the other hand it is hard to tune 
in, the wave shifts, receiving sets jam each 
other, and the sharpness of tune is so pro- 
nounced that most C.W. stations are guilty 
of making illegal calls and interminable 
and unsigned tests. 

Now a study of these things led us many 

QS T 

s ago to the belief that C.W. would 
much better transmitter for us 

mont 
De a vely 
amateurs than the spark, and QST has 
been whole-heartedly boosting C.W. Our 
faith in it grows as it begins to do the 
things we looked for and as one after the 
other of its ob .ectionable points are over- 
come, and we continue in our belief that it 
is nearer the ideal than the spark. But 
we recognize the merit of the sparks and 
do not want to be considered ever as throw- 
ing mud at them. We want the C.W. to 
win, if it can, on merit. Good-natured 
rivalry is a healthy sign, we think, but we 
hope that absolute fairness, real sportsman- 
ship, and co-operation will characteriz. the 
work of A.R.R.L. members. We are in 
trying days, with legis!ation pending and 
with the financial situation affecting our 
manufacturers, and we don’t want a row 
that will divide us into two camps who will 
conduct jamming contests or engage in 
verbal battles. 

Let the C.W. win on sheer merit if it 
can, and if it can’t let’s junk it by all 
means. QST pledges itself to a policy of 
rigid fairness, and its pages will be devoted, 
as ever, to t!e endeavor to improve short- 
wave communlation. 

The Coming of Fall 
T seems to us that no fall season has ever 
| been more eagaly awaited than that 

one which is due to start its visit with us 
this month. The weather has seemed 
hotter than usual this summer, the strays 
have certainly been ftercer than is their 
wont, t!e G eat Outdoors hes been hard 
to resist, and our radio work has suffered. 
All hail, then, to the coming of decent WX! 

Night by night now the static will be 
less severe, the absorption less marked, and 
in just a little while we will be again in 
our element, with cold starlit nights of 
crystal clearness when signals go reaching 
out and out and on and on to distances that 
fill us with pride for our chosen hobby. 
Let us not be found wanting when goed air 
comes to us once more. To work, then, 
O.M., with right good will, and let’s be set 
for the greatest season in Amateur Radio. 

QST’s advertisers offer a most enticing 
and complete array of equipment, and sure- 
ly from our advertising section one can 
pick everything needed for an Al station. 
And it’s almest needless, we hope, to re- 
mind you to always mention QST in writing 
them—it helps all around, you know. 
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The Operatin 

an tment 8 

H. SCHNELL, Traffic Manager 
1065 Main St., Hartford, Conn. 

I ifie has fallen off so 
» have not enough to 
entire Operating De- 
seems that the heat 

neg” out of doors and 
the QRN e who would attempt 
to work 

Thi e read in QST at the 
Nationa nvention in Chicago 
and ths nager invites construc- 

OME ON BOY --AREN'T 
YOU GOING TO DELIVER 
THOSE MESSAGES? YOu 
MAY BE A CREAT OPERATOR 
AMD ALL THAT GUT IF You 
DONT KEEP EM MOVING 
AFTER vou GET 'EM-- WHATS 
TME USE 7 THERE'S A TELE 

wm PHONE AROUND THE DRNER 
|» «AT THE DRUG SRE OR IF 

1. THAT OoESW'T WORK - POST 
— CARDS ARE ONLY 1¢- 
rs ~~ THAT SG. OUT OF 

Ves son, THM YOU CANT 
ip (7 “GET OFF THE 

Srie Le HAD 

Ub DELIVERED 
MESSACES 

ae 

\ \ 

Aur 
ee | 

Don't let nboo have occasion to bawl you 
out like ¢ leliver that message without delay. 

tive « r the betterment of our 
Operat irtment reports. Sugges- 
tions en due consideration and 
you to make them in person. 
Suge: may be left at the A.R. 
R.L. t y be given to any mem- 
ber ting Department who will 
forv this office. If there are 
any hat you want to ask, please 
feel 1 t up the Traffic Manager 
and We are out to improve 

s . 

this Operating Department and we are 
going to do it. You fellows have many 
good ideas but you just do not take the 
time to submit them. Our chance to get 
together is right at the convention and I 
feel sure that if we can get in touch with 
each other we can develop some new kinks 
that will be interesting to us all 

First honors in traffic handling this 
month go to the Northwestern Division. 
PtF539998 £2244412 2334 mS 

bs MUMFORD BROS., 7ZJ 
Vancouver, Washington 

324 Messages 
Northwestern Division. 

EEEEE4-EE FEE ED ee ETED + EEE 
The biggest thing that I have on my 

chest this month is the old story, NON- 
DELIVERY OF MESSAGES. For gawd- 
sake if you accept a message, deliver it 
without delay or mail it. This has be- 
come a bugaboo in amateur relaying and 
it must be eliminated if we are to uphold 
our prestige. If you do not intend to 
deliver your messages do not accept them. 

The division reports follow: 

NEW ENGLAND DIVISION 
G. R. Entwistle, Mgr. 

Conditions in and around Boston are 
extremely bad for DX work and, in fact, 
for any kind of radio activities. Reports, 
or rather lack or reports, seem to prove 
that the same conditions hold throughout 
the New England Division. Electrical 
storms are a common occurrence and the 
QRN hangs on all of the time. 

Robinson (1CK) has been off the ether 
for some time now and is erecting an en- 
tirely new antenna system. Many of our 
most reliable operators are either recon- 
structing their stations or are on vacations. 
The closing of schools and colleges has also 
placed an extra burden on the few fellows 
who still stick. 

The O.W. at 1XE (Miss Eunice Randall) 
has opened up a station at her home in 
Mattapoisett. This is an A.R.R.L. station 
and Miss Randal! holds a Ist grade ama- 
teur license. 
20M was in Boston and visited some of 

the fellows about July Ist. 
Supt. Johnson (1DY) is still on the air 

and is attempting to hold up Boston’s end 
of the DX work. 
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A.D.M. Mix (1TS) advises that many 
times the number of reported messages 
(110) were actually handled in his section. 
Much interest is being shown in CW relay- 
ing and there are now more CW than spark 
stations handling traffic. Daylight com- 
munication has been established between 
Bristol, Conn., 1TS, and New Haven, 1QN, 
and Bridgeport, 1HO (spark). 1AJP has 
been coming through fine lately on a new 
CW set. Daylight work (noon) has been 
accomplished between 1TS and 2AQM, 
2ADL and 2BML and also with 9ZN at 6:30 

A.M. 1ANQ is doing fine work and hand- 
ling a bunch of traffic. He is being re- 
ported regularly in the 8th district. 1AJP 
in Bridgeport works 1QN without trouble. 
1AJU has increased his spark power and 
is breaking through well. 
1WC is now in operation at Plymouth, 

Mass., for the period of the Tercentenary 
Celebration and will handle traffic, broad- 
cast police reports and press. This station 
has been installed by the Massachusetts 
Radio and Telegraph School and consists 
of two 50 watt tubes with accessories. 
1WC will operate on 325 meters, CW, 
modulated and phone using self-rectified 
A.C. 

Traffic Reports: 1ZE, 182 messages; 
1IDY, 120; 1ASF, 81; 1TS, 76; 1HO, 26; 
1LZ, 20; 1BM, 8. Total 513. 

ATLANTIC DIVISION 
Chas. H. Stewart, Mgr. 

Ass’t D.M. C. J. Goette reports thru his 
superintendents as follows: 

Northern New Jersey, F. B. Ostman, 
Supt: Considerable traffic is moving over 
the reorganized route through this section 
for Philadelphia and other Pennsylvania 
— The bulk of the traffic is being 
andled by 2UE, 20X, 2BG, 2SQ, 20M, 

2CL, 2ALY, 2RU, 2ACD, 2KY, and 2UK. 
Plans are under way for a Jersey Shore 
Route and stations wishing appointments 
should communicate with the above. Msgs. 
reported, 2BG-21; 20M-106. Another 
appeal is made to ail stations that reports 
must be in my hands by the 17th. 

Hudson Valley, C. E. Trube, Supt.: 
Traffic is still moving well despite the QRN. 

j going East-and-west traffic is through. 

QSsT 

There seems a tendency to install small CW 
transmitters and tratftic is being handled 
on these sets. 2BFZ is taking the lead 
handling traffic with Ist, 3rd, and 8th 
district stations using but one 5 watt tube. 
2GR and 2UA lead in spark work. 2UA 
handled 141 msgs. last month. 2AID and 
2DJ are starting in relay work. 20A has 
quit the game. (He will come back.—T.M.) 
His gap must be filled by 2UA or 2DK. 
2BK is being remodeled and a mast of 100 
feet will be a new addition. 2BK had the 
pleasure of meeting 8FE and 8AWP while 
in Buffalo. An invitation was extended 
to all to come to New York whenever pos- 
sible. Schaefer, 8AGK, lost no time in 
accepting for he immediately bought a 
Ford and came rattling down and stopned 
at a boarding house opposite 2BK. 2UA 
has a regular schedule with 1DY. 

Northern District, Benzee Bros., Supts: 
Total messages for this district, 229. City 
Manager of Elmira reports 13 msgs. City 
Manager Graham of Rochester reports 48 
msgs. No reports from Jamestown, Lock- 
port, Niagara Falls or Lancaster. S. 
Woodworth, 8AWP, has been appointed 
City Manager of Syracuse. His address is 
425 Brownell St. Write to him for appoint- 
ments. SAWP handled 169 msgs. 

New York City, E. A. Cyriax, Supt.: 
2DI is on the job and cleared 104 msgs. 
with stations in the Ist, 3rd, and 8th 
districts. Tests are being arranged for 
daylight tests with 3HJ and 3CC. The 
Fordham Radio Club stations are doing 
good work with stations in the above named 
districts, 2XK handling 71 msgs., with a 
total of 83 for the club stations. 2ACY is 
acting as local distributor, 2ACT is hand- 
ling the New England traffic, while 2XK 
reaches the west. These are all CW 
stations. 

Long Island District, H. E. Collins, Supt.: 
2EL and 2AJW are about the only stations 
handling traffic as most of the other sta- 
tions are closed for the summer. 2AJW 
handled 57 msgs. No report from 2EL. 
Reports are missing from Brooklyn and 
Southern New Jersey. 

Ass’t. D.M. Duvall reports as follows for 
the Southern Section: 

Mr. S. W. Place, Dist. Supt. for Eastern 
Pa., announces the following appointments: 
I. Earle Aston, 3WX, 140 E. New St., 
Lancaster, Pa., has been appointed Tfc. 
Asst. covering the counties of Lancaster, 
York, and Berks. P. C. Peterson, 3BG, 
Folcroft, Pa., has been appointed Tfc. Asst. 
for Delaware Co., and Temp. City Mer. 
for Philadelphia Co. reports 3HX and 3CC 
handling most of the traffic. 3CC is using 
both CW and spark and works on schedule 
with 2UK. 3CC handled 56 msgs. K. K 
Keck, 117 S. St. Cloud St., Allentown, Pa., 
8FR, has been appointed official station on 
Branch Line #1 of Trunk Line B. His 
station is in communication with Reading 
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FR handled 8 msgs. 
ports 8ACS and 8RH 

, 64 msgs. and is 
with 2ARY. W. A. 
tral Pa., reports Mr. 

is recent marriage. 
DX work. 8HR 

their traffic records, 
vs. No report has 

Supt. Barr. 3ZY 
with 4GL on CW. 
SXF is heard once 

nd 3ALN must have 
Div. Mgr. would 

nyone located in 
ne the counties of 

Washington, and 
who could devote 
up efficient traffic 

y was under R. W. 
1 position on a ship. 

Jr., Dist. Supt. for 
very little lag in relay 

QRN. 3EQ has handled 
) watt CW set. 3HG 
inication with 2ARY. 

own and keeps in 
th and northwestern 

Msgs. reports, 3EQ-19, 
RM-2 

t. Supt. Western Pa., 
17 msgs. and is the 
in a report with a 
msgs to note. 8VH 

P.M. and from 5 to 6 
wt schedule is due 
ts. S&SVH wishes to 
hearing 8AHE, 8PU, 

to arranging a work- 
lian traffic is going 

‘'V is using CW and 
t QRN prevents traffic 
ZV resumed their old 

SRU has a new 240 
denser trouble. He is 
to the aerial. 8HA is 
but do not know what 

work. S8AFC has 
handling some traffic. 

8JQ, 8LW, 8EV, 8HY, 
8VQ are closed for the 

’ them has been heard 
8AIO who is not an 

sing CW. 

OKE DIVISION 
Gravely, Mgr. 

h are coming into the 
this month it would 
al change is at hand, 
ability to clear a tre- 

traffic during the days 
I refer to the advent 

ision, and it does seem 
1 number, and some ex- 
me of our best sparks 

or a long time, and not 
were out of commission 

or the operators away but because these 
fellows have been busy experimenting with 
tube transmitters, and other station iIm- 
provements. . : 

Relaying in the Division is practically at 
a stand-still with an exception here and 
there. The fellows are mainly taking ad- 
vantage of the tremendous spell of static 
to make improvements and changes but 
they will all be back again soon, better 
than ever. 

City Manager White of the Norfolk 
District states that, due to the hot weather, 
things have been unusually quiet in his 
locality and not expected to open up until 
the latter part of August or the first part 
of September. : 

Mr. White reports the following stations 
lining up for work as soon as conditions 
permit: 3GO, spk. and CW; 3ACG, spk. 
and CW; 3ACJ, spk.; 3AB, CW; 3MM, 
CW; 3MK, CW and fone; 3VV, CW; 3ACE, 
spk.; 3EZ, spk.; 3ACZ, spk.; 3AAG, spk.; 
XF-1, 3% k.w. CW, ambition Honolulu. 

C.M. White closes by saying that Rich- 
mond amateurs report hearing his CW in 
day:ight, and with two or three gocd sta- 
tions there, he believes the daylight route 
to the Division Manager is sure. He further 
states that with 3ZY (formerly 3AAQ) at 
Washington, the Norfolk stations, 4GL at 
Savannah, several in Atlanta, and others 
north and south, he believes we will be 
lined up in great shape. 

C. D. Blair, D.S. Central Virginia, ad- 
vises that 3ZP is now attending Columbia 
University, taking a course in vacuum 
tubes. 3ABT and 3JY are at Bliss Electri- 
cal School. 3AUK expects to install a 
tube transmitter. 3MO has an ICW set, 
Ford coil and VT, which carries well, and 
with a new regenerator, will be one of the 
locals. 3TJ will install a 1KW spark and 
with his favorable location he is the logi- 
cal DX station for Richmond. 3ZL, the 
Dist. Supt., will be in the game with both 
feet, a 100 watt tube set going in in 
addition to the spark. He desires to thank 
the Richmond men for the way they have 
observed the club rule of a cilent hour for 
phone concerts. 

Supt. Wohlford, 3CA, of the S.W. 
Virginia District, reports a great deal of 
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activity in his section, and as far as 
practical he is visiting in person each one 
of the stations and is trying to clear up 
other points. 3CA will operate a tube 
transmitter. 3AOV, Stonega, will also 
prove a valuable assistant to the D.S., as 
well as Higgins, 3HL. 3APA, Salem, will 
soon be in the game with a tube set. 

Out of the ether these hot sultry nights 
comes booming, 4EA, Parker of New Bern, 
N. C. He did not get his set going last 
winter, but is now ready to help shoot 
traffic through by the way of the coast 
route. Winston, N. C. has three excellent 
stations in 4AL, 4CK and 4CX, with others 
developing. With New Bern, Greensboro, 
Charlotte, Asheville and Winston, the Old 
North State can be relied upon. 

At this writing nothing officially from 
Supt. Heck of West Virginia, although 
8EF is heard working, as well as &8SP, so 
we know traffic is moving. 

Will stations in Clarksburg, Charleston, 
Hinton and Bluefield please get in touch 
with the District Supt., or the Division 
Manager, with a view of perfecting the 
route to the south? 
3AEV, Clarke of Danville, is now oper- 

ating a 20 watt tube transmitter, and will 
handle practically all of the traffic going 
through this point. He will also operate 
at 3BZ when occasion demands, and thus 
relieve the Division Manager to a con- 
siderable degree. 

In conclusion, there is a wonderful fall 
and winter season ahead for all. It will 
be a most happy one if all will lend their 
hearty co-operation, and dwell in the A.R. 
R.L. spirit. 
Remember please, that your section can- 

not be properly represented in QST unless 
Division Headquarters are kept properly 
informed. Therefore, it is requested that 
all reports be made up in regular report 
form; also, where there are districts not 
covered, we will ask that the individuals 
make reports. 

DELTA DIVISION 
J. M. Clayton, Mar. 

Due to almost continuous QRN “storms” 
the amount of traffic handled in the division 
has been practically nil. 

While general interest hasn’t SiacKkened 
a bit in the Division, for various reasons 
practically none of the stations in the 
division are in operation at the present 
time. 

5ZP is still down at Bay St. Louis leading 
the quiet and simple life. Hubie is having 
a hard time of it, but will certainly be well 
long before next season rolls along. 
5ZAC is re-locating his station and in 

addition is rebuilding and re-equipping the 
entire station. 
5ZAB is doing likewise. The Pullen 

Gang warn us that there will be a sink 
gap signing 5ZAB next season, and also a 

QST 25 

5ZAB fone and CW set of 100 watt power. 
As usual no report has been received 

from 5ZS or 5ZD. We wish these two birds 
would come across with a little information, 
We presume they are still alive, altho they 
haven’t been heard on the air in ages. 
5YH is no more. Captain Baldwin has 

been detailed to go to China as Military 
Attache to the Minister at Pekin, and to 
learn the Chinese language. YH will be a 
chink for four years! A fine job for a radio 
man is that. But he won’t be down and 
out. He carried, yes carried, with him his 
short wave and three step amplifier set, 
and a long wave-er. Maybe YH won’t be 
a perfect code guy when he comes back to 
these United States but he certainly ought 
to be able to copy ’em as well as anyone 
after four years of copying Chinese Px! 
He from San Fran on the 2nd of 
August. Luck be with ye, OM, and hurry 
back. 

5JD has been appointed City Manager 
for the city of Little Rock. JD is still 
plugging away every night the QRN lets 
up. 

Mr. Botto, 5EK, of Memphis, has been 
appointed A.R.R.L. Relay Station for that 
City. 5EK comes in nicely here at Little 
Rock and seems to have a fine set, from the 
way his sigs carry. We're extremely glad 
to have a station in Memphis again and 
know that 5EK will have more than his 
share when traffic opens up again. 

No reports were received this month from 
the following: W. L. Barrow, Dist. Supt. of 
Louisiana; W. C. Hutcheson, Dist. Supt. 
of Tennessee; Kennon, Dist. Supt. 
of Mississippi. 

sails 

W. L. 

We have begged and begged long enough 
for reports, fellows, so in the future we 
are going to leave it entirely up to you as 
to whether we have a report from your 
section or not, ONLY don’t come out and 
say “Why doesn’t QST come south” as 
some are inclined to do. QST will eome 
south just as far and as much as YOU make 
it come, and when we don’t have news from 
the various District Superintendents we 
certainly can’t be held at fault because 
their particular section isn’t represented, 
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DIVISION 
Mathews, Mgr. 

f the Central Division 
eached the lowest peak 
tivities. Only a few re- 
ceived and these have 
wing to the fact that 
received reports from 

We believe that the 
will instil new energy 
uur stations and that 

port will show better 

of the Toledo District 
to report this month 

either A.D.S. Quite a 
are building CW sets. 

SVJ, 8JM, 8ZN, 8ZR, 
The sparks on most 

ire 8SAJX, 8TK, 8DZ. 
tations now in Defiance 
They are 8BEP, Mr. 
(correction), just re- 

Davison. 
Wisconsin the station of 
p, 9ZL, is again in com- 

out. In order to keep 
ng the summer a Sun- 

ing schedule was in- 
17 on the plan that 
in 1920. At 10 a.m. 
clears with the Fox 

then routes traffic south 
Route. At Manitowoc 

9IX, 9DNL, 9DMU and 
has arranged alternate 
Fox River stations 9DV, 

L, 9AUF and 9DRO; at 
s arranging schedules for 
/FN; while 9VD is arrang- 
all Milwaukee stations in 

GP of Kenosha hands the 
Chicago, while 9MH of 

western-end traffic. 
has been given temporary 
Upper Michigan Peninsula 
roximity to his district and 
that there seem to be no 
tors in that territory cap- 
the job of D.S. Prospec- 
hat locality are requested 
vith him. 
rtin of 9GP, has been 

Manager of Kenosha, Wisc. 
City Manager of Akron, 
ther long distance station 

W. F. Warden, Jr., of 
Florida, has moved and is 

n and is making prepar- 
| up for fall work. 8DE, 

station, has been doing 
with C W of late and has 
keeping up communication 

tations and the east. 
hinson, Supt. of Northern 
not a single report has 
this month from any part 

He supposes that it is the 
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old trouble, too much static and too much 
hot weather. 

Mr. and Mrs. Candler, Supts. of the 
Miami Valley District of Ohio, advise no 
reports received from Troy, Dayton, Xenia, 
Lebanon, and only indirectly from Cincin- 
nati. The trouble seems to be that many 
of the better operators have gone away on 
a vacation and others seem to have lost 
their interest and are not likely to revive 
it before good radio weather starts up this 
fall, while still others are spending their 
time dabbling in CW with such small sets 
that they cannot get any distance great 
enough to be a help to traffic work. 

A report from 8EB, Norwood, Ohio, is 
at hand in response to the statement in last 
QST that Cincinnati had apparently fallen 
into her old position of keeping to herself 
rather than co-operating with the rest of 
the radio world, or words to that effect. 
I am glad that statement was published in 
QST for it stirred one operator into a 
report. 

Traffic is moving in and out of Cincinnati 
on short jumps at the present as nearly all 
the DX stations are out of commission. 
During June, 8EB handled all the traffic 
coming through Cincinnati in this District. 

8IV of Springfield reports two new CW 
stations starting up there, but that 8AGA, 
John Westcott, will be out of the game this 
season as he will be away to school. 

8AOI of Columbus is sending out Police 
Reports at 9:15 Eastern Time. Any oper- 
ator hearing these reports is requested to 
notify Police Headquarters of his own 
town. 

DAKOTA DIVISION 
Boyd Phelps, Mgr. 

It’s no use, OM, I give up. Don’t hold 
QST a minute for my report because there 
isn’t a darn thing to write about. I hate 
to break my record but I guess it can’t 
be helped. This blamed hot weather is to 
blame for it all. You fellows have 
succeeded in getting some mighty fine 
articles in QST. It is in appreciation of 
the value of the space that I am not send- 
ing in a report because if I did write one 
it would be largely bunk and space filler, 
so I will make room for better things. I 
hope to have a real report next time as 
things are showing a wiggle of life now. 

WEST GULF DIVISION 
Frank M. Corlett, Mgr. 

The terrific summer heat and the ever 
present summer brand of QRN almost com- 
pels me to report activities in three letters, 
ie. QRN. There seems to be a general 
lack of interest or is it just a lack of PEP 
due to the all-fired-hot-weather. I know it 
is powerful hot with a pair of head-phones 
on one’s head ’n all that. In some cases 
reports were not made at all; one live 
territory reported and the Dist. Supt. lost 
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the report. Yes Sir!! LOST IT!!! Can 
you beat that? Well anyway—maybe it 
will all some out in 5GJ’s wash—how about 
it “Suds’”?? John is all boiling over about 
that sketch in July issue of QST and says 
he’s going to meet 8UX in Chicago. Hi! 

Reports that were received are as 
follows: ; : : 

New Mexico District, Louis Falconi, 
5ZA, Supt., Roswell, N. M.: 

Sorry but due to the usual bugbear, 
QRN, very little radio activity is taking 
place. 5ZA’s CW is proving very effective, 
being reported by ships 2300 miles distant. 
If it proves OK next fall will probably 
junk the spark set. 

Oklahoma District, L. G. Dill, Supt., 
5HL, Oklahoma City: 

Daylight intra-state routes have been 
working very effectively throughout Okla. 
during the past month, when it was im- 
possible to work at night thru the rages of 
the mid-summer QRN. A schedule is being 
worked out whereby all traffic for Okla- 
homa can be delivered with little delay via 
the daylight routes. Traffic _as a whole 
has been moving slowly. Thru _ station 
5JR at Enid traffic can be handled from 
Kansas and then passed to Oklahoma City 
thru the worst QRN. A _ good reliable 
station is needed either at Lawton or some 
point in Southern Oklahoma. The Okla- 
homa Radio Co., of Oklahoma City have 
installed a testing station of % K.W., call 
5QP. Station is open for traffic at all 
times. 5QH is a new station at Enid. A 
new station is also reported at Norman 
Okla., 

Southern 
5HA, owned by Mr. Kelly. 

Texas District, W. H. 
5ZU, Supt., Austin, Texas: 

5ZU and 5ZAG are sticking it out at 
Austin. 5BO has dismantled and quit the 
game but will operate the University sta- 
tion part of the time. 5YK, Sahm, of New 
Braunfels, burned out his motor again, 
(steenth time) and is out of the running 
for a while. Handled 109 messages during 
the 13 days of operation. That’s going 
some! We need more with some of this 
spirit. 5ZU handled 60, 5ZAG 60. (??? 

Tilley, 

One of ’em must have sent 60 and the other 
received 60. Huh? How about that?) 
Asst. Dist. Supt. A. P. Daniels of Houston 
makes an interesting report as usual. He 
advises they had one DX nite in the whole 
past 30 days! That was the fifth of July. 
It seemed that all the old gang were at 
their sets for the first time in moons. 
9OE and 5JD, 5QI, and 51Q, 5LC and 5XJ, 
5ZAG and 5XI were all busy, and QRK at 
Houston. 

Practically no traffic has been moving, 
as conditions have not permitted it. A 
tropical storm of considerable intensity just 
sidestepped Houston by a narrow margin. 
The velocity at Houston was about 45 
miles per hour, strong enuf to carry with 
it the two 65 ft. masts of 5ZAA, one pulley 
rope at 5JM and the upstairs gallery rail 
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at 5ZX to which one end of antenna was 
guyed. Quick work saved the day, how- 
ever, and 5ZX was in commission thruout 
the storm. 

Only three stations in Houston are in 
commission at this writing: 5ZT, 5JK, and 
5ZX. 5AE is putting up an 85 ft. mast. 
5HE blew up. 5NK, sink gap troubles. 
5HZ, rebuilding receiver. 5J transfor- 
mer shot. 5JI1, in California (thanks). 
5ZAA at sea. 5CA at Porto Rico. 5EC 
in Tampico. 5YI and 5XB, deserted. 5LX 
and 5MS rebuilding. 5ZW working on CW. 

Traffic handled by 5ZX—total, 12 msgs. 
No other reports. 

Northern Texas Dist., H. P. Heafer, 
5AF, Supt., 
from J. S. 
Northeastern Ter. 

Dallas: No reports received 
(“Suds”) Dorsa, 5GJ, A.D.S. 

or from J. L. Martin, 

Northwestern Ter. 
received from Guy Neel, 5XJ, A.D.S. North- 
5IF, A.D.S., Report 

central Ter., but lost or misplaced by Dist. 
Supt. Ye gawds! 

B. Emerson, 5ZG, City Manager of 
Dallas, reports a total of 125 msgs. handled 
by Dallas stations. Work of organizing 
the city into sections is progressing nicely 
and appointments will be announced soon. 

The committee from the Dallas Radio 
Club supervising the installation of radio 
apparatus for the City Police and Fire 
Dept. has made considerable progress. The 
set will be in operation soon. Organization 
work has been in progress since the city 
became interested in this work last fall, 
and at present there are 70 receiving sta- 
tions actually ccpying and delivering the 
police bulletins to their respective local 
peace officers daily. Circular letters are 
being mailed to nearby towns in an effort 
to perfect a complete net-work, surround- 
ing cities being requested to make use of 
the broadcast facilities for their own police 
bulletins. Those interested in learning 
more of this system may write Mr. Emer- 
son, 3730 Wendelken St. 

PACIFIC DIVISION 
A. E. Bessey, Mgr. 

Reported by E. G. Arnold, A.D.M. 

The summer months, which ordinarily 
have put a check on amateur long distance 
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work, ha ich a distressing effect 
on us tl} Stations of the Bay district 
have bes n distance communica- 
tion v interruption due to 
QRN ng. 6APH of San 
Frar ling through to Los 
Ang . an Ysidiro, Boise and 
other nificant point here is 
that t lled 50 messages on 
the nig ith Portland, Van- 
couver, eles. 6APH reports 
that t ycle, which he now 
uses | cutting through the 
QRN t ter extent. 

a 
6ZR, n showing the way to 

amat ery angle, has moved 
t bay district has lost 
a $; removal. However, 
tl elay station in Los 
Ar irely stimulate con- 

nmering away with 
the team roller. Night in 
a lr the job with a regu- 
la rht the standard of 
our resent level. He has 
a een excelled, both for 
t es handled and dist- 
ar ng to clear traffic call 
or ZX. We take our hat 

ht of his aspirations, 
He t from the sound will 
re ths of space. He comes 
roar idburst in Haiti. We 
are here he will reach this 
wint me hard luck in the 
past t is set and now that 
he the spark clientele he 
will 1 nto the shoes of 6ZR, 
the 1 rd. 

ything has been going 
thru ud been expected even 
thous nditions. Los Angeles 
amat xperiencing but little 
trou thru 6ZX. The work is 
ther thru 7ZJ, 7DA and 7BK. 
Those hru from the south are 
6ZN, 6 5EA, 6EB, and 6LC. 

Wi noticed the shortage of 
Pacifi n reports in the QST. This 
is dus fact that we have not been 
rceeeivil reports from our various 
Supts get together and get those 
report 

NORTHWESTERN DIVISION 
R. T. Galyean, Act. Mgr. 

Altho summer QRN has slowed up traffic 
in the eastern section of the Northwestern 
Division thruout Montana and_ Idaho, 
traffic along the coast moves with the same 
old speed. As is usual in the summer 
montis, communication between Seattle and 
Portland is at its best and no unusual 
difficulty is experienced. 

Reports from A.D.M. H. E. Cutting at 
Bozeman, Montana, indicate that little relay 
work is being handled. The same is true of 
7YA at Boise, Idaho, one of our best relay 
stations on the route to the east. He re- 
ports hearing only a few eastern stations 
on only one or two nights during the past 
month. - All Boise stations except 7YA and 
7OT have closed for the summer. R. M. 
Quarles, TDI at Boise has erected a large 
tower and will soon start shooting DX. 
L. L. Martin, 7LN, at Nampa, Idaho is 
constructing a CW set. Dist. Supt. E. O. 
Selby, operator at 7YA, is constructing a 
radio frequency amplifier. 
Communication to the north of Seattle 

is cleared with 7LS at Ferndale, Wash., 
and Canadian 5CJ and XEQ (ex-5CP) both 
of Vancouver, B. C. These stations are also 
worked from Portland and Vancouver, 
Wash. 

Practically nothing has been going east 
from Seattle. 7FI at Pullman, Wash., is 
off the job for the summe 

From Seattle south, traffic has been going 
via 7DA, 7ZJ, 7ZB, TED and 7CN, while 
ixth district stations are worked only on 

“good” nights now. Credit is due Mum- 
ford Bres. 7ZJ, for the good watches they 
keep (continuous is right, Mason) and for 
their ability to put traffic thru with that 
“ton-of-bricks” spark. T7BK and 7IY were 
tte busiest stations during the past month. 
7FR and 7AY, both of Seattle, have sparks 
that carry south well. 7IU is finishing his 
station and will join the DX list before 
long. 

Miss Winifred Dow, 7CB of Tacoma, says 
that they have not recovered from the ban- 
quet which they attended in Portland. 
(Neither has Bill, Winnie.) Fifteen of 
the Tacoma Radio Club’s members were 
present. N. R. Benoit, 7BC, formerly of 
Tacoma and now at Camp Lewis, Washing- 
ton, and Sergeant Andert, also of Camp 
Lewis, flew from Tacoma to Portland by 
aeroplane to attend the banquet, causing 
quite a bit of excitement over the novelty 
of it. 7BC is off the air now until some- 
time in September, rebuilding his entire set 
from the ground to the antenna. Mr. 
Reichert, 7CE of Tacoma, has installed 
CW. 7KM and 7BG are Tacoma’s two 
most reliable stations, just now, getting 
thru in fine shape south. 7IY is also doing 
good summer work. 

South of Portland, radio activities have 
4 -o-g-d.T e) Pleee 
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been practically nil for the past month. 
Many of the fellows are remodeling their 
sets and many off on fishing trips. How 
you goin’ to keep ’em on the job when -the 
fish are biting? TIN at Salem, Ore., has 
erected a 100 foot antenna. 710, who has 
been handling most of the Salem traffic; 
has signed up with the Ship Owners and is 
on an Alaska run. Adair Lockwood, 7JT, 
ex-navy man from the 8.S. Geo. Washing- 
ton, promises a real DX station, both spark 
and CW. We are glad to welcome him on 
the air. He sure ought to do some wonder- 
ful work with CW in that location, as ex- 
periments with the Northwestern Radio 
Association’s station erected last fall at the 
fair grounds at Salem proved that Salem 
is a fine location for work both east and 
south. 

In the Marshfield district only one station, 
7CN, is working out, and has not much 
trouble with fading. Considerable traffic 
goes thru to the south from this station 
when more northern stations are unable 
to work south thru QRN. It is a valuable 
station from this point of view. There will 
be several new stations there next winter 
and as the location seems to be a very good 
one for signals both north and south it 
will be a very gocd relay point. 

At Seaside, Oregon, QRN has been so 
bad as to make it impossible to get out 
for L.D. work. As seems to be the’ general 
habit, there are several stations there re- 
modeling for the winter work. 7SN, 7IG 
and 7HD are those putting in new appar- 
atus. THD at Astoria, Ore. has been able 
to raise several stations east of Portland 
and would like to make tests with some of 
them. 

At Vancouver, Washington, 7QQ is doing 
some fine work with his half K.W. working 
as far south as Santa Cruz, Calif., and as 
far north as Seattle. Two new stations, 
7MR and 7RB, are both promising pros- 
pects. 7ZJ has been on deck every night 
working as far south as Long Beach, Calif., 
and north to Vancouver, B. C. Harold 
Lawson, of Vancouver, was caught in the 
act of constructing a CW set. E. R. Mum- 
ford of 7ZJ is spending the summer on his 
homestead near Chehalis 
brothers hold continuous 
station. 

his 
on 

while 
watch 

two 
the 
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Traffic north from Portland is going thru 
TBA, 7TBK, 7KM and 7IY and to tie south 
of Portland thru 6ZX, 6TV, 6WZ and 
6APH, and 7CN. 

Geo. W. Cameron, 7DP (Dippy), has 
been appointed City Manager of the A.R. 
R.L. for the city of Portland and will see 
that a full and complete report from Port- 
land reaches the D.M. every month. There 
are a number of new CW stations under 

nstructicn in and near Portiand, and it 
is rumoied that one will use 250 watt 
tubes. good prospective CW and phone 
relay station is under construction at the 
Hawley Pulp and Paper Co. in Oregon 
City, 12 miles south of Portland. Another 
CW set will be installed in Eugene, 
Oregon by Garrett Lewis, 70Z. 

Fieches cf 7TNI is at tie forest ranger 
radio station at Zig-Zag, Oregon, and Fritz 
Stephens it at sea, cr thinks he is, as he 
is op on a tug at Astoria. 

Wm. Leidigh, ex-7DS has been assigned 
e call 7Z28, gormeriy held by John Hertz. 

It is said that 7CB’s receiving set has been 
adjusted to 375 meters and soldered there. 

The auto theft reports for the Portland 
police department are sent every night at 
9:30 and are meeting with very favorable 
reception by the department. Seattle has 
I unable to copy these reports owing 
to the intense QRM in Seattle; but now 
that there has been a radio club organized 
there it is hoped to control QRM to the 

Y 

opeen 

extent that these reports may be copied. 
Seattle is not as yet transmitting these 

ito theft reports, but arrangements are 
being made with the police department 
t e f the service. At Tacoma, auto 
theft reports are transmitted each evening 

9:45. different stations being assigned 
nsmit each week. 

wing to the many letters being re- 
eiver the Div. Mgr. asking for infor- 
mation lt gard to hook-ups, advice on 

nes hnical, ete., Mr. J hn Pearson, 
D, 740 Schuyler St., Portland, Ore., has 

been asked to handle this for the Division. 
Mr. Pearson will be glad to answer letters 

this kind of information. 
Busiest station, 

Wash., 

asking fe 
Reported messages, 633. 

Mumford Bros., 7ZJ, Vancouver, 
324. 

ONTARIO DIVISION 
A. H. K. Russell, Mer. 

Traffic has been practically at a stand- 
still in Ontario for the past month. The 
holidays with closing of schools, frightful 
QRN, and the terrific heat have been the 
causes for the standstill. A new station 
has been put in operation in Kitchener, 
3QJ at St. Jeromes College, with a % 
K.W. transmitter and Grebe receiver. This 
will prove a valuable station to the Ontario 
Division. Two more special licenses have 

(Concluded on page 60) 
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uncis L. Pullen 

I n is “one of that Pullen 
gal Fifth District seems to take 
S razzing. He was born 
or lanuary, 1900, at Houma, 
Li the Delta section of the 
Delt At the early age of seven 
I marvelous ingenuity of 
ho tery from the carbon to 
tl he phenomenon of short- 
‘ he took another lesson 

presented with a motor, 
whi n the desire for a radio set. 
Ap] e to father; result: none 
wort ng. Later, tho, he had 
bett | they were about to put up 
a set war came. In November, 
1919, ged to get up an aerial which 
was for waves not shorter than 
12,01 Started with the regulation 
night ype of apparatus and rocked 
alor that for a while till one da 

kin i handed him a copy of QS 
ded on page 46) 

in, AMATEUR WIRELESS 

J. K. Hewitt 

We all know of the wonderful work that 
both the rock-crusher and the CW set used 
to do at 2RK, but we haven’t heard much 
about its owner. 

At present both 2RK’s station license 
and Hewitt’s operator’s license are under 
suspension for violation of the radio laws, 
as recently reported in QST, but we be- 
lieve no one will deny that this recognition 
is due Hewitt’s previous achievements. 

J. Kenneth Hewitt was born in Elmira, 
N. Y., where he spent the first few years 
of his life. Moving to East St. Louis in 
1911, he had his first spark coil set, 
followed by others in an ascending scale 
until 3 k.w. was reached. Then the radio 
laws and the reduction to 1 k.w., this time 
in DesMoines, Iowa. Later he moved to 
Albany, N. Y., and it was there, in 1915, 
16 and 17, that he became really known 
on the air with old 2AGJ, the 40-cycle 
flutterer. 

(Concluded on page 60) 
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Akron Radio Club 
The Akron (Ohio) Radio Club has dis- 

banded and surrendered its charter of 
affiliation. The Rubber City Radio Club 
there is affiliated, and application is pend- 
ing from the Radiotec Club. 

We have newly appointed the following 
officers: president, Louis Tissel; vice-pres., 
B. Duble; business manager, Louis Ratis- 
seau; treasurer, L. Wallin; secretary, Ed. 
Rouse, 51M, 1106 Avenue C. 
We wish to announce the departure of 

our good friend Leroy Wallin, formerly 
president of our club. He is dropping out 
of radio and we hate to see him go but 
hope that he will come back some day. 

Many of our stations are doing good 
work, especially 51M, and with Mr. Tissel’s 
set on the air there will be at least four 
ane here with a range of a hundred 
miles. 

Maryland Radio Association 
The Maryland Radio Assn. is preparing 

for an elaborate moon-light excursion down 
the Chesapeake Bay, with phone music to 
be transmitted from Baltimore and danced 
to on board via a 4-step and Magnavox. 
The date has not been determined. 

Peoria Radio Club 
With practicaliy no advertising the 

Peoria (Ill.) Radio Club pulled off a get- 
together and ham-fest to popularize sum- 
mer radio, with more success than was 
dreamed of. Nearly a hundred radio men 
from all over Illinois gathered there on 
July 2, with the Jefferson Hotel as their 
headquarters, and had a good time. They 
witnessed the Mississippi Valley Power 
Boat Regatta in the afternoon, and got 
the fight returns via radio from Chicago. 
A splendid banquet was held in the even- 
ing, Mr. Eugene Brown, president of the 
Peeria Acro Club, doing the honors. The 
program included talks by H. J. Mackley, 
president of our club; Paul Busey, president 
of the Urbana Radio Club; and R. H. G. 
Mathews, J. J. Novak, K. E. Hassel and N. 
E. Wunderlich, of Chicago. 

This meeting was a success, and we will 
try it again. This is to announce our in- 
tention a year in advance so you will know 
all about it. 

The Radio Club 
After a very busy season of lectures, 

radio talks, banquets and conventions, The 
Radio Club, of Irvington, N. J., are havin 
their elub-house remodeled and redecorate 
and while the work is progressing we have 
departed slightly from our regular routine 
of business and are laying plans for an- 
other busy season next fall. We hope to 
have a 100 watt C.W. and telephone set, 
but will retain our % k.w. spark for 
emergency. 

The Radio Club meets every week on 
Thursday evenings at 8:30 o’clock. Visitors 
are welcome at any of the meetings. 

Rochester Radio Club 
On June 16th the Rochester Radio Club 

held a banquet at the Powers Hotel. A 
number of fellows from the Radio Assn. 
of Western New York (Buffalo) were 
present, including their president, Mr. 
John G. Reiger, who gave a very interest- 
ing talk on co-operation, and Mr. Alex- 
ander, who gave a short talk on the 8th 
district convention to be held in Buffalo. 
Mr. A. H. Benzee, Jr., Dist. Supt., talked 
on the work of the district and urged co- 
operation among all the fellows. The 
principal speaker of the evening was Pro- 
fessor W. C. Ballard, Jr., of Cornell, who 
spoke on CW Transmission. The gang 
certainly took advantage of his promise 
to answer questions, for CW seems to be 
first in everyone’s mind. 

The 8th district convention is planned to 
be held in Buffalo some time this fall. 
Mr. A. H. Benzee, Jr., has been appointed 
general chairman and plans are weil under 
way. Detailed announcements will be made 
thru QST. 

Second District Council 
At a recent meeting of the Executive 

Radio Council of the Second District the 
following amendment to the constitution 
was adopted: 

“The officers of the council shall be an 
Honorary Chairman, who shall be the 
radio inspector or his assistant of this 
district, Chairman, Vice Chairman, 
Corresponding Secretary, Recording 
Secretary, Treasurer and Traffic Super- 
visor.” 
This action made Mr. Edwin A. Beane 

honorary chairman and left the office af 
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For several years the club has issued a 
semi-monthly paper, the “Radio Traffic 
Bulletin”, and all associations publishing 
similar papers are invited to exchange 
bulletins with us. An exchange of ideas 
in this manner may prove of mutual bene- 
fit to the members as well as to their re- 
spective clubs. 

Communications of this nature should be 
addressed to Frank A. Maher, Editor, 4903 
Sixth Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Amateurs who may be interested and de- 
sire further information regarding the 
activities of the Radio Traffic Association 
are invited to write to Louis J. Wadsworth, 
Corr. Secy., 174 Alabama Avenue, Brook- 
lyn, N. Y 

Fordham Radio Club 
The Fordham Radio Club has heretofore 

been functioning as an institution dealing 
with radio work in general, while those in 
the club who specialized in continuous wave 
work organized a C.W. Chapter and were 
chartered by the Club. The interest in 
C Y., however, has grown to such propor- 
tions and the membership has increased so 
rapidly that it became necessary to change 
our system. Now we are organized as a 
C.W. Club, with a Spark Chapter for those 
members who are not yet C.W. members. 

As a C.W. Club, we have adopted a 
standard transmitter that all C.W. oper- 
ators use. At a recent meeting a paper 
was read in which the details of construc- 
tion and theory of operation were fully 
described. We have found the adoption of 
a standard set to be of material aid in 
getting the spark men into C.W. operation, 
and in solving the problems always en- 
countered in C.W. work. 

We are at present formulating plans for 
the erecting of club-rooms where a C.W. 
set will be installed. At that time we ex- 
pect to take an active part in relay work. 

At the present time local fraffic is being 
handled smoothly by a number of the phone 
operators throughout the district, while 
the greater part of the DX traffic is handled 
on several nightly schedules by 2XK. 

Pending the completion of permanent 
quarters, meetings are being held at the 
home of Mr. L. M. Cockaday, 2XK, 2674 
Bailey Avenue, Bronx, every Monday even- 
ing at 8 P.M. Men desiring to join should 
attend a meeting at that address to make 
formal application. Communications should 
be addressed to the Secretary, Mr. William 
Weller, 2156 Webster Avenue, Bronx, New 
York City. 

TRANSATLANTIC TESTS 

this fall. Information on page 12 of this issue. 
Read it and let’s have your entry. 
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Amateur Radio | 

Stations” 

8DE, Akron, Ohio 

DE belongs to Roland F. Palmer, A.R. 
R.L. City Manager of Akron, 
and is that loud CW station you have 

been hearing. As an example of what can 
be done with CW a description of 8DE will 
prove interesting, we hope. 

The set shown in the photograph is the 
8DE of early May, when it first got on the 
air. It was hooked up and tuned and in 
operation in about half an hour, and so 
isn’t much for looks in this photograph, 
altho it has since been built into a panel. 

Referring now to both the hook-up and 
the photograph, we see a single 50-watt 
U.V.203 tube, the filament of which is 
heated by a 150-watt Acme filament- 
heating transformer controlled by a rheo- 
stat on the 110-volt side. The plate supply 
is obtained from an Acme 500-watt C.W. 
transformer, rectified in an _ electrolytic 
rectifier of 40 jars (20 on each side of cir- 
cuit, altho a total of but 4 are shown in 
the diagram.) No filter inductances or 
condensers are used, resulting in a slight 
broadening of the wave that is advantage- 
ous in working DX altho probably awful 
in Akron locally. The helix is 19 turns of 
No. 8 brass wire, turns 8 inches in diameter. 
The circuit employed is the one described 
in QST as in use at 8ZV and 8ZG, but wit 
eut the variables. Mr. Palmer finds ‘hat 

Ohio, 

abdddddd dit did ——— 

by using a variable to tune roughly (ie., 
to get a first approximation of the pro 
location of the clips) and then remeving 
it from the circuit entirely the antenna cur- 
rent is considerably higher than if it were 
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left in. 7 rrangement is simplic- three-quarters of the states in the Union 
ity itself : and many from Canada, and is now waiting 

Thru t » filter, no capacity is for winter DX weather to see just what the 
provided the radio frequency CW will do in handling traffic. 
across t insformer and rectifier. 

A capaci ut 002 mfds. should 5ZJ, State College, N. M. 
improve t There should also ? ? 
be smail | 1 condensers from the With photographs unfortunately none too 
center ta; ndary of the filament 

f re 

transf each outer terminal of the 
same, the same purpose. Let’s 
know the ammeter goes up when 
you t SiR. 

Pa nna is an inverted L, 60 ft. 
hig nd and 50 ft. long, of 6 
wires, bunched together about 
8 ft flat-top and run directly 
dow! ack. The ground is an in- 
sulate e duplicating the aerial, 
and 1 14 ft. above ground. A 
count almost essential for good 
CW } meters. On his regular 
spark r 1 8DE could not get below 
800 n t with the counterpoise good 
worl done on 180. The normal 
work ; 210, and the antenna cur- 
rent volts on the plate and exact- 
ly 10 the filament, is 4.5 amperes. 

8] eived report cards from about 

distinct, we present here a description of 
5ZJ, operated by Prof. R. W. Goddard, 
Dean of Engineering at New Mexico College 
of Agriculture & Mechanic Arts. 

The work this set has done is well known, 
so that we got quite a jolt in learning of 
its low wer. The transformer is a % 
k.w. Packard, immersed in oil, with four 
agen taps for different power inputs. 

condenser consists of six sections of 
moulded Murdock in two groups, the first 
of 4 sections and the second of 2. A switch 
on top of the condenser rack connects the 
second group to the first for long wave 
lengths thru a bell-crank and lever 
attached to the handle projecting from the 
top of the panel. Rotary motion of this 
handle also operates two other switches, 
one in the closed circuit and the other on 
the secondary, for changing frcm 200 to 
875 meters. Pulling this handle in or out 
varies the coupling. The gap is the small- 
est Amrad quenched, the ammeter a 
General Radio h.w.a., and the O.T. a Duck 
commercial type. With this little rig the 
full-power input is 235 watts and the an- 
tenna current at 375 meters from 3 to 3.2 
h.w.a. amps. 

The antenna is supported betweeen two 
96-ft. pipe masts 150 ft. apart. Each mast 
has a 20-ft. 4-post wooden windmill tower 
base and four 20-ft. sections of pipe rang- 
ing in size from 2-in, at the bottom to 
1%-in. at the top. Four guys of two 
strands of No. 14 galvanized iron are run 
out at each pipe joint, insulated at the 
junction with the mast and every 50 ft. 
thereafter by porcelain strain insulators. 
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The aerial is of the fan type and has 17 
wires spaced 9 ft. at the top and running 

straight to the lead-in at a basement 
window. The ground system utilizes the 
water pipes in the house and 8 wires which 
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radiate frcm where they pass thru the 
cellar wall to a 5-ft. chicken-wire fence 
that runs under the aerial, 15 ft. from the 
house and parallel to it. All wires are 7 
strands of No. 22 B&S copper. 

The receiving set uses honeycomb coils 
in the common tickler-coil hook-up. The 
primary condenser is a .003 mfd. G.R. vari- 
able with a d.p.d.t. switch to place it either 
in series or parallel with the antenna. The 
secondary condenser is a little over .001 
mfd. Detector and one-step are used, 
arranged so that the switch under each 
tube makes all ccnnections at a single 
operation. 

5ZJ has worked 1500 miles to 8ZV, 
Canton, Ohio, but with Prof. Goddard it 
is the reliable every-night working range 
that counts and he is rightfully prouder of 
the ability of his little outfit to work the 
west coast a thousand miles away any 
decent winter night. 

9EQ, St. Louis, Mo. 

9EQ belongs to Paul F. Ring, 1408 E. 

Grand Ave., St. Louis, and has done good 

relay work. The aerial is 45 ft. high at the 
mear end and 55 ft. at the free end; the 
ground system, besides the usual mis- 
cellaneous junk buried beneath the aerial, 
includes plates immersed in four cisterns. 

The transmitting equipment consists of 
a 1 k.w. Acme transformer, glass-and- 
brass-plate oil-immersed condenser, O.T. 
of heavy brass ribbon, and a Benwood gap. 
The outfit is very compactly arranged 
under the table, the longest lead in the 

closed circuit being less than two inches 
long! 

The receiving equipment is the old and 
favorably known Paragon RA-6 tuner, 
and a home-made tube cabinet containing 
detector and two stages of a.f. amplifi- 
cation. 

The efficiency of 9EQ is attested by the 
remarkable range covered. It has been re- 
ported QSA in Colon, Panama, 2000 miles 
south; in Vancouver, Wash., 1800 miles 
west; and.on board ship 1400 miles east of 
New York City, a total distance of 
miles east. 
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3HX, Tacony, Philadelphia 

station of Mr. Roy 
in Tacony, a suburb of 

transmitting antenna 
t-top 60 ft. long and 75 
n. diameter cage lead-in, 

running from the top 
both directions at right 
nsmitting aerial in the 
ilar loop is used for re- 

reak-in system. 
a home-made short wave 

tirely enclosed with a 
step amplifier, and 

ne phone being attached 
\ll DX work is done 

receiver attached in this 

located in the closet 
receiver and so, un- 

t show in the photo. It 
made % k.w. open core 
th a series impedance, 

O.T., oil immersed 
10 point Benwood gap 

a 8000 r.p.m. motor. A 
rod connected to the top 
witch blade controls the 
y circuits. This antenna 
pole affair, the ground 

anently connected to the 
‘ers the antenna lead from 
ing sets, also opening the 

the receiving set while 

nitting record is to 9WU, 

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 

(Concluded from page 30) 
The normal thermionic change in the 

filament heating due to the alternating 
current produces slight changes in the 
plate current but of such a low order and 
frequency that the receiving station is 
only slightly affected. Furthermore, sounds 
of 60 to 120 cycles require many times 
the current values to be heard than those 
of 800 to 900 cycles, and are hence of 
small acount when they get to the oper- 
ator’s ears 

As the amount of power used increases, 
the use of storage batteries for heating 
filaments becomes prohibitive and necessi- 
tates the use of filament transformers 
entirely. 

FRANCIS L. PULLEN 

(Concluded from page 40) 
and brought him to light. After a hard 
fight the Pullens, with the help of curious 
neighbors and small boys around the to 
erected a real station, and under the cal 
5ZAB have been doing work worth boasting 
about. From there on the story is the same 
as with the rest of us—the best sport in the 
world. Francis now sits back with the rest 
of the gang and tries hard to look like am 
old timer, even if his years do not place him 
there—which, after all, is not his fault, 
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On July 2d fight returns of the Dempsey- 
Carpentier bout were broadcasted by radio 
phone on 1600 meters by the National 
Amateur Wireless Assn., an organization 
fostered by the Wireless Press, Inc., affili- 
ated with the Radio Corporation interests. 
The transmitter was installed by the Radio 
Corporation at the Lackawanna Terminal, 
Hoboken, and was of the 6-tube 3% k.w. 
type. J. Andrew White, editor of “Wire- 
less Age’, reported the fight over land tele- 
phone line from the ring-side, and J. O. 
Smith, formerly a director of the A.R.R.L., 
now director of the correspondence division 
of the Radio Institute of America (former- 
ly the Marconi Institute), repeated the re- 
ports over the radiophone. Amateurs in 
many nearby cities copied the returns and 
presented them to assembled audiences 
whose admission fees were turned over to 
charitable works under arrangements made 
by the Madison Square Garden Corpn. 

The Editor would be glad to have reports 
of performance from amateurs constructing 
tuners from the description of 1QP’s set 
appearing in June QST. 

The Result 
The thunder crashes overhead, 

The lightning flashes far and near; 
The more I know of Theory 

The greater is my fear! 

On winter nights my aerial, 
Lashed to the chimney, 

squeaks; 
In summertime I’m petrified 

Whene’er the Storm-God speaks. 

groans and 

Oh, Radio, the sleep I’ve lost 
Since first pursuing thee 

Would stock the Seven Sleepers up 
And still leave some for me! 

—Marguerite Phillips. 

Mr. A. H. K. Russell, Ontario Division 
Manager, was married on June 11th last 
to Miss Helen Duke Fortier of Toronto, in 
Grace Church,“ Toronto. Our hearty con- 
gratulations, 0M! 

Cockey Bud, down in Trenton, suggests 
that a very diplomatic way to tell a ham 

asks 
would be to answer his interrogation with 
“Vy QRM hr OM”. 

who continually “QRK?” to QRT, 

From the July issue of the “Marine 
Engineer”, in describing the refitting of 
the S.S. George Washington, we learn that 
there is being installed a “radio plant con- 
sisting of the most powerful are light in- 
stallation afloat” having “under favorable 
conditions, a range of 7000 miles.” 

One of the engineers at the Marion 
radio station, W. B. MacGeorge, was 
attending a vaudeville show the other night 
with VN. A girl was playing an accordion, 
and Mac remarks: “Gee, Speedo, look at 
the jane playing on an elastic Amrad gap!” 

Book Review: “The British Admiralty 
Handbook of Wireless Telegraphy”, 1920, 
472 pp. 

A a of our readers will be interested 
in this new elementary radio book, which is 
intended primarily for men in the radio 
service of the British navy. The general 
principles of electrical machineiy are dis- 
cussed before radio principles and appar- 
atus are taken up. The treatment of an- 
tennas and of tubes is particularly good. 
The book should prove very useful for the 
purpose for which it is intended. 

Copies may be secured by sending a 
money order for eight shillings and six 
pence to the Director of Publications, His 
Majesty’s Stationery Office, Im»erial House, 
Kingsway, London, W.C.2, England, this 
price including postage. At present an 
express money order for this amount can 
be purchased for somewhat less than $2. 

Honestly, this business of inaccurate 
newspaper reports of radio matters is 
getting to be more than a joke—it’s now 
amounting to a crime. Get this, from the 
Evening Public Ledger, Philadelphia, in 
commenting on a_ proposed police radio 
system: 

“The principal expense and question in 
the problem lies in the matter of wave 
lengths. The longer the wave the higher 
the expense. A wave length stretchin 
the 3000 miles across the country woul 
not only be prohibitive in expense, but 
unnecessary, as criminals could not teayel 
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that fast rk has 200-mile waves, The Missouri State Marketing Bureau 
and Buffal [wo hundred is reall of the Board of Agriculture, with head- 
long enoug in most cases it will quarters at Jefferson City, Mo., is working 
allow any the nearest principal out extensive plans for giving Missouri 
metrop farmers government market news by radio- 

Who sa ‘fayette station had the phone. 
long wave The government market news information 

— hic. an auto-load of Will be received at the radio office of the 
d mative Wh ; y Han a read in wild State Marketing Bureau off the leased wire 
ox of -s oot_leggers who, how. 01. the United States Bureau of Markets, 
pa omg satan i rnd behind connecting Jefferson City with the office 
But the ., —g =, ona , of the Bureau at Washington, as well as 
eovering ed off the side of the with practically all of the large grain, live 
road wit) standing exeund tt stock, hay, fruits and vegetables, dairy 
they y tend rtillery mm oduaneed. — and other markets in the United 

vith ¢ “stink: 'o ” “ . es. 
hie didn , — me _— A powerful transmitting set will be in- 
Columbus ib, who were peacefully stalled at the offices of the marketing 
testing out e receiving set mounted bureau at Jefferson City, | located in 

in @ car nations followed on both Missouri’s beautiful new capitol ee 
sides : whose dome is 280 feet from the ground. 

sation From this central point of the state the 
A whimsi alled Maloney radiophone should operate at its maximum 

A ham i: f Marconi. efficiency to the advantage of Missouri 
Once ¢ tune . farmers. The service is expected to be be- 
A spark e moon. gun early in the fall. 
With s regarded The marketing bureau proposes to or- 
He’s n guarded. ganize the wireless amateurs in that state, 

Beware llow Maloney. of which there are several hundred wide- 
— ly scattered in rural communities, into a 

The Dey f Commerce advises us_ state organization for receiving and dis- 
that it ected that the new list tributing the market news information. A 
of amate tations will be ready for continued campaign will be made to install 
distributi some time in October. 
The com t is now in the hands of 
the print 

Miss F ndall, First District O.W., 
has pa vernment test for first 
grade a1 ense and got 100% and 
excellent rk was perfect. Stick 
that uy t it, fellows. 

SBKO SBBU ses that the other 
nicht th fire in a barn behind 
8BBC’s BBU raced over to the 
scene al SBBC on top of his rear 
mast, his spreaders with a 
sprinklir Now he has a peach of a 
cage { irping of the spreader. 
Next! 

It is b that the record for the 
youngest erator is held by Robert 
Garcia. No. Kingsley Drive, Los 
Angeles, who is but seven years of 
age. 

This an was examined and 
massed f nateur first grade operator’s 
icense a Y.M.C.A. Radio School in 
Los Ang Calif., by Mr. J. F. Dillon, 
Radio In r for the Sixth District, on 
July 8, The youngster attained a 
percentag: in the written examination, 
and passed the ten-word-per-minute code 
speed test it difficulty. He is the son 
-of Mr. Al Garcia, of Los Angeles, who 
happens te be director for Charley Chaplin, 
‘the film star 

radiophone receiving outfits in every town 
of any size in the state. Newspapers, banks, 
rural telephone exchanges, farm bureau 
offices, live stock shipping associations, 
elevators and other headquarters inter- 
ested in receiving and distributing govern- 
ment market news information on farm 
products will be requested to co-operate in 
this new undertaking. 

WOULDN'T IT BE WONDERFUL— 

If you could plant a broom-handle and 
have it grow over night into a 100-ft. mast? 

If 6ADA would tell us how far he can 
blow a condenser? 

If somebody could send fast enough to 
snow 6EV under? 

If 6WN would give his spark gap a dose 
of paregoric? 

spark coil 4AW (somewhere in 
Massachusetts) would go to bed earlier? 

If we knew how to build those heralded 
Swiss D.C. transformers? 

If the woodpeckers would leave 9DCO’s 
2x2 mast alone? 

If 2AOG and 20X would talk about some- 
thing else besides girls? 

If AJ and AC (Los Angeles) would get 
licenses for those flivver coils, and if AC 
would quit trying to fool somebody into 
believing he is IAW or 7YS? 

If a good Rettysnitch could be bought 

— ] ed ha heir ligh eople enjoy ving their ts 
blinked? 
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HEARD DURING JULY 
Unless Otherwise Specified 

Instructions to reporters: 
(1) Ty pewrite or neatly print the calls, 

“double-spaced,” on a separate sheet of 
paper, running them across the sheet, not 
down a column, and writing on but one 
side of the paper. 

(2) Arrange alphabetically thru each 
district, from 1 to 9, with no break between 
districts, using commas to separate items 
and putting parentheses around calls of 
stations also worked—all as per the lists 
below. 

(3) The period covered by the report 
shal] be from the first of one month to the 
first of the following month. All lists 
must be received by us the 10th of the 
second month, for publication in the next 
following QST. 

HEARD AT SEA 
By 7BJ, _eouting aboard WSR. 
Apl. 15, 100 mi. . of Northhead, NPE; 6AK, 6SK, 
6AAT, 6ZA ez. &NQ. 7CTl. TNN, 7KS, 7ZM, 
Apl. 16, 180 mi NW of NPE: Can. 5BA, 6 
6ZU. 6ZA. 6ZX G6AJE, 6LC, 6FM, 6EX, 60W 
6AGP, 6MZ, 6MH, 7CU, TDA, TKS, TED, 7BK 
TYA, TNN. 
Apl. 17, 255 mi. W. of NPE: 6EX, 6IV, 6ZA, 
FAAW. GAN. 6ZR, 6ZU, 6AK, 6AN, 6LC, Can. 
EBA, 7GD daylight, 7BZ, 7DA, TYS, 7YA, 7CU, 
7™ZG, 7LN, 7NN, 7ZM. 
Apl. 18. 330 mi. west: 6ZA. 6Z0,. 62M. 62ZX, 
6LC. 6AH, 6AT. 6GAK,. 6Z2Z. 6ZY, 6KU, 6PR, 6ZU, 
6AFV, Can. 5BA, 7CB, 7YS, 7LL, 7TNN, 7DA, 7ZK. 
7ZG, TCU. 
Av!l. 19 450 mi. west: 5BA, 6CH daylight, 6ZA, 
6AN, GLC, 6ZU, 6NQ, 6HC, 6QR, 6FP, 7YS, 7CB, 
LY, TAD, TNN, 7ZM, 7FI, 9AEG, 9OE, 9Q0, 9GU, 
Nines 6 ft. from fones. 
rt 20. 565 mi. west: 6GAJE, 6P0O, 6ZA, 6EX, 
6AH, TYS. 7DA, 7GJ, 5ZX good sigs. 
Apl 21, 600 mi. west: 6ZX, 6AH, 6AN, 7NN, 7Z1L 
buzzer ICW. 
Apl. 22, 620 mi. west: 6ZU. 6PO. 6AH. 15 ft. 
from fones, 6ZY, GEN, 6ZK, 6ZX, 6CH, 7DA, 
NN, 7ZM. TAD, 7BQ. 
4p’. 23. 650 mi. from NPE: 62M, 627ZN, 6AH, 
FAN, 6ZN. 7NN, 7DA, 7BH. 7MH, 7CU, 7ZG, 
TYA, S9AEG, 9EL, 9ALG, 9OE. 
Apl. 24. 651 mi. from Chignik, Alaska: Can. 5BA, 
6ZX, 6AH. TYA, 7NN. Statice hopeless. 
ApL 25, 630 mi. from Chignik: 6ZU, 7TZH, TYA. 
7CW, Static awful. 
ApL 26. 1000 mi. west of NPE: 5ZA C.W., 620, 
6JT. 6ZZ. 6KA. Can. 5BA, 7FI, 7BK, TYA, 7B, 
9ALG, 9LW. ORK, 9OE. 
Avl. 27. 1100 mi. west of NPE: Can. 5BA, 6KA, 
6JT, 6ZA, 6APH, GEX, 6EN, 7NL, TEX, 7ZM, 
TYA,. TLS, 9OE, 9ALG, 
Avl 28, 1150 mi. w. NPE: 6KA, 6ZX, 6KL, Can 
SBA. TFI. TYA, 7DA, 9OE, 9PS, 9Q0. 
Av! 29 250 mi. w. NPE: 6LC, 6ZU, 6TA CW. 
6CH. 6ZE, 6AR. 
AplL 30, 1275 mi, dusk: 67R and 6ZAA. 
May 1. 1200 mi. west: 7CW. 7NN. 6EZ, 6HP. 

6EX, 6ZU, 6AFV, 7CW, 7ZI CW., 

Not a ham—pecailier. 

May 2, 1875 mi: 
NM. 
May % 1465 mi: 

May 4: 6LC, 6EX, 7NN, 
May 5, 1500 mi. west of NPE: 7EP at Unga, 
Ja, 6EX. 

ay 7. entering Chignik, 1550 mi: 6EX. 6AK, 
oki. 6ZX. 6APH, 6ZN, TEP, 7ZJ, TNN, 7BQ. At 
anchor, 6EX. 

Can. 3AV. London, Ont. 
1AW, 2BML, 2XA, 2XF, 2XJ, 2ZL, 3AN, 3AWV, 
SAJW, 2AAO. 38BL, 8CC, 8EN, 3HB, 3HG, 3HJ, 
3IW. 3LI, 30V, 3RB, 3XE, 3XF, 5BA, 8AM, 8AU, 
8AAW, 8ACE, 8ACF, 8ACR, 8AEE, 8AFB, 8AFD, 
SAFE, 8AGO, 8AGK, 8AGX, 8AGZ, 8AIB, 8AIO, 
8AJT, 8ANK, 8ANW, 8ARS, 8ARZ, 8AUX, 8AVT, 
SAWL. 8AXC, 8AYM, S8AYN, 8BD, 8BO, 8BK, 
8BJ, 8BU, 8BDP, 8CD, 8CF, 8Cl, 8CN, 8CP, 8DB, 
SDE, 8DP, 8DR, 8EB, 8EV, 8FT, 8GX, 8HA, 8HR, 
SHG, 8ID, &8IE, 8IV, 8IEZ, 81J, 8I1Z, 8JU, 83M, 
8JO, 8JZ, 8KS, 8KK, 8LM, 8LY, 8LW, 8MB, 8MC, 
8MH, 8ML, 8MM, 8O0I, 80S, 80W, 80Z, 8PL, 8PN 
SNI, 8NQ 8NZ, 8NY. 8PT. 80C, 8QU, 8QY, 8RQ, 
stip, &8UF, 8VS. 8VH S8WA, 8WD, SWI. 8WJ,. 
SWZ, SWTU. 8XM. 8XN, &8XU, 8YN. 8YV, 8ZA, 
°ZR SZP. 82W. 9AW, 9AAW, 9ACB, 9ACO. SAFK, 
9AHO, 9ALH, 9ANV. 9AVO. 9AZX, 9BAX, IDR, 
9DAX, 9FG, 9FS, 9GP, 9GX. 9LQ,. 9MC, 9ME, 
9MBJ. 9PC. 9PK, 9UH. 9UU. 9UW,. 9XI, 9XU, 
97.1. 9ZN Canadian (3AX). 3BP, 3DS, 3EH (3GN), 
°?DH, (8HJ), (3KG), (3LW), (3MN), (30V), 

Can. 3QJ, Kitchener, Cnt. 
17ZE. 1AAU C.W., 1ANQ, 1CW. 1BDC. 1BKA Cc. W.., 
2PN C.W.. 2EL, 2FG fone, 27U, 21'K, 2A3¥r C.W., 
95WF 2AWP 3B? 8CC. 3FG 3HI 8AQOR, 4GL 
C.W., BDA, 5fV. 8BO spk & C.W.. 8BT C.W.. 8PE 
C.W.. &8DZ. SHG. 8HI spk & C.W., 83M C.W., 
SMT, 8NZ ROI, 8OT, 8QY ICW & Suk, SRU, SSP, 
(RWO) RSWY. &SXH C.W.. 8XM CW., 8YV. 82A, 
87.G C.W., 8ZX &ZY. S8AFB. &SAFD, 8AGK. 25 
Clele sink gan SAIO C.W., 8AJP CW., SANK Cee 
SAWP, SAWX SAVYN, 9FG,. 9FS 9ME, 9PC, 
917TH 9UU 9VK. 9XW. 9ZL, 9ZN,. 9AAW, 9\EG. 
9AFPK. 9AOV, 9AXU. ODM. Can. (3BA), (3BP). 
8DH, (3KG), 8KL, 9AL C.W. 

1TS, Bristol, Conn., July 
Svark stations: (1ACG), (1ADL). 1ADP, LAEV, 

1AHF 1AJTI 1ALP (1ANT), (1ARY), 1AVK, 
(14W), (1AYL). (1BNC), IBDL. (1BYV), (1BFE), 
iRCK, 1BGF. (1B™), (1B10O), 1BM, (1BMA), 
(IRNF). IBP. (1BPZ). 1BRW. 1BYS. (1CAO), 
"CBT. 1CCY 1CK. 1CM, 1CP, 10%, 1DBM, 1DR, 
(1N¥), (1ECM). (IEP). 1FB. 1FV. (1GM) 1GY, 
(1H0), 1TAP 13Q 1KBO 1LBR 1MAD_1IMAU, 
IMBN. (1NBP). TOBE 10BC. (10E). 10J, 1PAZ, 
1P0, 1QBF 1QP IRAP, (1RX), 1SRG, 1SRZ, 
(1SN) (1S8SZ) 1177. 10UQ. 1VBZ (1WP), 1LWR, 
1VB 1ZE 24CD. 2ADO 2ABEI. 2AFP 2AGC 2AGX, 
2AHU, 2A71W, 2AT.Y, (2AQ1.). (24RY), (2AWF), 
2AXB. 2QRCF, 2REH 2BG. 2BGK 2BK. 2MI, 2PN, 
OFT, OCR. 210. 2ME. 2MP,. 20A, 20M, 20%, 
2RM. 2RR (280), 28%, 2TS, 2A, 21C, 2TH, 
(211K). 2WM. 2¥M, 2Z7C, 272M. 2AST 2AW 3S8ABG, 

SATC S3AMP. &2RG, 8CC, 
S8HJ. SHX. 23T1W &KM, 

suc. (3VW), 
SACP, 8ADQ, 
R ATO, 8SAMM, 

3AC, 3ACR, 8ACS 3AD 
8E7,. 3FT. SFR, 8GX. 8HG. 
a’. P. 3NR 301) 8PS 3PU 30U, 3QI, 
SXF &8XM. 8YH. 870 4KFI &8ACF 
(SAFB), SAF). 8AGK 8AHH. 8AHV 
8AMQ, 8ANW, 8AOT, (SAPB), SAPP, 8AQV, 
SPARD, RAXO (8AYN). 8BAH. 8MDY. (8BPV), 
SBO, SBP, &8CH, 8DV, 8DY. 8EV. 8E%. SFT. 8FW, 
SHP. 8HF. 8HR. 8ID, (8™), 83Q, SKK, 81.Q, SLX, 
8MM, ROA, SOT. SPI, 8PL. 8QM, 8RP, 8RU, 8SP, 
8TT, 8WA. BWY. 8XU. (8YV), 8ZD. 8ZR. 8ZW, 
87.Y. 9DAAW, 9AFK. 9AGG, 9CP, 9DAX. 9HR, aMC, 
9“E, @UH. 9VK, SYAC, 9ZJ, OZL, (9ZN), Can. 
SBP. 
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C.W. Sta \ LAB), (LABY), fone, 8FP, 8GM, (8KM), 8RU, 8SP, 8TJ, 8TK, STT, 8TY, 
\LAB) fon AGI), IAHK, 1A © (LANG:  8WY, 8XQ, 8ZD, 8ZX, 8ZY, (8ACF), SAFB, 8AFD, 
fone, 1A: BEH) fone, 1BGF, 1BIK, ‘*AFN, 8AFS, 8AGK, 8AHH, 8AHJ, 8AJT, SAKF, 

iBJ, 1BKA iCBJ, 1CBW. 1CBZ, 10CZ. S%AKQ, 8AOT, 8AWP, 8AXC, 8AYN, 8BFV, 8DCL 
iCF, 1CK M. utR IDT, E3. «tkP), 9MB, 9PC, 9AAY, 9ABH, 9AFT, 9AIK, 9DAX, 

(FQ J, IKBL, (1MO), INBJ. «.W.: 1AE, 1ES. 1QN, 1WP C.W. fone, 1XE CW. 
INO f : 1QN), (IRD), (ism) fone, 1AAU, 1CAK, 1CCZ C.W. fone, 1CDR, 2DN, 
fone, IR fone, ITBJ, 1UN, 1WAD, 2KL, 2LH, 2UK, (2ZL), 2AJW, 2AWL, 2BSC, 
(1VAD XV fone, IXX, 1XZ, 2ACT, 3BZ, (3CC), 3ZY, (3AAE), 4GL, 8BO, 8BT, 8Il, 

(Z2ADL) f AGB, 2AHL, (2AJE), 2AJr. 8I1V, 8LX, 8NQ, (8QY, 8RY, 8WY, 8ZN, 8ZY, 8AIO, 
(2AJW), | AWL, (2AQM) fone, 2AYZ 8ANK, 8IIV. 
Sean fon wi 2BG, 2BIk, 2BML — —- 

+ ICT), (2DN), 2GK, zuk AQP, New York City 

oRK. rt a (2EN), 3MW, * fone, 1ADL, 1AJP, 1AJU, 1ARY, 1BDC, 1FB, 1HO, 102, 
SWS. 2XA XK. 2XQ. (2Zh rezk, v. 1ZE, 3AW, 3CC, 3GX, 3HG. 3HJ, 3HX, 31W, 30U, 
aA SA MK. 3Bz 3CC’ 8DS. 2ZV, 3VW, 3XF, 4EA, 4GL, 8AFA, 8AFB. SAGK. 8AGZ 

3EQ. 3EI tC SLE), aes) 3v¥ Miny SAPB, SARA. SARD, 8AWP. SAWT, 8BF, 8B] 

320 SADY, 8AFB, 8AFO. ®DE 8SP, 8WY., 8ZD, 8CG, 8XU. 

SAME Saw GAYE cic ait 2TS, Staten Island, N. Y. 
°K. 8BO S02, (83D E’sHa ‘!AJP), 1AW, 1CCZ, (1DY), (1FB), 1JAP, 10m 
$iiY¥. Bll sLF). (SLX), 8NG, SOL {URX), (1ZE). 2AJR. 2AWH. 2BGM, (2UA). SABG, 

8UQ, 80W sRQ} fone, (aVS) swy 3BG, (3CC), 3DW, 38GX, 3HG, 3HJ, (3HX QSA day- 
»\ 2G. —" NW Say hte), SLW, (3KM), 30U, 3RW. 3VV. 3VW. SZA, 
SAZX 9AL, NSF, (NMW) NSF, 4GL, 8AFD, 8AGD, 8AGK. 8AQV, 8AWP, 

: $BO, 8EV, 8SP, 8XU, 8YV. 9AAW, 9UH. 

Augusta, Maine. per a 
(1ACO AIP.  TAJU (1APO) 2AOS, Montclair, N. J. 
LAPT, 1A ‘AW. 1BAS. 1BBS. 1BDC ‘Spark: 1AW, 1BM. 1DY. 1HO, 10E, 1ZE, 1ADI, 
(1BDK BJS). GBPZ). 1ccz cw AJP. 1ARY, 1BDC, 1BES, 2AWF. 2UA. 8BA, 
iCF C.W | 1CP. (CZ). 1DY. (ES) 2BG, 8CC,_3EH. 3FJ. 3GU. 3GX. 3HB, 3HG, $HJ, 

1EK, 1H isb), USN), 18@, 1TS 3HW. 3HX, 31W, 3KM, 30U. 3RW. 3US, 3sVW, 
apk & 1ZE). 2ACT CW. 2AQL, 8ZA, 3ZO, 3XF, 8ALC, SAMP, 5DA, &BO, sEV, 

2AQM C.¥ WF). 2AWH. 2AWL 2BG 5FT._8DC, 8DY, 8HR, 8RU, 8RZ. 8SP. STK. 8XU, 
oRM N EL, 2JU. 20M. 20X 2QR. ®ADQ. SAFA, 2AFB, 8AFD. 8AFK 8AJT, 8AMQ 
2RU C.v UK. 2VW. 8ADQ. 3AMP. SANT, 8APB, 8AWP, 8AWV, SAHV, 8BOJ, SUK 
3AQR i 8GX. 3H. ; tp 9UK. 
301 )] . APD RAGE. SAOT Sark. C.W.: 1AE, 1TS, 1ANQ, 1BKA, 1BTO, 1CCZ, 2BG, 
SAWP W.. SDY. 8PL SRU. ssp. 2DF, 2DN. 2GC. (2GF). 2GR. (2IA). (2JF), 2KL, 
swy . e3| » SSF. oxy. 2PE, 2RR, (2RU), 28S. (2UD), (2VU), 

—_ OWL 2XD. 2XK. 2XJ. 2ZL. 2ZM. 2ABR. 2ABZ, 
tford, Co all Cw. 2ACI. 2ADS. 2ACT. 2AJE, (2AJF). 2ANE. 2ANIy 

(RZ , 2, ATS H ZANW, 2AQM. 2AVR. 2AWE. 2AWL. (2AWM), 
wy > | we rock 2ABO, 2AYZ, (2BBN). (2BFZ). 2BGM. (2BIR). (2BIV), 
(2K GJE, (2AJW), (2DN), 2KF, 2BJP, 2BLO. 2BNL, 2BPD. 2BSC. 2BRO. 2BUA. 

SAI0 e SIV. 82G SACS. SEN, (2AMF). 3CC, 3PB 3VV. 3ZY. 3AMK. 4GL, 8BC, 
8ZG, 8XU, 8AZX. SDE. 8DR. 8HA. 8HJ, SIL 8XH. &XM, 8ZW, 8AIO, 

West Redding, Conn. sAQZ, SBCI, SBDP, “NSF, WYCB. 

LAA LANQ, LAW. 1AYQ, 1AZW. Pon gy re ae 
aT BKA, 3 : : . 

1BZY DR ‘ts. ‘aba so. tae 1AW, 1CZ 1HK. 1SN, 1ZE, 1AJP, 1AJU. 1AN2, 

IPT ISN iTS. 1UN. 1¥C. 12Z£. 1AOL C.W., CW only or fone: (2AB), 2CT, 2DN, 
eat] \XB 2BFZ. 2BML ‘ensc. 2IA, 2KL, (2RB), 2RU, 2SB. 2UJ, 2XG, 2XK, 

2DN_ 21 , OWD. 2XK 220 SAPT. 2X4. 2XF, 2ZL, (2ZV), 2ACT. 2AJE_ 2AJF. 2AVR, 

RRAX HJ. 31H 31W 8VV 3vVW. 2AWD, 2AWL, (2BBN). (2BMW). 2BNL, (2BOH), 

&XB AFB. SAGK. 8AKQ. 8AMM, 2BSC. 2BUM. SAC. 3CC. 3GX. 3HG. 3H. 3HX, 

8 ANK cAWP. SBKR SDE. spr 31W. 30U. 3QJ, 3QN, 3RW. 3VW, 32Y C.W.. SALG 

sHP s<WO. BWY. 8XM. 9YA. “*AMP. 3AQR 8BO &8DE &8DJ. &8DY, 8HR, 8RU, 
inde Te ita” oe sSP. 8VH, SWY. SXU. 8ZE, 8AFB, 8AFD, 8AGK, 

Breckiine, Mase. ‘AHH. 8AIO C.W., S8AJT. 8APB, SARI, SAWP, 
CW IP. IANQ 1BKA, 1BWK, KAYN, 9ME, 9UH, SAAW. 

BZ N RZ. 1TS. 2ACT. 2AJE, pam rer n - « 
ga R AV 2AWL. 2BFZ. 2BG, onkers, ° 
RR HI 2KL C.W., 2RU. 2XK. 3B%. 1AE, 1AAU. 1AHK. 1AOL. (1BAB). 1BES. (1CAK), 
v" <NK. 8BEF SBT. SPE &PR. 1CF, (1CBJ), 1CCZ, IDR. (1DH), (1FQ), 1MO, 

sHJ, § XH. &XM. 8ZG. Spark:1ACO, 1QR. 1QN. (1RZ), (1TBJ), (1TS), 1UN, 2ADI, 
AT ‘AW. IBDC. (1BDI). 1BPZ. (2AJW). (2AQM), (2HT). 3AAE. Can. 3BP, (3CC), 
1CM E. IZE 2ARY. 2AWF. 2BG, (3EN). (3HX). 3VV. 3XF, 3Z0. 3ZY, 4XB, (4GU), 
ZDA NY. 2EL, 21U, 20M, 20X, (RAAZ), SACF. (8AGZ), (8ATO) SAK]. 8ANK, 
rT ICC. 8HT, 8HX 300) 3VW, +8AQZ). (SADG), (8BK), 8BO. SBT. (SDE), &DV, 

SAFB SA.JB. SAWP. SAYN, 8DY, SHI. (811). SIV, (87M), (8JU). &LJ, 8LX, 80W, 
sHR SUP, 8XH, 8YV. (SPN), (8QY) (8RQ). &VS, SWY, SXH, 8XK, 

— (8XM), (8XU), 8ZG, 9ASN. 
_ Haven, oe C.W. Only — 

++} INV. TREAG, (Get). IR, 2AUG, Ridgewood. 
care ORC epee” eee RnB aere «= Seark: IAW. 1CZ. IDY. 1FB Nid, ISN, 17m 
a ‘Az SAIO. SBCL @DE sxm. LADLE JAIF 1ALK. 1BDI, 1BPZ. 2BG, 2EL, 2GK& 

sei , , , » SXM, 20x 2QE 2QR 2TJ, 2TS. 2UA. 2UE 2WI, 2ACU, 

. 2AFW. 2AGC, 2AHU, 2ALW. 2AQL. 2ARM. 2ARY, 
2AlIB. 2AYB 2AYY. 3CC. 8FU. 3GX, 3HG, 8HX, 

ANQ, Hartford, Conn. 200. 3RW. 3UC, 3XF, &BO, &CI, sDY, 8DZ, 8h 
Spark EP. 1ES IFB, 10E 1RX. 18N, &SHY, 8L.X. 8MM. 80A 8OT 8QY 8SP &TT, WA 

1ACA ADL). C(LADP). 1AHP. 14RY, gWY, 8XU. 8YN. 8YV. 8ZT, 8ZY, 8AFA, SAFB, 
q1AVO A 1AZK, 1AZQ. 1BBZ, 1BDL @AFD. 8AGK. 8AHN. 8AJA, SATT. 8SAMQ, SAC, 
(i RFF ] ('RGF), 1BJN. 1BJS. 1BPZ, APB, 8AQV. 8ARB. 8ARD SAWP. SAYN SBBU, 
(IBRW 1BUC). 2EL. 2KN, 20M. 2T7A, PBNY, &SBFV. SBOT. 9FG 9PA. 9PC SPW. 9SK 
@aRyY -A. SEN 8GX &HJ. 8X! STW. 9tvH, STITT. 9ZT. 9ZN 9AAW SAIC: C.W. or fone: 
SOU, SSP, SVW. 870, SAAG, APT. SAWP 8BFZ, IDE. 1QN, 1TS, 1ABY. 1CRG I1CCL, 2BG, 2C% 
4AL. 4 sBP. SDA, SDV, SDY, SEV, SEZ 2DP, 2DN. 21d. @PR 2RR, 2RU, 2UD,. 2VU, 2Xme, 



’ 
September, 1921 QsT 5i 

3BZ, 3EM, 3EQ, 3HX, 3VV, 3ZY, 4GL, 8BC. 8BT Following calls heard in full daylight—-sun ~— 
#DE, 8Il, 8JM, SLX, 8XH, 8XM, 8ZN, 8AAZ, 8ADG, (one tuve): 6AFN, 6ABN, 6AGF, 6AGN, KW. 
SAIO, 8AQZ, 8BCI. 6ABW. 

. 3JL, Morristown, N. J. Eugene Champion, Los Angeles, Cal. 
1AW, 1BE, 1JAP, 1ZE, 1ZL (2ACD), 2ACY, 2AFG, 5ZA, GAD, 6AE, 6AK, 6AY, 6BJ, 6BM, 6DA, 6ED, 
2ARG, (2ARY), 2AUJ, 2AWY, 2AY, (2BG). 2BFa, 6EN, 6HN, 610, GIT, 6JF, 6JI, 6KH, 6MK, 6NI, 
2CBX, 2CM, 21A, 2JH, 2JU, 2RU, 2SQ, 20X, 20Y, 6RN, 6RZ, 6SN, 6ST, 6TL, 6TV, 6UM, 6XE, 6XM, 
2TS, 2UC, 2UE, (2UK), (3ABG), (3AFD), 8AMP, 6XY, 6YA, 6ZK, 6ZN, 622, TFL, TIN. 
(SBDT), (3CK), 30U. - —_—_——- 7CN, Marshfield, Ore. 

3ARN, Chevy Chase, Md. 6AG, 6AR, 6EB, 6EX, 6FH, 6KA, 6KP, 60H, 6PH, 
1AW, 1ZE, 2AHU, 2ARY, 2BG, 2EL, 2XL C.W., 6ZX, 6AAW, 6AFN, (6AGF), 7AR, 7BA, TBC, 
3BZ C.W.. 8CC, 3HG, 3HJ, 3HX. 3RW, 3SR, 8SX. (7BK), 7BW, (7CW), (7DA), TEX, (7.N), TiW, 
STM, 5FV, 8ACF, 8ACX, 8AFB, 8AFD, 8AGK, 7IY, 7KB, 7KM, 7YA, 7TYS, (7ZJ), 7ZM, 9OE. 
tAJT, 8ANK, 8APB, 8AWP, 8AYN Spk & C.W.. ee oe *BO, 8BT, 8CD, 8DE C.W., 8DJ, 8JQ. 8JU, 8RU, 7ZJ, Vancouver, Wash.—July 
SSA C.W., 8SP, 8XU, 9QN, 9VK, 9UU. (GAAT C.W.), 6AAW, 6ABM, (6ABU), (6ABW), 

———— 6AZX, (6ACH C.W.), 6ACR, (6AE), 6AEW, 
3ZO, Parkesburg, Pa. (6AFN), 6AFD, 6AFY, (6AGF), 6Al, (6AiB), 

1UD, 1DE, 1ZE, 1EL, 1HO, 1QN, INS, 1ZS, 1FV, (6AID), (6AIW), 6AJH, (6AK), (6ALE C.W.), 
1AW, 1CZ, 1ACD, 1AJP, 1AYL, 1AQR, 1AJU (6ALV), (6AMW), (6APH), (6AR), 6ARK, 
IDAL, 2DA, 2UA, 2CC, 2UD, 2UE, 2BG, 2EH. (6ARS), (6AS), (6ATV), (6AUN C.W.), (6BA), 
2DI, 2DJ, 283, 2UK, 2XK, 2EL, 2KL. 2DM. 2EM. (6CH), 6CR, (6DP), (6DY), 6EA, GEB, (6EN), 
2QN, 2SN, 2BO, 2LO, 2RO, 2GR, 2PR, 2UR, 26S (6EP), (6FH), 6FX, 6GY, (6HC), (6HP), (6iC), 
2TS, 2ZV. 2AW, 2ZL, 2ADL, 2AQL, 2AQM. 2AQN, 61M, 61S, (G6KA Spk. and C.W.), 6KH, (GKM Spk, 
2ACT, 2ARX. 2ARY, 2BAT, 3ZA, 3CC, 3ZE, 3XF. C.W. and Voice), 6LC, 6MH, 6MZ, (GOH), (6PJ) 
3HG, 3QH, 3FJ, 3HJ, 31K. 838SK. 3CM. 83TM, 8ZM (6PR), 6SK, (6TC), (6TV), 6UW, (6VX), (6WZ), 
SQN. 3ZN. 8LP. 3EQ. 3LQ. 3FR. 3QR 3ZS. 30U. SXAD C.W., 6ZAA, 6ZK, 6ZN, 6ZU, (6ZX), TAD 
cXV. 87V. 3DW, 3JW. 83QW, 3GX. 3HX. 3UX, C.W., (7AY) (7BA), A7BRK), (7BQ), 7Cc, (7CA), 
3WX, 8ZY, 3AIA, 3ABB. 8ADB, 3AAN. 3APP. (7CE C.W.), (7CN), 7FR, (7HF), 71H, TIN, TIU, 
SAOR, 8AQR, 3AGT, 3ALX, 8HA. 8DC, 8DE, 8CG (71W), (7I¥), (7KJ), (7KM), (7KS), (7KW), 
8XH, &8BK, &8TK. 8EL. 8XM. °‘ZM. 8AO. 8BO. 7LD, 7LS, (7MF), (7NN), (7TE), 7RU, Canadias 
tHR, 8TT. 8IU, 8XU, SEV, 8AW. 8ZW, SBY, sDY, 5CP and (5CJ). 
SOY, 8AFA, 8APB, 8AFD, 8AGK >X Z, oak oz say” (APS. SAPD. SAGK, SAPX, SAQZ, SYN, Battle Creek, Mich. 

tS Spark: 1AW, 1IRAY, 2EL, 2BB, 2BK. sHJ, 600, 
‘ L 4FV, 8AW, 8AU, 8AFB, 8AFD, 8AFI, 8AFS, 8AF7 

3VW, Frankford, Phila. Pa. SAIC 8AIV, 8ANW, 8AQV, 8ARW, 8AYN, 8BK, 
(1ADL), (1AJP), LAW, 1BDI, (1BPZ), 1CCZ C.W., sBBU, 8BDY, 8FT, 8MM, 801, 8SP, 8WA, 8WM 
(1CP), (1DY), (1FB), 1HO, 10E C.W., (1SN), sWY, 8XC, 8ZY,’ 9AAW, 9ACB, 9ACL, 9AEY 
ZE. 2AHU, 2AR, (2AWF), 2AWL C.W.. 2BBN  9ARY, 9ASU, 9DM, 9EZ, 9JQ, 9KO, 9LQ, 9MQ, 

C. W.. 2BFZ C.W., (2BG), 2DJ, 2UE. 2UK, 2ZY, 9PC, 9RP, 9UH, 9UU, 9VZ, 9VK, 9ZN, 9ZY. 
4GL C.W., 8AFB, 8AFD, 8AIO C.W.. 8AJT. 8ANY, C.W-.: 1AE, 1PQ, 1TS, 1UN, 2AJF, 2ARY, 2AWL, 
8AMQ. 8APB, 8AQV, 8AWP. 8BDY, 8BO, 8CIC.W., 2BB, 2BFZ, 2DN, 2FS, 2XK, 2XM, 2ZL, 3AAO, 
SDE C.W., 8II C.W., 801. (8SP), 8TT. 8XH C.W., 3BZ, 3HX, 3ZY, 4GL, 8AAZ, 8AGZ, 8AGO, 8AlIO, 
(SLX), 9AAW, 9CC, 9ME, 9PC, (9UH), 9ZN. 8AQZ, 8AX, 8ARU, 8BO, 8BU, 8BY, 8BGL, 8BJU, 

——--—- 8DE, 8DR, 8WY, 8HA, 8Il, 8IV, 8JM, 8LF, 801, 
41E, French Broad Camp, Brevard, N. C. 8PN, 8QJ, 8QU, 8XM, 8XH, 8XW, 8XY, SAXA, 

oEL. 2ARY C.W.. 3DH. 3HJ, 3IW, 4AA, 4BK, 4BQ, %ALB, 9EK, 9XM. 
4DH, (4FD), 4GL C.W., 4GN, 4XC, 4XK. 5AF, yore 
(5DA). 5XA, 8AJT, 8AFB, 8AFD, 8AND, 8BT C.W. 8VE, yt < - 
SPE C.W., SHA, 8JM C.W. (8RQ) 8XH 9CP. 1AW, 1CZ, 2EL, 2WB ARY, 38CC, 3GX, 3HJ, 
9FS, SMC. 9UH. . o_o ee , 30U, 3YG, 3AQR, 5FV, BO. 8BT, 8CI, 8DE, 8D 

sisal aaa 8DR, 8DV, 8DZ, 8FQ, 8HA, 8HY, 8IN, 8LX, sNV 
SVX. 8XH, 8SXM, 8ZD, 8ZY, 8AAJ, 8AAM, 8ACF, 

onde » geet, Rockdale, Texas SACP, 9AFB, 8AGX, S8AHR, 8AIG, 8AI0, 8AIU, 
AW, 1TS, 1ZE 2ZL. 3AA0, 4XC, 50A, 5HZ, 510, sOW, 8QY, SRT, 8RU, 8SP, 8TT, 8UP, 8VF, 8VR, 
as coe Ae he wt SNS, 5PD, sAlV. 8AJW, 8AKW. SALD, 8AMG, 8ANK. 8A00, o . o . PGA, 54 ZL, 5ZN. 6ZP, 5ZU, 5ZW, 2AP i ry . ot] stuu. ow y FZY. 6EN. 6JT. 620. 6ZX. &8DE. &SP 8ZL. 8ZW APB, 8AXV, 9JG, 9UH, 9UU, 9WU, 9AAW. 

SHT, 9LC, 90E, 9XI, 9ZB, 9ZN, 9ZX. J. E. Law, Jr., Cheat Bridge, W Va. 
— 1CZ, 1DH. 1FB. 1SN, 1TS, 1ZE, 1ADL, 1AN 

SHZ, Houston. Tex. 2BG, 2DN, 2EL, 2BB, 2GR, 2KL, 2ME, 20M, 2RI 
4GL C.W., 5AF, (5AL), 5EK, (5FA), (SHL). 2RU, 2TS. 2UD, 2UK, 2VW, 2XK, 2ACT, 24QM 
SHV. SIE. SIF. (51Q). (SIR), 83D, (5K), (SKV 2ARY, 2AWL, 2BFZ, 3AC, 3BZ, 3CC, 3EM, aM, 
C.W.), (5LC), 6LK =) (5MY). (SNC) BNF 3EQ, 3GX, 3HG 3HJ, 3HX, 31W, 3JW, 3KM, 3LP. 
(SNS), 50Y, SPD). 5QI),. (5QQ) SRA. (5Z A 3LW, 3MZ, 3NB, 30A, 30U, 3UC, 3VV, 3VW. 3XF, 
C.W.), (SZAF), AZAG, BZAK C.W., 5ZC. 5ZG C.W. 3ZO, 38ZV, 3ZY, %8AAO, 8AJD, 3AMP. 3ANJ, 
& spk.. 5ZR, (5ZU), (5ZW C.W. & Spk). (ZSI). 3AQR, 4GL, 4GN, 4XK, 5DA, 5FV, 8BO, 8BP, 8BT, 
5YK. (5X1), (5XJ), 9AEG, (9DUG), 9MC, 908K, 8Cl, 8DE. 8DP, 8DV, 8EV, 8EZ, 8FT, 8GO, 8HB, 
6WV CW. , . 8HG, 8HR, 8HJ, SII, 81V, 8JM, 8JU, 8JV, 8LX, 

—— o 8MM, 8NV, 80A, 80E, 80H, 801, 80V, 8PT, 8RU, 
8TJ, 8TK. 8TN, 8TT, 8TY, 8VE, 8VL, 8WA, 8WY 

SER, Nashville, Tenn. acy , , v Y CA 
$BZ, SAOV. (4AG). (4BK), 4BQ, (4DT), 4FD, 4GL SWS, 8XH. SKM, SYV. ee oe OARS. ‘SADN, 
C.W.. (4GN). 4TW, 4XC, 5AF, (SEK). 5DA. 5HL. gaGK, 8AHH. 8AIB, 8AlO 8AJB, 8AJT, 8AKS, FNS, 8 ABS, SAFB, SARS. &SBO, SDE C.W.. SII C.W SANK. 8AOI, 8ANW, 8AMQ, 8AQZ, 8ARD, 8ARS, 
81M C.W.. 8TY C.W., 8XM C.W., 8ZY. 9AAW, gasy, SAUU, 8AWP, 8AXC, 8AYN, 8BBU, 8BCI, 
(9ABC), 9AYW, ODE, 9DCX. 9JG. (9KO), 9MC, 8BDY. 8BEF, 8BEN, 9AL, 9CS, 9FG, 9FS, 9JG 
(900), (9UH), 9UU, 9VZ. 9ZN, LC C.W. 9LQ, "OME. 9MC. 9NC, 9OE, 9PC, 9UH, “owK 

SiS ill. gi 9ZN, 9AAW, 9AZX. 
6ANK, Sparks, Nev. —_— 

6AAW, 6ABM, 6ABN, 6ABU, 6ABW, 6ACR 6ACO, 8LX, Crafton, Pa. 
G6AFH, 6AFN, 6AFU, 6AGH. 6AGN, 6AGO 6AID. 1AW, 1BM, 1DN, IHC, LIA, 10E, (1TS), 1XM, 
6AJH, 6AJR. 6AJS, 6AJW, 6AK, 6ALS, 6AMW, 1XO, (1ZE), IBCY, 1CCZ, ‘1GBT, IRAY, 1SB% 
G6ANR, 6AOX, 6APH, 6AR, 6ARS. 6ASJ, 6AW. (2DN), (2EL), (2RU), 2SB, (2UD), (2XK), 
6CH, 6DA, 6PP, 6DQ, 6DS, 6EB, 6FN 6FH,. 6GK, (2ACT),. (2ADL), (2ARY), (2AWL), (2BFZ), 
6HH. 6HX. 6KA. 6KM, 6KP, 6KS. 6KW. 6LC, 6LR. 3AC, (Canadian 3BP), 3BZ, 3CC, (3CT), 3GR, 
60H, 60M, 6PJ, 6PP, 6PQ, 6PR, 6TO, 6XZ, 6ZAA, (3HG), 3HJ, (3IW), 3KM, SKL, 3KY, 3NB, 30 
6ZK, 6ZR, 6ZU, 6ZN, 6ZX, 7BM, 7DA, 73W, TYA, 30U, 30V, (8PU), (3QF), 3QN, 3UK, 8VO, (av¥p, 
7ZJ. (3¥VWh° SWW, 3ZM, 3ZO, (3ZY), 4AG, 4 



§2 

{4GL), 4ITE 
dalite), &B« 
(8GI), R 
(83MM), 8M 
(8STT). STY 
(SAP) 
BAVO, 8A 
B8IST (QRA 
ePCc (9U! 
GAAP, BAA 

Spark: LAW 
SAN, 38Ct 
4AG, 4FI 
SDJ. RDR 
8ON, &RI 
BAFB. 8AFTI 
BAQV. 8AI 
(sBDY 
(9AAW 
CW 
4GL. &CI 
SXM, 9AZV 

BAWP 
1AW. 1C\ 
(1SN) 
(1GBC) 
(2BK). 
(2MJ), 
(2UK) 
(3AC). BA 
(3GX). 
(30U 
(S3ALX) 
RAI (sBO 
(SEV), 8E 
(RTD) 
(SPL) 
(SRU 
8ZD (8 
RAPA, 
RATR 
(8AMQ 
SANW 
(S8AYK 
(9FS 
(9AAW 

91F, Forest 
Canadiar BATT 
TBQ TRE 
TE! 
7KS TPT 7T 
7ZJ, 7Z2W 

2ZL C.W 
mod B 
SX A 
B8AIO ¢ 
9c 
omc 

18a 
9vyO 
GAEQ 
PANX, 
vACB 
GAZX 

8cc, 4A‘ 
SHL, 
8MM, 
8ZY 
BAYN 
JG, } 
900 2 
SAAV 

QsT 

SDA, 5FV, 5YE, (8AI 
SDE), 8DI, 8DX, 8DY, 

SHG, (8HJ), 8II, 8LV, 
S01). 8OV. 8QY, 8SP, 

; SAFB, 8AFD, 8AGK, 
SAMY, (8AQV), (8AQZ), 

SBDP, (8BDY), 8s&BOY, 
orc, 9KV, 9MC, 9ME, 
9VK, (9ZN), 9AAJ, 

Marietta, Ohio. 
EL. 2RU, (2ARY), 3AC, 

tHJ, 30U, 3UC, 3XF, 
x DA, 5FV, 8BK, 8BO, 

SHR, 8LX, (80A), (801), 
SWA, 8WY, 8WZ, SAEY, 

AJT. SAKV. 8AMF, 8AMQ, 
AYN). (8BBU), (8BDC), 
ZN, FS, (9UH), 9VK, 

AQM, (2AWL), 2XK, 38CC, 
SLX, (80A), 8AIO, 8ANK, 

se, N Y.. June and July 
R (1DY), (1GM), (10E), 

IXM), (1AGN), (IDAL), 
IMAD). (1PAZ). 

J), (set », (2JU), 2ME, 
x 2SQ). (2TS), 
\WF ) (2AWL), (2BGR), 
A), (3CC), (3EH), (3EV), 

W (3IY), , 
. (3UC), 3WX, (3ABG), 

iAG. 4GL C.W.. 4IE, 5DA, 
SDE) C.W., (8EA), (8ED), 
2GO, (8HJ), (8HP), (8HR) 

(SLW). (8MM), (801), 
QE (SQM), (8QY) C.W 

(RWA), (8WY). (S8YB), 
SACY, (S8ADG) C.W., 
(SAGK), 8AGO, 8AHH, 

SAKA). S8AKJ, (8AMM), 
ANK), (8ANG) C.W. fone. 
APB) (8AQV), (SAVT), 
2AXC) (SAXI). (8AXU), 
PC. (9UH). 9VK, (9ZL), 

9YAC, (9DAX) 

stn... Forks, Callam Co., Wash. 
Ee 6AFN, 6AK, 6AID 

7AC. TAY. 7B ow 
TDA 7DP, 7CN, 7 Cc 

IW. TIN. TITY, 7KJ, 7K 
LW. 7MF, 7NN, 7 

rE, 7TO, 7Y¥L, 7 
2225 

lear Lake, lowa 
XJ. 5YH, 5YR, 8BO, 8CF 

W S11 C.W.. 8JM C.W., 8Ol, 
Ww C.W.. &8ZY, S8ACN. SAFB, 
AYN, STYN, 9DP, 9FG, 9FS, 

». OLC. 9LF, 9LQ, SLY C.W., 
(900), 9SG, 9UG, 9UH, 

VK. 9VY. 9XI, 9YA, 9YM, 
9ZN. 9ZT. 9AAW, 9ABH, 

»AMH, 9AMK, 9AMS, 9AMU, 
K). 9ASR. (9AXU), S9AYW, 
ACW C.W.. 9AEG, (9AEH), 
S9YAC, (9YAE). 

St. Louis, Mo. 
‘XC, 5DA, SEK, 5ER, 6FV 

YH), &8BO, 8DE C.W., 8FT, 
8QX. SRP, STK, 8TT, 8WY, 

SATO, 8AKV, 8ALM, 8ARS, 
9CP), 9EL. 9FG. 9FS, 9HT, 
oME. (9MS). 9NQ, (90E), 

)UU, 9UW, OXI, 9YA. (9ZN), 
9AXU, 9DEH, 9DJZ, 9YAC. 

»AAW, Chicago, IL 
EL. 2JU, (2UK), 2ZR. (2ARY), 
SHJ, 8QR, 8RW. 8VW, SXF, 

®BO), SBP, 8CF, 8DE, 8DP, 8DV, 
SFT), 8GO, SHR. (8LU), (8MM), 

(S01), 8PM, 8RU, 8SP, STK, 
SWA), 8WY. 8YV, 8ZB, (8ZY), 
SAPB), (8AFD), 8AFK, (8AFS), 
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(SAIB), SAKV, 8AMQ, 8APP, 8AQV, (8ARS), 
8AVB, (SAWP), (SAXC). (SAYN), (8BBU), 8BDY, 
8BEN, 8AEE, (9FG), (9FS), (9KO), 9LC, (9LF), 
9LQ, (9ME), 9MS, 9NH, (9PC), (9UH), 9UW, 
(9VZ), (9ACB), 9ALH, 9AMS, 9ARK, 9DAX, 
9DDX, 9YDTJ. 
C.W.: 1TS, 2DN, 2AQM, 2AWL, 4GL, 4ZY, 8BO, 
(8DE), 8DR. 8II, 8IV, 8QY, 8XM, (8AIO), 8BFG, 
(9EK), (9AZX). 

9FD, Lafayette, Ind. 
NSF, WWYV, IBBL, 1X 2AH, 2BK, 2BX, 2CC, 
2DN, 2EL, 20L, 2RK, 2WW. 2XM, 2ZM, 3AR, 
SAT, 3BP, 3BZ, 3CC, 3EN, 38EV, 3GO, 3HJ, 3HX. 
3KM, 3MO, 3NB, 3NC, $0U, 3RW, 4AG. 4FD, 
4XB, 4XC, 4XD, 5EK, 5DA, 5FD, 5HL, 5HZ, SIF, 
5YH, 5ZA, 5ZL, 8AAZ, S8ACY, SADE, 8ADL, 
8AGK, 8AIB, 8AIJ, 8ANJ, SANT, 8ARS, 8ICB, 
sICC, SICH, SIDR, SIFS, 8IRS, 8AA, 8AG, 8AL, 
8BK, 8BO, 8CA, 8CD, 8CF, 8CY, 8DC, 8DR, 8EN, 
8FQ, 8FT, SHB, 8HM, 8IB, 8IC, 8ID, 8IF, 8JL, 
8KH, 8KM, 8KZ, 8LA, 8LD, 8LN, 8MM, 8NC, 8NI, 
SNL, 8OR, 8PJ, &PV, 8QJ, 8RG, 8RO, 8RQ, 8SF, 
8SR, 8TN, 8UH, 8XF, 8XK, 8YN, 8ZB, 8ZC, 8ZD, 
8ZN, 8ZR, 8ZT, 8ZW, nines too numerous. 

9AIF, Sioux Falls D. 
7Z0, 8AFD, 8AIO (CW), 1 ‘sil (CW), 8TT, 
8ZY. 9AAW, 9ALH, 9AMS, 9ASK. 9AYW, 9DEH. 
9DJZ. 9DSG. 9KO, 9MC, $00, 9UU, SYA, 9YAC, 
(9YAE), 9YY, 9ZC, 9ZN, 9ZX. 

OKA, Wichi Kansas. 
6HL. 5HZ, SIF, 51Z, (5JR), SNK, 5PD, (5PG), 
(5PU), (5QH), 5QP, 5XA C.W.. 5ZA C.W.. 7ZX, 
8ZL. (9ABV), (9AEG). 9AEY, 9ALG, 9APY, 
9ARZ, 9AUD, 9AYJ. (9DE), 9DFJ, 9DFL, (9DGO), 
9DTP, (9DUG), 9EL, 9KO, 9MC, 9OE, 900, 9PS, 
9Q0, 9XAE, 9ZA, (9ZAC), 9ZX. 

SDMA, Caledonia, Minn. 
SARY, 5EK, 5HL, 5YH. 7ZY, 8AFB, SAFS, SAFT, 
SAIC, 8AIO, SANK. SARW, 8AQZ, 8BBA, 8BDY, 
8BO, &8DE, 8FT. 8HM, 8II, 8IV. 8NZ. 8SP. 8SS, 
8TT, SWA. 8XM. S9AAL. 9AAW. SAAY, 9ABH, 
9ACN, 9AFK, 9AFX, 9AJB, 9AKC, 9AKS, 9ALH, 
9AMS, 9ANC, 9ARZ, 9DAX, 9DEH. 9DKR. S9DUD, 
9DUG, 9FN, 9GTG, 9GX, 9KO, 9LC, 9tLF, 9LR, 
9MC, 9ME. 9MS. 90J, 900, SPC, 9UH, 9UU, 
9UK, 9XI, 9XM, 9XAC, 9ZB, 9ZN. 

July Station Reports 

IDY, Lynn, Mass. 
Steadiest Loudest 

1ZE—1BPZ—1TS 1ZE—1TS—1AW 
2EL —2UA—2ARY 2EL—2UA—2ARY 
3scC—3HJ—3VW 3CC—3HJ 
4GL ° 4GL 

SPp—8s8 WY—&8DE 8sDE—8SP—8 WY 
8UH 9UH 

1ANQ, Hartford, Conn. 
Steadiest Loudest 

1ZE—1ADL—I1BDI 1ZE—1ADL—I1DY 
2EL—20M 2AWF—20M—2EL 
2BSC—-2ZL 2BSC—2ZL 
3HJ—3HX—3ZO 3HJ—3ZO0—3HX 
8AWP—8AOT—8AFB 8AO0T—8AWP—8BO 
8DE—8QY—8ZN C.W 8DE—8 BO—8ZN 

3HG, 3EQ, 3EM, Baltimore 
Steadiest Loudest 

10E—1UN—1TS 10E—1AW—1UN 
2ARY—2ACT-——2BG 2ARY—2BML—2EL 
3ZY—3EN—3CC 83ZY—3CC—3HJ 
4GL 4GL 
5XE 5DA 
8DE—8 AGO—8AIO 8SP—8 DE—8 AXC 
sUH—9AAW sUH—9SAAW—9UU 

7ZJ, Vancouver, Wash. 
Steadiest Loudest 

6CJ—-5CP—XEQ (Can.) 5CJ—5 CP— 
6ZX—6AR—6AS 6ZX—6AFN 
7KM—-7BK—7IY 7BK—?TKM—TAY 

(Concluded on page 59) 
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statements by 

IN DEFENSE OF SELF-RECTIFICATION 

Radio Laboratories, 
McCook Field, Dayton, O. 

Editor, QST— 
{ noted the comment on ACCW in last 

issue of QST by Edmond Bruce of M.LT. 
and I should like to answer it in a brief 
way. 

I have been working on ACCW since 
March and I shall submit some of my find- 
ings on this subject. 

{t is hard to tell whether Mr. Bruce 
compares his input-output ratio with AC 
rectification or straight DC excitation, but 
I take it he means that self-rectification is 
inferior to that of rectified AC impressed 
on the plate. 

It is not necessary to use mathematics 
to give one an idea of input-output ratios 
so I shall give the results obtained when 
using four Western Electric VT’s in the 
laboratory here. The amateur, I am sure, 
wants the system giving the greatest out- 
put for the same number of tubes and 
power considered. The simplicity of the 
self-rectification circuit is another very ad- 
vantageous point to its favor. 

The following is a report of the results 
obtained at the Radio Laboratories at 
McCook Field, Dayton, Ohio: 

(1) Using four tubes on a straight DC 
plate (all as oscillators) the output was 
1.83 amperes, input being 150 mils, voltage 
350 DC. 

(2) Using four tubes, two as rectifiers 
and two as oscillators, the output was 1.36 
amperes, input 95 mils, 36 volts (plate to 
filament voltage) on oscillators. 

(3) Now comparing the above with a 
third, that of self-rectification, the same 
four tubes were used and the output was 
2.14 amperes, input 60 mils on each leg 
of transformer at a potential of 365 volts 
(plate to neutral tap). A feature of self- 
rectification is the coolness of the tubes 
while in operation. Owing to this feature 
it was found that the plate potential could 
be increased considerably without over- 
heating the tubes. I increased the voltage 
to 500, with mils increasing to 78 in each 
leg; the output was increased to 2.45 am- 
peres. Summing up the three systems on 
four tubes, tne greatest output was abtaineéd 
with AC CW. 

Similar tests were conducted at the radio 
laboratories of the Precision Equipment Co. 

QsT 

Communicatior 1S 

the Amateurs 
} Lang Publishers of * _t.. assume no responsibility 

correspondents. 

by Mr. 
and results were of the same proportion 
of Cincinnati, Breckel and myself, 

when using General Electric Radiotron 5 
watt tubes. 

As for a comparative range of AC CW, 
I am unable to determine it, owing to the 
fact that I am on only during the day-time 
and there are.few stations tistening taru 
the day. I have compared at a distance of 
120 mues and AC CW wins at that short 
distance. 

{ am quite aware of the loss from grid 
to filament due to a positive charge but 
it is not nearly as great as that of a 
straight AC tube rectifier. I have in no 
case found it large enough to discourage 
its use in preference to any other system. 
Tubes used as rectifiers have much greater 
losses. Let’s hear from more. 

Very truly yours, 
Roy 8S. Copp, Radio Meck. 

NO REST FOR THE WICKED 

Templar Park, 
Spirit Lake, Ia. 

Editor, QST— 
This is my first letter to you and may 

be my last. A few weeks ago I got the 
CW bug and began my attempts to make 
Milly Ammeter do the shimmy. But after 
a few weeks of struggling I gave it up and 
came up here to regain my nerves. I had 
sworn off all kinds of radio for two months, 
but by golly I just got here and the first 
thing [ saw was an aerial, regular old “he” 
aerial at that. Of course I had to visit 
the station and found it belonged to Johnny 
Weber, 9UA. Well, goldurnit, he was 
sitting there agazing at his milliammeter 
and the power tubes ablinking away! But 
his Milly hadn’t learned the Huia-Hula 
either, so there were two SOL bugs. We 
tried eight hook-ups out of QST but all 
ng. Then we rigged up a dinky set and 
by Henry she worked! We both let out 
a yell that must have scared one of the 
tubes to death, because now we get more 
out of 2 tubes than three. Which brings 
me to the real purpose of this letter. 

Will any amateurs hearing 9UA please 
drop a card to Radio 9BQ, at Logan, Iowa? 
We are using but 10 watts up here at the 
lake and want to hear from all who hear 
us. We'll answer all cards. 

Yours for CW, 
Hansen & Weber, 9UA, 
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A GOOD FRIEND GOES WEST 

1242 Knox Ave., N., 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

Dear Friends: 
Just a few words to inform you of the 

death of Kenneth G. Reinking, Minneapolis 
radio 9TI. Mr. Reinking was the type of 
amateur whose signals were a relief after 
listening to some of the pollutions heard in 
the air. 

The amateurs of this locality have always 
held 9TI as a standard of comparison, and 
somehow it does not seem possible that he 
is dead. 

He was killed on July 7, when on be- 
coming overheated, he lost control of the 
motorcycle that he was riding which turned 
over, pinning him beneath it. He lived in 
an uncenscious state for twenty-four hours 
before death drew its veil over him. 
“Kenny” was as clean cut and fine a 

young man as any of us fellows ever knew. 
He was eighteen years of age and had just 
completed his first year of Electrical and 
Radio Engineering at the University of 
Minnesota. 

Kenneth G. Reinking. 

Almost all of his apparatus we constructed 
by himself as he knew radio from A to Z. 
The radiation of his spark set was well up 
and with this he punched out signals te 
Brooklyn, Texas, and San Diego. It con- 
sisted of an Acme 1 K.W. transformer, 
home-made condenser, rotary gap, and O.T. 
His receiving set included a_ short-wave 
regenerative, honeycombs, and a 1-step on 
self-manutactured panels. His aerial was 
of the inverted L type, 65 feet long. 
We radio fellows cannot think of 

“Kenny” as gone without a deep feeling 
arising in our hearts. He truly showed the 
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radio world that consistency and initiative 
will gain anyone success. 

I think, that as a matter of wo aa 
the call of 9TI should not again be issue 
as the reputation it has, has been oe 
by Kenneth himself, and no-one else. 

Sincerely yours, 
Gordon W. Volkenant. 

DOPE WANTED 

Walnut Grove, Calif. 
Editor, QST— 

Would like to see published in a future 
issue of QST a discussion on the resonant 
vs. the non-resonant type of transformers. 
Assume these transformers are to be used 
en the same circuit consisting of an .01 
mf. condenser, a rotary disk driven 3600 
by a non-synchronous motor, the set tuned 
to 200 meters. 

Using a one K.W. transformer, which 
type would be preferable and why? I have 
beard arguments favoring both types; 
therefore would like to see the whys and 
wherefores argued side by side. 

Respectfully, 
J. V. Wise, 6ZX. 

ANOTHER O. W. 

Milton, Pa. 
Dear Eddy: 

This to announce the entrance of an- 
ether 8th district O.W. 

July 16th last Miss S. Jeanette Evans 
became Mrs. 8BQ. Don’t be surprised if 
ee hear our spark thrash out Morse until 

get her wise to the 13 improvements on 
it, as she is all doped up on wire code. 73. 

Herbert M. Walleze, 8BQ. 

ROTTEN | CORRESPONDENCE 

4903 Sixth Ave., 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Editor, QST— 
Please allow me to register one loud, 

husky yelp. When a bunch of hams get 
en the air they discuss their sparks, tone, 
etc., till a guy just about goes off his nut 
listening to them, but write them a postal 
and ask QRK or some such other trifling 
question along with telling them that they 
are QSA at your junk pile, and they don’t 
give you a tumble. As correspondents 
they make very good radio operators. 

I have a cramp in my arm writing post- 
cards to hams on this side of the old U.S. 
but N.D. I sent 52 cards to different fellows 
during the past month and a half and I re- 
ceived answers to 12 of them. Pretty good, 
dontcha think? Good subject for T.O.M. 
to start roasting somebody on—‘“Rotten 
Correspondence”. 

On the level, OM, it’s a shame. Every- 
body hollers to drop a fellow a line if you © 
hear him from any distance. Sure thing, 
F.B. and all that, but why the devil can’t 
said feller QSL? Te the best of my 

QsT 

knowledge I never received a card or letter 
yet concerning radio in any form that I 
did not answer, and still I can put just 
as much time in on the air as any of the 
rest of them. It doesn’t take much time and 
it encourages a fellow. Even if he doesn’t 
receive a favorable report on his own 
signals, it shows that the fellow on the 
other end appreciates his efforts. 

Whad’ye say OM? 
Yours truly, - 

Frank A. Maher, 2RM. 

PLEASE NOTICE 

National Radio Ng nga 
Washington, D. 

Editor, QST— August 16, 1921. 
In your last issue I noticed an article in 

reference to the operation of a radio school 
in Atlanta, Georgia, by Mr. Autrey under 
the name of the National Radio Institute. 

We wish that you would notify the 
readers of your magazine sone this school 
has no connection with the National Radio 
Institute of Washington and Baltimore 
and furthermore that this name—National 
Radio Institute—has been copyrighted by 
us and notice has been served to Mr. Autrey 
to cease further relations under this name. 

We have just been informed by the Radio 
Club of Atlanta that the school has been 
closed up and the owner left the city. 
Kindly see that this news is conveyed to the 
readers of your magazine so that we shall 
suffer no bad effects from this unfortunate 
eccurrence. 

Very truly yours, 
J. E. Smith, Pres. 

ANYBODY SEEN T. O. M. RECENTLY? 

Port Chester, N. Y. 
Editor, QST— 
Dear Fellow Sufferer: 

I always knew it would come sooner or 
later and it has. T.0O.M.’s gone crazy! 
For proof see enclosed clipping. Amateurs 
in New York and vicinity are advised te 
keep a close watch on their feline 
companions! Very truly, 

2HJ. 

Extract from N. Y. World, July 8: 
These be Catastrophic Days fo 

Stray Cats of East Side, for 
There’s a Price on Their Heads 

Mysterieus Stranger’s Bounty Makes Small Bey 
More Feared Than Dogs 

Every cat on the east side is leading a 
dog’s life these days. And that is no life 
for a cat. 

With a price on his head, ranging from 
5 to 11 cents, according to size and spry- 
ness, no feline creature is safe from the 
young hunters who swarm through the 
highways and byways, into areaways and 
onto fire escapes and even invade the “pri- 
vancy” of tenements known to house pet 
pussycats. 
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What i about? Simply that a 
mysteriou r, known to the east side 
children The Old Man,” has an- 
nounced all stray cats brought 
to the ages on Delancey Street 
and ha is promises of financial 
reward g of” every Saturday 
since the ' set up some weeks ago. 

What Chance Has a Cat? 
Now t is over and truant 

office: ‘ors for the small boys, 
a cat trict adjacent to the 
Williams has no time to him- 
self at a ght, as everybody knows, 
he ha love lyrics on the fences 
and , where once he could 
catcl least, with one eye open, 
nowaday keep putting one foot 
in fror r and watch his step like 
a ccmn ng a lawn mower and a 
hand pa »-shade. 

SIMPLIFIED CIRCUITS 

2048 5th Street, 
Port Arthur, Tex. 

Editor, Q 
I read w terest Mr. Silver’s comment 

and criti: the set I gave data on in 
the May Q und as a result I feel called 
upon to its defense. 

First [ must agree with Mr. Silver 
as to tl t that the regular, coupled, 
three tu! t is superior to any single 
tuned s n ease of adjustment and 
time tl which factors amount to 
considera he course of time. 

To be I originally had a regular 
type pl i set but as I found it a 
great t ter for the amount of work 
done I « hat a little signal strength 
was W ficing for ease of operation 
s0 mm} «periments in the line of 
single t began with a tickler set 
such a ver described in his July 
letter ilts were so discouraging 
after : al that I returned to my 
origir veral other circuits were 
tried inner with similar results 
until I t hookup I told of in my last 
letter 

Aft trial I decided that I had 
found wanted for I obtained ex- 
cellent trength and,contrary to Mr. 
Silver [ had only two controls. 
At fir nductances hand wound that 
had plug attached so as to 
plug r DeForest two coil mount- 
ing. twenty-five turn coil in the 
anten1 and a 43 plate series con- 
dens e to cover a range of about 
180 t ters with a twenty turn plate 
coil lone on a fifty foot two- 
wire ty feet high. These coils 
wert tubing obtained from oats 
boxes aker brand. With a thirty- 
five t na coil I was able to cover 
a rar it 250 to 450 or 500 meters 
wit! ty-five turn coil in the plate. 
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The plate tuning condenser was a 43 plate. 
As you no doubt see two adjustments are 
all that are left to handle and thus tuning 
is very simple. 

As to results obtained I would suggest 
that some of you read my calls heard list 
in the May QST. That work was done on 
the set described and mostly with one 
tube; also partly on a twenty foot indoor 
aerial, 

The set described in the May issue was 
constructed to see how cheaply such a set 
could be constructed and yet work well and 
efficiently. With it I was able to obtain 
shorter wave lengths, due to less inductance 
at the lower taps than in my original set, 
yet I never had to juggle three adjustments 
as the antenna coil could be adjusted to 
values the same as in the first set with 
similar results. Also I had the added con- 
venience of 600 meters on tap by merely 
turning the switches and then controlling 
the two condensers. 

The same circuit was used for long wave 
reception with excellent results. 

5ZA, 9LR, 9OE, 9AEG, and many others 
at farther distances came in loud enough 
to read twenty feet from the fones on a 
fifty foot aerial and two step amp. Not 
so good on the twenty foot aerial. 

For fone reception the circuit is very 
critical as Mr. Silver said but as there are 
only two controls it was found easier to 
handle than three controls for tuning. I 
have heard the California fone and many 
others with very little difficulty and have 
had excellent results with CW reception. 

Mr. Silver says that this circuit shows 
a woeful lack of selectivity whereas so far 
as I have found it gives good selectivity 
comparable to the coupled set when used 
at the lower values of capacity of the series 
condenser as was mentioned in my pre 
vious letter. 

I have tried to answer Mr. Silver’s “in 
dictments” in the spirit that he made them, 
so I hope no offense will be taken. 

Yous very truly, 
L. W. Hatry. 

TRANSMITTING ON RECEIVERS, 

70S, Casper, Wye. 
Editor, QST— 

Here’s a CW idea we have been think- 
ing about a long time and have at last put 
to the test and found that it works won- 
ders over a short distance. 

I have a friend here, 7Z0O, who Tives 
about a mile air-line from my place. Being 
good friends we naturally have a good deal 
to say to each other every nite. Realizing 
that there are several other stations in the 
U. S. trying to get legitimate business thru 
the jam, 7ZO doesn’t care to make QRM 
any worse by chewing the fat one mile 
with one k. w.; and besides we don’t sup- 
pose 9ZN would be much interested in the 
conversation. 
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Well, here’s the idea. We noticed that 
whenever one of us turned up our bulb the 
other could hear the CW whistle very QSA; 
so we got together and found that we could 
work each other very nicely by setting 
tuner to oscillation point and using the 
primary switch lever for a key. Real CW 
with nothing more than our regular regen- 
erators! Worked so well we put auxiliary 
keys in aerial leads with a shunt switch, 
and cap now tell our troubles, talk base- 
ball, am cus3 a certain “5” station QRM-er 
to our hearts’ content. 

Only a few nites ago I heard some bird 
with a spark like a foghorn jamming the 
air with “R r Morris, how fast can a car 
go? K”’ and then “R pse QTA K.” Now this 
guy might have been talking to somebody 
in Mr. Ford’s factory but I got a hunch he 
was using a perfectly good 1 k. w. to push 
this stuff across the street. Well, that’s 
what we’re trying to get away from—hence 
the little CW idea 

Best regards, 
Chas. F. Burdick. 

RADIO UP-TO-DATE. 

Stroh, Ind. 
Editor, QST 

I have before me a beautiful example of 
thé property man’s art as applied to a 
radio installation on board a vessel. Our 
local movie is showing Eddie Polo in “King 
of the Circus,” a continued story, and this 
letter has to do with the thirteenth episode. 
As customary, the theatre was plastered 
with posters of various thrilling scenes, 
and one in particular drew my attention. 
Just listen to the following description of 
a modern ship-board station: 

Setting: Radio room on board ship in 
Pacific off coast of California. 

Characters: Eddie Polo and the radio 
operator. Eddie is holding a blank in his 
hand gazing into space with a thoughtful 
air, and the op sits looking at Eddie ex- 
pectantly. Eddie has just written the mes- 
sage to be sent to some town back in Cali- 
fornia. Here is the set which is supposed 
to do it: 

sack of the operating table against the 
a panel about 3 ft. square, made 

At top of panel is a large meter 
(probably a 110 v. A.C. ammeter or volt- 
meter.) Just below and to the left is a 
Murdock O. T. with secondary shoved clear 
down against base to give closest possible 
coupling. Two leads go to the O. T., one 
to the primary and one to.the secondary, 
both of No. 14 wire and disappearing thru 
holes bored thru the wood panel. To right 
of O. T..is plain open gap with zinc plugs 
about %” long and %” diameter, while be- 
low this gap is another similar but smaller 
one. To the right is a change-over switch. 
Two No. 14 wires run up,thru the ceiling 

wall is 
of wood 
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thru porcelain tubes, 3 inches apart, both 
wires made in the form of open core chokes, 
being coiled like springs about 1% in. 
diameter all the way from switch to ceil- 
ing. This is doubtless to keep from send- 
ing too far. On the table at left side, part- 
ly hidden behind Eddie, is a Thordarson 
RS transformer and what looks like three 
sections of Murdock moulded condenser on 
end. In front of this is a board bearing 
a variable, a crystal detector, and small 
Murdock phone condenser. Mostly hidden 
by the operator is some kind of tuning 
cabinet on which a few switch points are 
visible and that is all. The operator is evi- 
dently deaf in his left ear, which is turned 
towards the audience, as the phone on that 
ear has no cord connected to it, even tho 
the binding posts show plainly. There 
seem to be no leads to the spark gap, which 
doubtless is operated by induction and 
needs no leads. No licenses are in sight. 

Wouldn’t it make you cry to think of 
what ideas some folks have about radio? 
Some of the boys around Universal City 
should get busy and educate these film 
producers so they will know what a radio 
set looks like. 

Sincerely, 
F. B. Hanes. 

SOME AERIAL! 

1335 Custer Ave., 
Detroit, Mich. 

Editor, QST— 
Here is a funny one, an air aerial. Of 

course we bugs are always trying some- 
thing new—that’s what keeps the wireless 
game interesting. On 4th of July night I 
thot I would try out a new kink; I bought 
two gas balloons such as are sold on the 
streets on the Fourth. Next I operated on 
Ford coil and removed the secondary coils, 
which as we all know are of very fine wire. 
I tied the two balloons together and used 
the wire to let them up with, disconnected 
my regular aerial and connected this balloon 
aerial to my set. Oh Boy, the sigs came 
in much louder. Hams could be read any- 
where in the house and Arlington, who 
usually can hardly be read, could be read 
anywhere in the room. I don’t know how 
much wire I had up but it seemed like a 
half-mile at the least. 

F. Kridler, 8BDM. 

NON-RADIATING RECEIVERS 

150 Puritan Ave., 
Detroit, Mich. 

editor, QST— 
I read in the July QST that Mr. Kruse 

wanted to know of a receiving set that 
would not radiate when used for C.W. 
reception, so I am writing you about a 
little experience another fellow and I had. 

This friend of mine lives about three 
hundred feet away and has a wireless also; 
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a six ste] ind a regenerative re- 
ceiver. | t a carrier wave from 
his rece hen I grounded my 
filament le) and the shafts on 
my vari ‘ik out the metal shaft 
on my ' , the wave from his set 
Was ent ted. He did not get 
any it e from my set either. 

{ thir 11 possible were elimin- 
ated | ws would vet better 
results ery glad to hear from 
you al 

tfully, 
lerick V. Collins, 8QN. 

|-LO AGAIN 

Battle Creek, Mich. 
Dear E 

One 1 and this is what came 
via mai 
= ind QSS on one step.”— 

9AQA, | mie 
“Your y QSA but QSS bad.”— 9UU. ¢ 

“Ur nd steady on 1-step.”— 
9AUL, M 

“Your \ here.”—9DOW, St. Paul. 
“Have easure of hearing you 

QSA or f 20th."—9AZD, Granite 
City, I 

“Gee, gs sure pounded in here 
July id you 10 ft. from phones 
on 1i-st ISS."—8AUY, Butler, Pa. 

“Ur r 7/20 QSA, tone hi, QSS 
bad.” . ‘ es, Q. 

“You y QSA,. Cud hr u all over 
the pla , Buffalo, N. Y. 

And a high pitch doesn’t go 
thru? aerial 35 ft. high and 93 
ft. tota kilowatt set. 

Yours respectfully, 
E. E. House, 8NZ. 

HAWAII GETTING QRV. 

= Lihue, Kauai, T. H. 
,aitor, 

[ note in QST for data on radio 
gadiet ed in the Army or Navy 
during t Here’s one. I was in the 
Navy f mths, 15 months of which 
was a y at sea. I received one 
War | it I don’t know what for. 
I gues account of the grub we 
had ir marine zone. 

BZA‘ nly special amateur sta- 
tion in | ry of Hawaii, so the only 
use | my 375 meter wave is to 
relay t transoceanics. Am having 
@ great trying to build a station that 
will ser phony sigs across the pond, 
but it lone, and I want some of your 
stations Pacific side to lay off their 
heavy n nee in a while and listen for 
6ZAC. |! w that if some of those birds 
whose s ns appeared in print in QST 
with a step amplifier get to listening 
they'll me. At present I’m waiting 
for sor pparatus to arrive from the 
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coast that might bring in some coast hams. 
Be:ieve me, if I ever hear one of them, 
which I should, somebody s gonna hear me. 
6ZAC is situated on Kauai, about 100 miles 
from the Pear! Harbor nuisance (arc) and 
I get very little of his mush. I’ve listened 
in on my Murdock coupler with one step a 
few times, and can hear KPH, NPK, and 
occasionally other commercial stations on 
the coast. The Canadian stations are gen- 
erally QSA from early evening, and at mid- 
night they come in tike local stgff. One 
evening on a piece of gaiena at a local 
amateur station I copied a complete 
weather report from NPE at 7:15 p.m. 

{ read with much interest the articles in 
QST, and I must say the old game ain’t 
what it uster be. I will communicate 
further if I ever get my 375 meter set to 
radiating an amp. or so. Some time in 
the near future I would like to arrange for 
a test both ways, which will not necessitate 
shutting down of arcs, etc., at least at this 
end. Until that time, adios. 

Yours very sincerely, 
Clifford J. Dow. 

GROUND LEADS 

1526 Moran Ave., 
Norfolk, Va. 

Editor, QST— 
In looking over the June issue of the 

QST I noticed in “Communications” that 
F. B. Hanes of Stroh, Ind., wants to know 
if he extended the well pipe 20 feet above 
the earth and then hooked on his ground 
lead to it, would he have a short ground 
lead. Now my question is somewhat like 
his. Suppose that we were to pile some 
dirt around the pipe and make a little 
mound twenty feet high with the pipe in 
the center, and then attached the wire to 
the pipe, would we have a short ground 
lead? Sounds foolish but would like to 
know what you think about it. 

Incidentally, I have gotten tired of buying 
QST on the news-stands so please find en- 
closed check for one year’s subscription 
starting with the August issue. 

Yours respectfully, 
A. L. Brown, 3MK. 

GEN. FERRIE JOINS THE A.R.R.L. 

Ministry of War, 
Paris, July 5, 1921. 

General Ferrie, Inspector of Military 
Telegraph Service and Transmission. 

To the President of the American Radio 
Relay League. 
Dear Sir: 

I have the honor of acknowledging receipt 
of the certificate of membership in 
R.L. which ne had the kindness to send 
= and to thank you for it most sincerely. 

lease accept, dear sir, my best wishes. 
(Signed) Ferrie. 
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THE OPERATING DEPARTMENT 

(Concluded from page 39) 

been granted in Toronto, 9AW having been 
assigned to ex-3AC, W. C. C. Duncan, and 
9AV to McWatters Lowry, ex-3GS, ex-9AY. 
These are 200 meter CW stations. Supt. 
Bill Caton has resigned owing to his de- 
parture tor Ottawa. The Manager has 
had word from Manager Lorimer in Mont- 
reeal that his CW set is now successfully 
operated and tests are being arranged to 
try to link up Montreal and Toronto. 

ST. LAWRENCE DIVISION 
A. J. Lorimer, Mgr. 

The combined effect of summer weather 
and restriction on transmitting in the zone 
of navigation had nearly shut this division 
out. The come-back this month is more 
than gratifying and it looks as though we 
have a dependable route through at last. 
Most surprising of all is the fact that all 
work over this new route is in daylight— 
H.T.L. Club a la Maxim. 1AZX at Bur- 
lington, Vt., keeps the noon schedule with 
2CI, Farnham, who QSR’s to and from 
Montreal. The jump of 110 miles in day- 
light is considerable for the power used at 
both stations—a 10 watt CW set at 1AZX 
and spark ot 300 watts at 2CI. 2CI has a 
“rock crusher” under construction. The 
Division Manager has installed a 250 watt 
CW set at 2BF. Stations at Levis and 
Ottawa are constructing CW sets to con- 
tinue the daylight route. A one K.W. spark 
set is under way at Potsdam, N. Y., about 
100 miles south of Montreal, and will soon 
be ready for relay work. Unless we can 
locate a good station in Kingston. Ont., we 
will route our traffic through 8KBR. Total 
msgs., 42. 

J. K. HEWITT 
(Concluded from page 40) 

He enlisted in the Navy in June, 1917, 
and served abcard various ships for about 
two and a half years. After the war he 
lived a year in Philadelphia and then re- 
moved to New York City where he was a 
government radio inspector for six months 
and later inspector for the Ship Owners 
Radio Service. 2RK was established in 
September, 1920, and in 6% months of 
actual operation to April 16 of this year 
was heard in all but four states and copied 
in every district. 

No station has records that compare with 
the reported reception of 2RK’s signals. 
He was reported by 6ALE, Los Angeles, 
while using 600 watts of I.C.W., and the 
spark is reported from a ship almost to 
Rio de Janeiro, 4000 miles from Brooklyn, 
and by another shiv below Pernambuco, 
Brazil, 3800 miles. Ships in port in Eng- 
fand, France, Spain, Africa, Canal Zone, 
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Mexico, Cuba and Bermuda have reported 
5RK, and he has been heard in the Atlantic 
Ocean, the Pacific, and the Mediterranean 
Sea. The best distance actually worked was 
to a ship 2700 miles south of New York. 
For this same 6% months period of oper- 
ation 2RK reports a total of 3,200 messages 
handled. 

JULY STATION REPORTS 
(Concluded from page 52) 

7CN, Marshfield, Ore. 
Steadiest and Loudest 
6ZX—6AFN—6AAW 
7ZJ—7DA—7QQ 

7HD, Seaside, Ore. 
Steadiest Loudest 

7ZJI—TIN—7CW TIN—7BQ—TYS 
60H—6ZX—6FH 60H—6ZX—6AFN 

9AIF, Lioux Falls, S. D. 
Steadiest Loudest 

7ZO 1Z0 
sII—8 AFD—8TT sSII—8 AFD—8TT 
9AYW—9YAE—9ASK 9AYW—9MC—9KO 

9ZL, Manitowoc, Wis. 
Steadiest Loudest 

LAW Only one heard 
2EL and 2QR Both good 
3HJ Only one heard 
4XC Fine sigs 
8SP 8AFB 
9FS 9FS 

Buy C. W. Generator 

Parts 

and do your own winding. All 

parts complete ready for assem- 

bling with necessary winding 

data $18.00. These are ball bear- 

ing and cannot be duplicated. 

This is an overstock and we must 

move them. 500 Volt generators 

$35.00. 125 watts 1750 R.P.M. 

1‘,H.P 40 degree motors 1750 

R.P.M. Westinghouse 110 volt 60 

cycle $18.40 each. 

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR & 

ENGINEERING CO. 

2nd St. S. W. and B. & O. R. R. 

CANTON, OHIO 



Condensite Celoron 

is Real Radio Insulation 
Use the highest type insu'ation made. Produced expressly for 
radio and wireless work. Adaptable to every machining process 
and ready for every use__panels, plates, bases, rods, tubes, 
bushings, handles, cleats, etc. 

To high resistivity and extreme water resistance Condensite 
Celoron adds every other good quality demanded of an efficient 
Bureau of Standards test tells why: 

Wave Length Approximate Frequency Phase Difference Dielectric 
Meters Cycles per second Degrees Constant-K 

804000 2.0 4.7 
231,500 1.8 4.8 
97,800 1.2 4.9 

Condensite Celoron is regularly supplied im 
standard size sheets, rods and tubes ready for 
all machining purposes—for experts and amateurs. 
Sold by radio equipment dealers everywhere. If 
your dealer cannot supply you, write us. 

Diamond State Fibre Company 
Bridgeport (Near Philadelphia), Pa. 

In Canada, Diamond State Fibre Company 
Of Canada, Ltd., Toronto. 

-F 

The McTighe Storage “B” Battery 

Patents Pending. 

@eneaunee The McTighe storage “B” battery is the 
( ) tumes ren iano most satisfactory source of plate voltage for 

radio receiving apparatus. It is absolutely 
a = noiseless and eliminates troubles often attrib- 
Ser : =. uted to static but which are really due to 
Brearivs , Comew? defect've “B” batteries. It consists of twelve 
renn whores cells of the lead-acid type, giving 24 volts, 

3) | in one unit. The capacity is 10 milliamperes 
; e ; eh | for 8 hours, or 50 milliamperes for one hour. 

a... oe ci a 1’ wl furnish 300 milli-amperes for a short 
=e , ff TT time. which makes its use possible for C. W. 

4 it | | ifsc and ro.lo-phone transmission. The tone pro- 
~ an aka | ' —— duced is exceptionally clear. 

- Wee l It will hold a charge for several days and 
| a when run down it is only necessary tc throw 
(Seren F208 the switch to the charging side for few hours. 

Rectirven The chirging current is from 25 to 50 milli- 
amperes, thus cost of charging is negligible. 

sttery is shipped ready for use, except that the small quantity of electrolyte 
must each cell either with a medicine dropper, or by dipping the whole battery 
unit f electrolyte The electrolyte can be obtained at a garage or battery service 

first filling the battery needs only a few drops of distilled water in each cell 

rp rectifier operates on the well known principle of lead and aluminum rod in «a 
solut da or borax. 

PRICES: 
BATTERY COMPLETE ....... Ba bedne cat EsPadodekoe we edés be sve dvede . $5.00 

oy gt PR a be es ee ee ee eee eee eee 

McTIGHE BATTERY CO., Wilkinsburg, Pa. 
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STATION TYPE 
(In handsome ma- 
hogany cabinet as 
shown.) 

$30.00 

THE 

Laboratory Type 
(Mounted on 

height.) 

$25.00 

Vocafouf) 

HE eat loud-speaker. 

quires no batteries, no adjust- 

listen to Re- 

ove? 

your 

your 

signals—QSA all 

house! Uses genuine 

metal 
base, adjustable 

ments, no extra equipment what- 

Just hook VocaLoup right 

on to your receiving apparatus and 

ever! 

Baldwin reproducer,—equally good 

for telephone and telegraph. Your 

order shipped at once! 

CORWIN’S 

improved 

SWITCH 

LEVER 

Sure contacts, smooth 
operation, handsome 
appearance,—all are 
characteristics of this 
improved switch. Many 
switches give their 
manufacturers more 
profit,—none give their 
users more satisfaction. 
Try a Corwin Switch. 
As good as it looks! 

UNIVERSAL-COIL 

MOUNTING PLUGS 

For Radisco and all hand 
wound coils. No _ bending, 
no filing, they fit exactly in 
the first place. 

80 cents, postpaid 

All orders for appar- 
atus not listed as post- 

Send your order today. 

CORWIN’S 
1921 

CATALOG 
10c 

Send for your copy 
today ! 

A. H. CORWIN & CO. 

PRICE: 

90 cents 

Postage, 

5 cents. 

Compositien knob, iden- 
tical with knobs used 
on standard #67 Cor- 
win Dial. Brass shaft 
is moulded right into 
knob,—it can never 
come loose. Blade, 
bushings, ete. nickel- 
plated brass. Contact 
radius, 1%”. 

NEW RADISCO 

VARIO-COUPLER 

“Accurate to the .002 part 
of an inch. Moulded base, 
Formica tube, all metal parts 
brass. 

$7.50 postpaid 

Remember Corwin’s 
reputation for shipping 

paid must be accom- mail orders promptly 

ot by postage Pept. D4.4 W. Park St., Newark,N.J. —¢ in perfect con- 
charges. dition. 
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YOU CAN NOW BUY “CONNECTICUT” RADIO EQUIPMENT 

DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER 

CONNECTICU1 sending peu 
For low power stations 
10-W: as illustrated evans en 
11-W: without ~orn''ng screws a 

CONNECTICUT 
CONNECTIC! Head Receivers 

7 U. S. Govt. Standard. Lightest, 
Variable Conde CONNECTICUT Strongest. Most easily adjusted. 
Giement a beceeetiel iain Toggle Switch 1856-A with 2000 ohm receiv- 
hn 7 ' ean FL Just For receiving panel ers and 6-ft. cord........ $6.00 
Portable or Ps = $6.50 J) fe Saar 3Se. 1857-A: with 3000 ohm re- 
e tats eer. NE. . cance dned 70c. ceivers and &8-ft. cord..... 650 

5014-W: head band only.... 2.08 
Prices F. O riden. Send for literature descriptive of our complete line of Radio Apparatus and 
Supplies. Ama nquiries especially invited. 

CON NECTICUT cetecrme COMP &ELECTRIC 
eriden onnecticut 

Baldwin Variometers and Vario-Couplers 

The Baldwin Variometer and Vario-Coupler 
illustrated are particularly well adapted for 
C.W. and long distance, also for the construc- 
tion of amateur Regenerative Receiving Sets. 
At the wave length of 150 to 580 meters the 
windings made on forms are spherical in shape 
and are carefully impregnated with moisture 
proof compound which does not affect the 
efficiency of the instrument. 

The wood is well seasoned and will not warp 
or crack, connections are made to the rotors 
of flexible leads through the hollow shaft which 
is supported by adiustable bearings; this in- 
sures positive connections and eliminates the 
possibilities of noises dua te so>r contact. 

The pr Vario-Couplers are wound 
on Ba ge ™% inch thick and four 
inchs r, fourteen taps are taken off 
and f two sets of switches a one 
turr f induction may be obtained. 
The are particularly adopted for 
pane 
Variomet ss dial; wave length 150 

to 58' POccccenseseeaeeseeeuss $7.00 
Vario-C rs, less dial; wave length 

150 ¢t FO MROCETS. cc ccc ccesesetes 8.00 
For ind quotations DEALERS 

municate with the 

BALDWIN RADIO ELEC. MFG. CO. 
1516 Emmons Ave., Sheepheads Bay, 

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
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Send 10 cents for 
the new ABC 16- 
page, 2-color 
catalogue, “Pro- 
fessional Radie 
Equipment 
at Amateur 
Prices.” Request 
catalogue CQ9. 
Write or use 
coupon below. 

Illustration 
shows 43 plate 
condenser, % 
actual size. 

ese 

 QOImprovements cost youno more 

XAMINE this photograph carefully. Pick out the nine features 
E that distinguish ABC condensers frcm any other make on the 

market: Ist, Sturdy plates,—.022 inch thick, that will not jar out 
of position: 2nd, Individual, not cast spacers, wide to prevent short cir- 
cuiting: 3rd, Stop acts on all moving plates: 4th, One-piece shaft of 
brass, not steel, turned from solid brass rod: 5th, Shaft turns in solid 
brass bushing, which extends thru head: 6th, Exclusive Condensite 
head, the perfect insulator: 7th, Set screw (underneath) and locking 
lever for delicate friction adjustment: 8th, Easily mounted,—all studs 
exactly spaced: 9th, Minimum losses,—1%4” between opposite polarities. 
Yet ABC condensers are far lower in price than any other condenser 
of similar quality. The automatic production that makes every ABC 
condenser alike, and every part interchangeable,—at the same time cuts 
manufacturing cost to a minimum. Materials.are the finest obtainable, 
Workmanship is unexcelled. Automatic production gives you most value 
per dollar. 

Comparisons are difficult, because there The iast type is an excellent vernier 
never was a condenser so accurately condenser or variable grid condenser. 
made before. But compare these prices These prices are less knob and dial. For 
with the best condenser you ever ~e ABC brass dial and fibre knob; add 75 
oe rupee Poe A $5 00 cents. For Chelsea composition knob and 

dial, add one dollar. ABC Dials separate- 650-21 21 00055 Mfd. 3.75 ae Wirele E tc 650-11 11 00028 Mfd. 300 y. one dollar. ireless Equipmen 0., 
650-3 3 0001 Méd. 2.25 Inc., Newark, New Jersey. 

Just mail this coupon and ene 
dime today to the Wireless 
Equipment Company. Ine. 
Nowark, N. J.. for your eopy 
of the new ABC catalog CQ9. 
0 eS ee 
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THE DIAL 
The 1 \ ee lomneter hue This 3” knob and dial is our own product 

met wit! . aie home {F ~ heavy brass dial black oxidized finish, compo- 
im use know the quality ae sition knob 1%” diameter. Supplied for *& 
Clapp-F a ~'S y shaft only. Th’s dial cannot chip or warp = 

“te : : will run true. Its beauty is in keeping wit 
Withee. ; Pi Gi. 20. - the best products of the instrument maker. 
Variocouple » wel ienet> coh ek ae Price dial and knob +F800H complete. . $0.75 

Complete catalogs sent for 6c stamps ; 
Patronize lealer: If he won't supply our material your order will receive immediate 

CLAPP-EASTHAM CO., 114 Main St, Cambridge, Mass. 

leadquarters for Radiotron Tubes. All types in stock. 

SPECIAL PRICE REDUCTIONS 
Paragon ‘ anel with UV-200 Ra- Marko Storage Batteries: 
Aw ST Ly a eee 6 Volt 20 to 40 Amp.......... .. $11.00 
gr Fetes 5. 10.50 6 Volt 40 to 60 Amp.—Ford Type...... 15.00 

G. A. On Amplifier with UV-201 6 Volt 40 to 60 Amp.—Large Type.. 16.00 
Rediotr on .- 20.00 6 Volt 60 to 80 Amp.—Ford Type.... 18.50 

aren wo Filaments. ...... 5.50 6 Volt 60 to 80 Amp.—Large Type... 20.00 
tion Gr sk Condemser.......... 5.00 Radio Service V.T. Sockets........... 90 

Radiotron ng Tube with a Com- .0005 mf. Grid Condensers.............. .25 
hination Condenser........ 6.58 .002 mf Phone Condensors............. 28 

epee k : ) Ohm Wireless Head 4.00 Combination Grid Leak Condensers , 40 
Murdock 0 Ohm Wireless Head Variable Grid Leak % to 3 Megohms.. 65 
nh 2s oa a0 @.6> 4a kere eee 5.00 ROG RD. gw neceincccccadeeeser -12 

Chelsea |! Knob with a Paragon Nickle Plated Binding Posts, per doz. -80 
Bheostat .. 1... eececeessccvecccsess 2.50 Rubber Binding Posts, per doz.......... 1.00 

ruqepee , with a .0005 mf. Con- 1.75 Switch Points Small Nickle Plated per doz. .35 
bon an Wireless B. Batteries: ‘ Switch Points Large Nickle Plated per doz. AS 
eee Ween BERR coccestceescunnhsée a Series—Parallel Switches ............. -75 
ss %_' TES OO ee ° BP PINs ores snvdsdscccesccceces .20 

os Ve eveready Wwe © om Radio Service C.W. Inductance.......... 7.78 
45 Volt A Rees 3.00 1/6 H.P. A.C. Westinghouse Motors. 20.06 

The Above Prices Are F.0.B. New York. 
All orders must be accompanied by postage charges. 
We guarantee every order shipped within 12 hours. 

HYGRADE ELECTRICAL NOVELTY CoO. 

41 West 125th Street, New York 
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HOOK’ER TO YER BULB—TUNERS 

Af ld not do justice to our line of C.W. and phone equipment shown in 
our ‘log. Our tuners need no advertising. 10 cents brings catalog full] 
of pl iving hookups, code, and other useful information. 

Tresco—Davenport, Ia. 
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New type Shramco Reo, No. 9OP. 

1.5 ohm Nichrome resistance. 

Current capacity 6 amperes 

Price $2.00, | lb. postage. 

A BACK MOUNTED panel rheo- phosphor bronze blade. Base 
stat, specially designed for 3”. Overall height 2%”. Hand- 

the Radio U.V. 202 and other somely finished and accom- 
transmitting tubes. Resistance panied by an _ unconditional 
element (1.5) ohm) is “Ni- guarantee of complete  satis- 

chrome” wire, mounted on a faction. Get the most out of 

solid block of asbestos. Allows your expensive power tube by 
unusually accurate and delicate using a good rheostat. Order a 

variation of the filament current. Shramco Reo to-day! Now 
All metal parts brass. Spring ready for immediate shipment. 

for your VT detector 
and amplifier, use the original 
Shramco Reo, type 90. Similar to 
the power tube type, but with a 
“Nichrome” resistance of 6 ohms. 
Price, $2.00, plus postage for 1 lb. 
We also make the “Midget” Shramco 
Reo, 5 ohm resistance, 2%” base. 

P. O. BOX 3, SCRANTON, PA. 

Catalogue “K”, listing a complete line of high grade parts at 
reasonable prices, sent to any reader of QST for five cents in stamps. 

for your power tube— 

SHOTTON RADIO MFG. COMPANY, INC. 
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Variometer 

TYPE 501 
WITH BAKELITE 
DIAL AND KNOB 

$'700 

There is Electrically 
guarant ard Me-h-nically 
every Re without equal 

Remler Quality Throughout 

Remler Type 500 Bakelite Molded Variometer............... $6.00 

Remler 7 501 with No. 100 Bakelite Dial and Knob......... $7.00 

Stator n two halves from genuine Bakelite with primary winding moulded on 
the ir ng an absolutely rigid winding. Rotor also moulded from Bakelite. 
This a moulded construction insures accurate mechanical dimensions, strength 
and p1 e possibility of warping or shrinkage. Large dimensions permit the 
use of nee windings. Maximum stator diameter 54”; maximum rotor di- 
amete1 h across stator 3”; shaft 3/16” diameter. Bearings backed up with 
spring Wave length range 175-500 meters. Stator drilled and tapped for 
panel r Brackets for table mounting. Polished nickel binding post terminals, 

for 32 page Remler Bulletin—just off the press. 

REMLER RADIO MFG. CO. 

163 Sut street 123 W. Washington St. 

San Francisco, Calif. Chicago, Illinois 

SS 
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Detector Tube 

Type C-300 

The trade-mark GE is the 
guarantee of these quality 
tubes. Each tube is built 
to most rigid epecifications 

Why the Amateur Chooses 

Cunningham Tubes 

UNNINGHAM Detector Tube Type 
C C-300 functions as a highly sen- 

sitive detector of spark radiation, 
a tone frequency amplifier and an oscil- 
lator for regenerative amplification and 
C.W. reception; also as a radiophone de- 
tector and amplifier. It possesses these 
combination properties to a greater de- 
gree with the added advantage of low 
B battery and quietness in operation. 
The customary hissing or “bubbling” 

has been practically eliminated resulting 
in extreme quietness in operation, and 
a completely silent telephone receiver in 
the absence of incoming signals. This 
permits the reading of faint signals and 
exact adjustment for maximum sen- 
sitiveness. 
The amateur realizes that in Cunning- 
ham Tubes he has all that five years of 
service and General Electric Quality can 
mean to the Radio field. 

DEALERS: Standard Packages f.o.b. Cleveland, San Fran- 

cisco, New York. Broken packages f.o.b. San Francisco. 

Trading as Audiotron Mfg. Company 
since 1915. 

35 Montgomery Street, 154 West Lake St., 

Chicago, Illinois | San Francisco, Calif. 
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FORMICA 

Sheets, Rods, Tubes 

Mad m Anhydrous 
R nanol Resins 

Insist n est insulating material 
in your apparatus. 
FORMICA y the Bureau of En- 
gincerir 1 nd is used hy the lead- 
ing mar apparatus. 

. . I; . > 
Highest Insulation Resistance 

Lowest Power Losses 

Splendid Appearance 

Excellent Machining Qualities 

The | rs can supply you 
with |} eets, tubes and 
cal 

Manhatta trical Supply Co., 
17 Par! New York, N. Y. 

Clar stham Company, 
139 Main St ridge, Massachusetts. 

The Ra Electric Company 
3807 Fifth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Pennsylvania Wireless Mfg. Co., 
507 Florence Ave., New Castle, Pa. 

Rad tric Company. 
919 Hur R ad. Cleveland, Ohio. 
The Wireless Manufacturing Co., 

anton, Ohio 

The P sion Equipment Co., 
2437 Gilbert Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 

Detroit Electric Company 
434 Shell treet, Detroit, Michigan 

The Wireless Shop, 
511 West Washington St., 
Los Angeles, California 

Leo Meyberg Company, 
428 Mark t., San Francisco, Call. 

The Formica Insulation Co. 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 

-A--A 

Amplifying 

Transformers 

HIGHEST QUALITY 
MOST EFFICIENT 

ee 

$5.00 

NOTE THE NEW (ONE PIECE) 
PUNCHED LAMINATIONS 

UNMOUNTED 

$4.00 

SEMI-MOUNTED ........ $4.50 

—DE&ALERS WANTED— 

Shipments Made From Stock Prepaid 

Note Change of Address ; 

All American Elecl. Mfrs. 

1516 NORTH LOREL AVE., 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
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Gripe Like or Relies 

Press the chucks outward, insert any standard telephone 
cord tip and then—‘The harder you pull the tighter it grips.’ 
The same slight pressure instantly releases the tips, so 
that you can use the plug for another instrument. 
You can change from one pair of tips to another in less 
than 10 seconds. No forcing, no filing, no soldering. 
The “Bull-Dog-Grip” makes a perfect electrical connection. 
Other exclusive Firco improvements reduce the capacity 
effect and dielectric loss to a minimum. 
The Firco Radio Plug is provided in two styles, flat, and a 
new round type, similar to the U.S. Signal Corps standard. 

VOCALOUD With the round type, all that is necessary to get at the 
wae ; ar chucks is a few turns of the outer insulating sleeve. No 

18 clear-tonec ou Al PrPaUr 72 » > ’ TT 9 speatas ts waneien the screw to remove, no tools needed. Price $2 50. (Pateng 
sensation of 1921 ra- applied for.) — : 
die. No batteries, no The flat type is made small and compact for use in small 
adjustments, no extra ' ~~ 4 Arne rice £9 Ye ie. cinta Seen boule @ space and corners. Price $2.00. ae atent applied for.) 
Vocaloud in and get Bring your station up-to-date. Use plugs and jacks thru- 
your signals QSA—all out. Insist on Firco Plugs in individual cartons from 
over your house. your radio dealer. They fit all standard jacks and cost 

no more than other plugs without these exclusive im- 
provements. 

If there is any Firco product your dealer 
does not carry, send two cents for il- 
lustrated leaflet. Ask your radio dealer 
to show wou the new Firco loose-leaf 
cataloque Mailed direct for 25 cents. 

John Firth & Company, Inc., 18 Broadway, N. Y. 
and Amolifiers 

Amplifiers 
High Voltage Units 

(any primary voltage) 
Baldwin Phones 

Firco Audion Detector: 
Radio Frequency 
Firco Vocaloud 

Saco-Clad Transformer 
Firco Plug and 

Accessories 
Navy Standard 
Leyden Jars 

Kolster Decremeter 
Eldredge Meters 
Brownlie Phones 
Seibt Scientific 
Instruments 

a s ” a = 

IRCOfALIC 

“QUIPMENT 

Pioneers since 190/]” 
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Rhamsune 

2152 Larned St., E. 

*Radio 

Rhamstine’ 

Quality Radio Products 

% 

Tube Socket 

Rhamsune 

Vacu 
Add 4c for 

$1.00 Postage 
Here it plated, highly polished 

shell mo inbreakable condensite- 
celeron ba bined ng posts on out- 
side permit mnections. Attractive— 
sturdy ‘ t wet youve been 
look . ean it. 

oS 

—_ = 

riug and Jack 
Add 4c for 

$1.50 Postage 
Thousar se units have been soid 

and are « endid service. Radio engi-. 
neers hav need them equal to more 
expensive Get them at your dealers 
or order Plugs only 75c, Jack only 
B5c 

Rhamstine* 

Amplifying Transformer 
Postage and 

$3 50 packing 10c. 
A high-grade unit that has ained wide 
wlarity through demonstrat efficiency. 

ou can d ena on getting the very best 
results with this unit. Successfully com- 
bined w atest tubes. 

on request. 

De vrite for discounts. 
Manufactured by 

J. THOS. RHAMSTINE* 
Detroit, Mich. 

Canadian ——— Battery Service & Saivs 

F-F SYNCHRONOUS GAP | 

BALL BEARINGED MOTOR 
distinguishes your station, by getting those peaks 
that put snap into your transmission. 
Far Greater Efficiency—Less Srain on Condenser. 

Here is the Complete MOTOR-Self Excited-Ball 
Bearinged for continuous service. Hook up your 
own Gap. Speed 1800 R.P.M. Shaft % inch dia- 
meter, extends 4 inches, ready for attaching any 
make or arrangement of gap 

% H.P. 110 Volt, 60 Cycle, $34.00 £. o. b. 
Cleveland. .Shipping weight 25 pounds. 

Order from your dealer or send check for prompt 
express shipment. If via Parcel Post have re- 
mittance include poomaae and insurance charges. 
Or we will ship C. D. if you prefer. Other 
voltages and a at slight additional cost. 
Also larger sizes. Write oday for free description 
bulletin No. 31B. 

Order now of write today for descrin*ive Bulletin No. 31% 

The France Mfg. Co. OfeVerind, “Sino 
e Hem fran, Untere 

Antenna Insulators 

Will stand 500,000 volts after im- 
mersion in water for 48 hours. Ten- 
sile strength 2,000 pounds. 

Longer Than the Insulator Sold as 10” 
Stronger Than the Insulator Sold as 10” 

AND ONLY 90c APIECE 

This price for August and September only. 
Buy ’em now for your new aerial. 

Burgess #4156 2214 Volt “B” Batteries 

$1.75 Each 

While asad last—Limited Supply. 

“73” Puncture Proof C.W. Condensers 
EID. gw ccccec cs soces $4.00 
Sere 5.00 
cs ot tas ee dee’ 6 10.00 
ED WHEL. bs cb sé ce ceseedee 15.00 
EE Ss «boc wc Cac een oni 23.00 
i Te, . ono cee owek eee 30.00 

Write for descriptive Circular. 

The Radiolectric Shop Co., dept.0. 10 

919 Haron Read Cleveland, Ohio 
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is one in which perfection in even the 
minor details has been attained. It is 
indeed a masterpiece. Just look at these 
new features! Exclusive, every one of 
them :— 
New moulded variometers—that will last 

a century. 
Rubber-tired Verniers—make real tun- 

ing a pleasure. 
Aluminum shields eliminate  trouble- 

some change of frequency when re- 
ceiving C.W. 

Central Radio Co., Inc., Kansas City, Mo. 
Continental Radio and Electric Corp., New York 
Detroit Electric Co., Detroit, Mich. 
Doubleday-Hill Electric Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Electrical Specialty Co., Columbus, Ohio. 
Holt Electric Utilities Co., Jacksonville, Fla. 
Hurlburt Still Electrical Co., Houston, Texas 
Kelly and Phillips, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Klaus Radio Company, Eureka, Il. 
Hicksen Electric Co., Inc., Rochester, N. Y. 

Gentlemen, Meet Doctor Mu! 

The exalted sage of radio. When he 
speaks, his words are the veritauie 

epitome’. of 
through decades of tireless study 

and research. 
worth heeding.—Here’s the Doctor: 

wisdom, acquired 

His advice is well 

“‘Good words,’ said Lao Tzu, 
“‘Shall gain you honor in the 
market-place;— but good deeds 
shall gain you friends among 
men!’ 
“So shall the good deeds of Grebe 
Radio Apparatus gladden_ the 
heart of the Amateur. Words 
fail to express its excellence.” 

CR-8 SHORT-WAVE REGENERATIVE RECriVER 

Direct reading wave-change and rheo- 
stat controls. 

Battery binding posts in the rear— 
eliminating unsightly connections. 

Constant calibrated wave-length range 
—150 to 1,000 Meters. 

If it were possible to make a finer short- 
wave regenerative receiver, Grebe would 
be making it. 
Your dealer will gladly order one of 
these receivers for your inspection. Ask 
him for bulletin. 

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.. New York, 
Chicago, St. Louis. 

Leo J. Meyberg Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
J. H. Bunnell & Co., New York City 
F. D. Pitts Co., Inc., Boston, Mass. 
Philadelphia School of Wireless Telegraphy. 

Philadelphia, Pa. 
The Newman-Stern Co., Cleveland, Ohio 
Western Radio Electric Co., Los Angeles, Cal. 
F. S. Katzenbach, Trenton, N. J. 

A. H. GREBE & CO., Inc. 

74 Van Wyck Blvd., Richmond Hill, N. Y. 
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es a 

2? . S73 
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ee cw Power W Filter 

scat ——— Tubes 

CW Piate =-— CW Rectifier Transf Tul 
a 

CW Cond me wee CW Sockets 

oW_Pilem —— CW Rheostats Transforr 
~—~———_——s 

cw wen : a Microphones 
Core - en 

CW Radic _ CW Tone Arms 

— WS cw Modulation 
* . Transformers 

WIMCO CW 100 INDUCTANCE : : 
Get CW Inductance. Real connection clips provided, no uncertain switches which 

short - Entirely insulated on Formica, high conductivity copper, very efficient. Made 
in 25 ar ne priced at $10.00 and $13.50 reapectively. Also sold in parts ready to assemble. 

WwW. the only complete line of panel type meters in America—Thermoam meters, AC 
and IX Ammeters and Milliammeters. You can now equip your set with a complete 
set r Ke : 

Bis hich voltege generators and motor-generators reasonably priced—just what 
you ha g for : 

Ser ' tamps for our big new catalog—jammed full of CW necessities—get on our 
mailir . stalog sheets of new instruments. 

” “ ” “8ZV WIRELESS MANUFACTURING CO. 8ZV 
CANTON, OHIO 

> 

Using An Inefficient Condenser Is 

Like Carrying Water In A Sieve 

The same judgment used in the purchase 

of radio equipment that you use uncunsciously 

in everyday affairs will invariably lead you 

to select COTOCO condensers. Users are 

unanimous in proclaiming them “the best.” 

This condenser used in conjunction with 

our inductance units will enable you to build 

a set that you will be proud to own. 

If your dealer cannot supply you with our products, 
advise us, and send us his name 

COTO-COIL CO; Samer A~. 
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ALWAYS MENTION 

This Name 

on Wireless Apparatus 

Is the GUARANTEE 

of Highest Efficiency 

You do not want “‘amateur”’ wireless apparatus. You 
want the real thing, built according to best com- 
mercial and government standards. And SIGNAL 

WIRELESS EQUIPMENT delights the amateur beginner, because it is built 
to please the more experienced professional. 

The “REASON” 

Signal C. W. Apparatus 

is the Best 

U. S. NAVY threw out variometers. We 
never used them. Why? Too critical in ad- 
justment. Unsatisfactory in control. Unreli- 
able in operation. 

U. S. ARMY discarded “‘capacity tuners.” 
We would not even try to use them. Why? 
Inefficient, the losses being too great, particu- 
larly at shorter wave-lengths. 

What We Do Use, and Why 

Small inductance steps and small condenser 
valves, with calibrated controls, thereby com- 
bining the best principles of two methods 
of tuning into one efficient system. 
“Signal” instruments get the “signals” 

always. 

R-80 V.T. Control Cabinet 

This is the first V. T. control unit on the market that 
is wired throughout in accordance with fundamental 
principles, and that has all binding posts marked cor- 
rectly, as to use and polarity, so that the experimenter 
may make use of any circuit he chooses and get the 
maximum efficiency as well as accuracy and ease of 
control. 
We use our new V.T. socket in this instrument, 

which will take any of the standard four-prong tubes 
on the market, either detectors or oscillators. 

R-44 Primary Series Condenser 

For the best results and rea/ satisfaction in C. W. 
work, use our special condensers, with our new dial, 
equipped with wave-length scale. so that your set may 
be calibrated with you own acrial and ground system. 

This allows close and accurate tuning, as well as the 
duplication of your settings, and makes your receiver 
serve as a wave-meter. 

No other apparatus on the market has this feature 
to offer. 

R-37 Short-Wave Tuner 

This instrument is the most efficient short-wave tuner 
on the market, being designed on scientifically correct 
principles. 
We use special H.C. coils, with taps at the proper 

points for controlling the wave-length range, and a 
small condenser with just enough capacity to cover the 
steps of inductance. This combination is free from the 
inherent defects of tuners using either inductance, 
alone for tuning, or capacity alone, and the results ob- 
tained with this tuner, as well as its ease of control, 
are remarkable. 
There is more “‘Radio’’ value in “‘Signal’’ apparatus 

than any so far produced for the money. 

You should have the SIGNAL WIRELESS catalogue. 
Write for it today; it’s free. Address 

SIGNAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

Menominee, Michigan 
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AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO THE RADIO PUBLIC! 

A prominent Radio Engineer said: 
“Il have been using the SORSINC ‘B’ 
BATTERY in the development of 5 ~~ 
6 step Audio Frequency Amplifyin 
ceivers, and find no noise on norm met 

Do You Know That: 
The sealing compound 

permeates the entire unit. 
The unit weighs 12 Ibs. 
The cells are 4” long 

and 1144” in diameter. 
The capacity is 6400 mil- 

liampere hours. 
The action is QUIET. 
On shelf life the battery 

F. O. our U.S. Offices , =e is guaranteed not to depre- 
$4. 00 Add P.P. Charges. ciate more than 10% in 

, Pot Itage in six months. Shipping Weight 14 Lbs. Write for Folder ~° * ' ; . 

tery depreciation. After continued use 
there was no gas discharge —y in the 
phones when the battery was low. Two of 
the units are sufficient for the plate 
potential on all the steps.” 

AND DO YOU KNOW 
that in this purchase there 

DEALERS is greater relative value 
. P r dollar? 

We Are Distributors of the it a —_ er 
Following Apparatus me, “oa y= "Givast 

Brandes, Dubilier, DeForest, Fada, Fed- from our nearest office. 
eral, Pacent, Radio Service, Wicony, Rol- 

al ler-Smith, Westinghouse & others. 

DISCOUR »HIP OWNERS RADIO SERVICE, INC. ae 

DATA 0 WASHINGTON ST., NEW YORK CITY COMME 
‘ = Branch Offices: ARC, 

FORWARI ton, 175 Commercial St. Galveston, 313 Amer. Nat'l Ins. SPARK 
TO delphia, 2006 Columbia Av. Bidg ° 
led more, 407 Lobe Bldg 3an Pedro, 432 Paleo Verdes a. AND 

; folk. 2 : San Francisco, 24 California St 
DEAI » 26 Haddington Bidg. Portland, Ore., 622 Worcester RADIOPHONE ON annah, 409 Mendel Bidg. Bldg. APPARATUS 

. Orleans, 710 # =Maison Seattle, 3451 E. core Way 
REQUI mche Annex. Honolulu, 408 Boston Bldg. 

London, Eng., 50a Cambridge St., Belgravia S. W. 1. 
| ET ET 

Quality Radio Equipment 

Grebe CR-5 Regenerative Receiver 
150-3000 Meters 

Gives Real Results 
A complete Receiver—only additional equipment needed 

are phones, batteries and detector tube. Includes 1m its 
range amateur, commercial and Navy wave lengths, 
pecial land stations, ship CW stations, Navy low wave 

ares and “Time.” Especially efficient for 
Radio phone and CW reception. Ease of A 
operation unparalleled. 

Thordarson 1-KW Type R Transformers 

SPEC IAL Reduced because of overstock— $25.00 

Formerly $40.00 — While they last 

tron Vacuum tubes and Accessories and other Highest Grade Radio Supplies 

Vail orders promptly filled. Dealers, write for discount. 

DOUBLEDAY- HILL ELECTRIC CO. 

716 12 ’. W., Washington, D. C. Radio Dept.—Desk A 719-21 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

=~ 

RADISCO 

our Assurance of Satisfactory Performance” 
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MAIL ORDER 

“SERVICE” 

Reg. U.S. Trade Mark. 

WE SHIP SAME 

DAY ORDER IS 

RECEIVED 

Our large stock of all reliable makes of Radio apparatus enables us to make im- 

mediate Shipment of your orders. 

ANTENNA SWITCHES 
Murdock, 3 pew $4 50 
Clapp-Eastham, 10 pounds............. 12.50 
AERIAL WIRE 
7x22 tinned cepper 

ko &§ 2 ee $1.25 
a Pec Pi Ach ecagebeabes oe ce es 240 
ee Ge B Bei wcccos doeecanccedscs 6.00 

AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS 
ir ae Gl Mav dv doddcsceuctesvcse $5.00 
RG Re re ere ee 7.5e 
“B” BATTERIES 
Radisce Ne. 1 (2 Ibe.).......... ‘ $1.50 
Redisce Ne. & (6 tbe.) .....52000:. 2.66 

Eveready Storage Battery 
prices en application 

CONDENSERS TRANSMITTING. ee? 
007 MF. ‘8 Ne. D-100 250 W. 10,000 V. 19.08 

Ne. D-101 500 W. 14,000 V. .007 MF. 30.00 
Ne. D-102 1000 W. 21,000 V. .007 MF.. 45.00 
CONDENSERS (Low voltage) 
Western Electric 1MF 500 Volta..... . $1.50 
Western Electric 2MF 500 Volts... 2.28 
No. 21AA Western Elec. 1000 Velts A.C. 250 
No. 577 Dubiliers .002 1000 V. .......... 2.00 
CONTACT POINTS 
CP No. 1, Brass, dezen wines ode . .28¢ 
Ce ee, ee, , nck ccccedan . .BBe 
ee CE i nc ch ccec den . Be 

Postpaid 
CORWIN DIALS 
et 2 «deat sewaceceteer ait 0 ow ee 

1 Se Geer Se ED. cocccensaacccenta 30 
Ne. 68, 3%’.... seas 6 Min scone 1.60 
Pee GA SIR” wel Bed... ..deosceseses 1.768 

Postpaid 
GRID CONDENSERS 
Pee, TOON BS... se cows enees . .36¢ 
GROUND OUTFIT 
Censists of SPDT 500 AMP Swi 28 

feet No. 4 wire, clamp and cleats 
SUGGEED 6k bs vccteccoccsckseess Gbeee 06 

JACKS AND PLUGS 
Se ee Open. Cirenit. Weesesecenenn Gein $o BS 

aPeasscocesececeess .70 
Peder i Ci «ccncceeseeeeses 1.00 
PE PO vs vba chs beabcneecdde o68 06 2.00 

Postpaid 
LOOSE COUPLERS 

Eastham Radiom...........0s65:: $14.00 
Mar BOB dec cawee 6660 on ws ees wo ose 9.00 

6 pounds. 
OSCILLATION TRANSFORMERS 
GD BOR, Dra ciccccoceantcmeabdovces< $18.00 

Via. collect only 
ROTARY SWITCH 
Clapp-Eastham Ne. 19...........00555> $1.08 
Clapp-Eastham Ne i19A.............+>: 
De "Ss Wa Go abs ob e Veep ec eeates 40 
SU. So's n.d ke bb ah ee ee bebe obec 565 
PU  S Caw cde be ccbecsdcegeedscbunés 0s 

REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS 
Ne. CR-1 Grebe 175-680 Meters........ $90.00 
No. CR-2 Grebe 175-680 Meters 
Ne. CR-3Grebe “Relay a 175-680 
SD”  céabeome bb6h bee amis eben 65.00 

No. CR-3A Grebe With " tube control, 
7... 2... Peer ere 45.50 

No. CR-5 Grebe’s “Super- Special” 175- 
3,000 meters, tube control, self-con- 
tained. Cemplete receiving set. Just 
SUE, cen 1482 88d 60. * 1b ee eesns + a0¥Ss 80.00 

RECEIVERS 
Murdock Ne. 56, 2000 ehm... “des 56 0c 
Murdock Ne. 55, 3000 ohm............. 5.50 
PD MOONEE ccc ccasacsccetowsese 7.00 
ED Gy it 6d we ene eee ee Heese ..- 16.50 
Baldwin E., improved Peete we se 0th e eemil 20.00 
OCC We Sede hinascccvcengunve 12.0@ 

Shipping weight, 2 pounds 
RADIO CRAFTS PRODUCTS 
Detector . tal ib aes 6 hie eae $15.00 
Twe step Amplifier 20stennednd 50.00 
Detector and one step .......-..ee508 45.00 
Detector and two step aaseaenas ecutkeln’ 70.00 

Postage Paid 
Regen. Receiver, 150-600 M.......... $60.00 
Regen. Receiver, long wave type ...... 145.00 

TUSKA C.W. APPARATUS 
Oe Ge na c pate coseccusceuasen $7.50 

2” eS Save err ee re 10.06 
183 Ceil (3 Ibe).. yeswstse dese gti 12.50 
170 Fie. (@ Ihe)......-. coneecedont 16.00 
VACUUM TUBES 
No. UV-200 Radiotren, detecter......... $5.00 
NO. UV-201 Radietren, amplifier........ 6.50 
UV 202 Radiotren, 5W. power......... 8.00 
UV 203 Radictron, 50W. power........ 30.00 
UV 204 Radietron 250W. power......... 110.00 

VARIABLE CONDENSERS 
BREERA. Ge. 0 cadccccevedecnchausteeun $6.26 
PT OE YT ee eae 5.00 

With No. 67 Dial add .............4 hoo 
EO Oe CS 4.75 
DT 2 vcdacoeses+enenceseusane 4.76 
EE 6 ce woek sees oe ad es ame we 3.75 
Coeeeeeeees Gg ccc cccccccocsacess 7.50 
EE OE 9.50 
Clapp-Eastham S800B_....... cs eeeccees 11.50 

Complete with dial 
Shipping Weight One Pound 

VARIOMETERS 
i es Pia 2 ow, ode me de ae eee eee $7.00 
Se Ee Bn nc bane earns t0eesans sane 8.50 

3 pounds 

VARIO-COUPLER 
Radisco No. 3. PPS ee ps $7.50 
SD BOE. Manas 0600656400009 6000600 8.50 

3 pounds 

Philadelphia School of Wireless Telegraphy 

1533 Pine St., Philadelphia Note New Address 
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NAVOX, 

Factory 

Oakland 

THE RADIO MAGNAVOX 

oming known as THE WORLD’S STANDARD loud 
ted for its faithful reproduction of Radio music and 

y a RADIO MAGNAVOX you have a well constructed, 
loud speaker for your Radio concerts and demon- 

pere required for field excitation and the signals will 
ir vacuum tube amplifier is capable of putting current 

) MAGNAVOX. 

- your amplifier output the more volume of sound from 

r loud speakers chatter or stop working on account of too 
m your amplifier, THE RADIO MAGNAVOxX is work- 

NSITIVE ON WEAK SIGS AND ROARS LIKE A LION 
iGS. BE SURE TO GET THE BEST THE RADIO MAG- 

WORLD’S STANDARD. 

PRICE - 

Manufactured by 

THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY ,, 

; lifornia 

. $45.00 

Sales Office 
nn. Terminal Bldg. 

370 Seventh Avenue, 
New York, N. Y. 

10c. Charges Your Battery 
AT HOME 
Witt an «F-F Batterv Booster 
and yo 

Service Station 
rent flowing 
thru adjusta 
which mair 
for thousar 
One Compact 

F-F B 
Volt 60 Cy 
BantamT ype 6 
Type 16 charges 
Type 166 charges 
Also Boosters 

Shinrt 
Order fror 

Express Shir 
tance ; 
Or have 
ers chars: 
Direct 
For Group Che 
F-F Rotary Re 
Order Now oF W 
The France Mfc. 
Canadian Represe 

e closed because of 
harged battery. 

t gratifying to feel 
your filament battery 
slways be ready when 
want it and that you 
never have to give up 
liegust when working 
tant station. 
Battery Boosters are 

tomatic and operate un- 
nded Serew plug in 
» socket, snap clips on 

tery terminals and see 
gravity come up. 
Ammeter shows you 
the amount of cur- 

sve of current is rectified 
enewable carbon electrodes 

stant efficiency and last 
Everything complete in 

nined, Portable unit. 
genetic Rectifiers for 105-125 

« Current. Pre-War Prices. 
-s 6VoltBattery at 6Amperes$15 

Amperes jit Battery at 8 
Volt Battery at 12 Amperes $32 

Volt Batteries at same prices 
te 10, 12 and 15 Ibs. 

er or send check for Prompt 
a Parcel Post have remit- 
and Insurance Charges. 

Other F-F Battery Boost- 
Farm Lighting Plants, 
and D.C. Generators. 

we the Full Wave Automatic 
r of 100 Volt, 36 cell capacity. 

ooster Bullet'r No. Slo: Reotary 3IA 
Co Office & Works 

* CLEVELAND, OHIO 
y Service & Sales Co. Hamilton, Ontario 

Back To Old Prices 

Parkin 

Rheostat 

5000 Sold Last Year at $1.00 

NOW REDUCED TO 

75 Cents 

general drop in the prices of raw ma- 
te eur iarge production, we have bees 

all our prices to their pre-war level, 
@ cases even lower. New catalog, No. 4, 
eomplete line sent free. 
a few of the items: 

Due to the 

a4 | 
i 

1 583 
Postpaid 

Audion panel with rheostat and B Bat. 
TOPO PPP eee eee eee ee eee eee eee | 

+ 
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“Chi-Rad” Variometers & Couplers 

PLATE VARIOMETER COUPLER GRID VARIOMETER 
$5.00 (3 Ibs.) $4.60 (2 Ibs.) $5.00 (3 Ibs.) 

Prices, completely assembled as shown. Include P.P. on weight given. 

SPECIAL KNOCKED DOWN PARTS 
The knocked down set includes all the parts to make up twa 

variometers and one coupler exactly as shown above. All windings 
in place, nothing to do but screw on bearings and connect up. Set 
can be assembled in 30 minutes. Price complete, only $10.00. Add 
PP on 6 lbs. 

READ THESE SPECIFICATIONS: 
Variometer forms 4%” square, 3” wide when assembled. 
Coupler primary 3%” diameter, 3%” high. 
All shafts 4” diameter. 
Made specially for panel mounting-all screws covered by dials when assembled. 
Range 175-450 meters. Special condenser to shunt across secondary and increase 

range to 650 meters supplied for 35c extra. 

ACCESSORIES TO COMPLETE YOUR RECEIVER 
Extra quality quarter-sawed oak cabinets to take panel 7” x 18”. Hinged top. 
OEE 0 SREY ae eee ee. ee 

Bakelite Panel 7”x18"x1%" thick $1.75. fy in. thick 
“Chi-Rad” special panel switch, nickeled bushing 
Hard Rubber Binding Posts, each 12c., per doz 
Nickeled Switch Contacts 144"’x%;", per doz 
“Chi-Rad” Mica Grid Condensers each 35c., 3 for 
#16 bare tinned copper wire, 2 feet for 
Empire tubing (spagetti), per ft. 
“Chi-Rad” Universal Pointer with bushing 
Chelsea Indicating Dials 14" or ¥” shaft 

CAUTION 
“Chi-Rad” Variometers are made right-turned from solid Mahogany to prevent shrink- 
age—are fully guaranteed and yet sold at a price to please your pocketbook. Due to 
their great popularity they are being imitated. For your protection our name appears 
on every instrument. Accept no substitutes—insist on “Chi-Rad Solid Mahogany Vario- 
meter Parts”. Your dealer will get them for you. 
If you are thinking of buying or building a Detector or Amplifier Panel wait until you 
see our October ad—you’ll certainly be glad we told you in advance. 
New, complete Radio Catalog ready Sept. Ist—sent to any address for 15c in stamps 
which amount may be deducted from first order for $1.00 or more. 

Chicago Radio Apparatus Co, Inc. 

Phone Harrison 1716 

508 SO. DEARBORN ST., DEPT 9 CHICAGO, ILL. 
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ESCO 

GENERATORS — MOTOR- GENERATORS — DYNAMOTORS 

4 to 32 Volts for Filament. 

350 to 2000 Volts for Plate 

Capacity 20 to 2000 Watts 

LIBERAL RATINGS 

Write for Bulletin #231 Which Lists 

200 Combinations. 

Motors and Generators Developed and 

Built for Special Purposes. 

Pioneers in the Manufacture of High 
Voltage Direct Current Radio Generators. 

ELEGTRIG SPEGIALTY GO. 
115 SOUTH STREET 

STAMFORD, CONN., U.S.A. 

SIMPLEX VARIOCOUPLER 

AUDIOTRONS 

Genuine handmade 

two filament 

AUDIOTRONS 

Excellent Amplfier, 
an O8 Ciesteated ...cccesasakundideaue $6.00 
Simplex WEG? «scecceneumeeaenae $6.00 bd This instr lesigned along the same lines ss he ce signed along the same lines | || Detector Oscillator 
black polish ». 4 inches In diameter, the 
secondary | ase is of thoroughly seasoned 
natura! fin i. The windings are of the 6 00 POST- 
same size wv rnished on the Variometer No. 
19 cotton - nd the Primary is tapped in e PAID two groups nele turns and the other of 
ooven turn ing it possible to secure any 
com binatior 49 turne. 

These taps all tinned ready for soldering to . 
leads. Bearings similar in onmreten to Send in your order at once and be 
those furn the Variometer having the ae 
same contact ngs Furnished with & Shaft sure of receiving yours. 
long enoug! mounting. 
ma: Sims . —~ when used with two 

m™m ox a) te a ms e M4 . ; —w le. i tere, 0 — a combination above Empire Radio Equipment Co. 

The Quak r Light Suvvly Co. 271 West 125th St., New York City 
728 ARCH Philadelphia, Pa. 
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The Largest Radio Stock on the Pacific Coast 

SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES 

Everything’ the Send for 32-page Remler 

Amateur Wants Catalogue—just off press 

Stocks Guaranteed—Prompt Service From Either Address 
VACUUM TUBES Federal 1438 Automatic Filament Con- 

C300 Cunningham Detector........ ....$ 5.00 ER a er eetey os 1.55 
C301 Cunningham Amplifier............ 6.50 Weoterm Electria Plugs. ....ccccccesece 1.30 
C302 Cunningham 5 Watt Power... . 8.00 PO POD scacetnnes wnedwens 2.00 
C303 Cunningham 50 Watt Power. , 30.00 Pee WOGNOED ccceedeestddecce 2.00 
oe = ee Paes one ae SOCKETS 

201 Radiotron Amplifier ; : : . 6.50 
UV202 Radictron 5 Watt Power......... 8.00 No. 92 Remler Socket........ “Pe *Fene $ 1.50 ‘ No. 156 General Radio ........ ee UC203 Radiotron 50 Watt Power...... 30.00 : rs Pao canes abe ees 1.00 Moorhead Electron Relay........... . 5.00 , 7 No. R300 DeFarest. pdescnécbhas EE DUE WE MIE, cccccctascecccecs 6.50 De Forest Moulded Bakelite 1.40 
Moorhead VT Transmitter.............. 7.50 es ODS 90 ccc 0t 
Moorhead Rectifier Tube.............. 9.75 . VARIABLE CONDENSERS ... .... 
All tubes postage postp No. 230 Wireless Shop Panel Mtg. .0005. ‘$ 3.60 

AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS No. 430 Wireless Shop Panel Mtg. .001. 5.25 
ge an GS ae aa a .$ 5.00 No. 630 Wireless Shop i Mtg. .0015. 750 
ee ee eee 7.00 Me. 1 Cihelsem BEGG, OEE... ccc cccccscs 5.00 
A2 Acme-Unmounted ............ : 4.50 No. 2 Chelsea Mtd. yoy eeoeeesseesece 4.50 
A2 Acme Semi-mounted................ 5.00 No. 3 Chelsea Unmtd. .0O11............ 450 
A2 Acme Fully mounted............... 7.00 No. 4 Chelsea Unmtd. .0006............ 4.00 
SPW Ole MID wicncccccceccecss . 7.00 EVEREADY BATTERIES REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS 

Myco D12 175 to 25000 meters Detector ee nO See WE Bs a a ceccccceces 2.50 S.cten Aum, tese Cal d Tub 165.00 
766 Large 2214 Volt B............. 3.50 p Amp. less Coils and Tubes... .$ CR3 Grebe Relay Special............... 68.00 
774 Variable 43 Volt Bo... . 5.00 CR3A Grebe Tube Control self-contained. 47.50 746 Special 108 Volt Amp. B. 16.50 CRS Greb = contain : ebe 175-3000 meters tube control. 85.00 6 Volt 40 Amp. hr. Storage... 18.20 CR6 Grebe 175-680 meters Det. 2-step.. 210.00 6 Volt 60 Amp. hr. Storage.... 20.80 CR7 Grebe 5000-20000 IL 4 
6 Volt 80 Amp. hr. Storage 24.05 Special sw, 00 REMLER APPARATUS UGE «cg cnes co ebheseasede ceed eece 
Moulded Bakelite Variometers... ...$ 6.00 Cc. W. APPARATUS 
503 Moulded Bakelite Variocouplers . 5.40 JEWELL METERS 
100 3” Bakelite Dial and Knob...... 1.00 0-100 Milliamps Flush Mtg. ......... $ 8.00 
330 Detector Panel Moulded Bakelite. 8.00 O-250 Milliamps Flush Mtg. .......... 8.00 
331 Amplifier Panel less Transformer 6.00 0-500 Milliamps Flush Mtg. ........... 8.00 
333 Amplifier Panel less Transformer 9.00 O-15 Volts Panel Mtg. tealb-con Whee ad 10.00 

(with cam switch) Oi Wee Hews ah cs 0k 60% 0b bs oh 16.00 
810 Jr. Reostat ......... 1.00 ~~ 5. UY See rere 23.00 
94 A Battery Potentiometer Unit. 75 OBR We dns ichddhnssnanel 29.00 
74 Knob and Lever for above... A5 0-1, O-2, O-2%, O- 5S, Thermo coupled 
96 Variable Grid Leak........ . 60 Radiation Meter Flush Mtd. ........ 12.00 
97 Fixed Grid Condenser............ 35 
400 3 Coil Mounting on base....... 6.50 MOTOR GENERATORS 

3 Coil Mountings for Panel Mtg. 3.60 Westinghouse 100 Watt 110 Volt 60 cycle 
TELEPHONES RES GOD WERE BG. coc cc ccascrccases $ 80.00 

Brandes Superior .......... wud ...$ 8.00 Westinghouse 250 Watt 110 Volt 60 
Brandes Trans-Atlantic ......... cece 8280 cycle AC 1000 Volt DC with 87 Volt 
Brandes mak , its odehans .. 14.00 GB BRED TOs 0b 668 00s eee cceveses 142.50 
Baldwin pe C Navy. ee . 16.50 Pacent Universal CW Condensers, any 
Baldwin Wis ens cs a. , , 20.00 Ge inv cccscterss ree sea 2.00 
Baldwin Type F. asa .. 21.00 CW Tuning Inductance ...........+..:. 8.00 
Murdock No. 55 2000 ohm. mark « 4.50 Variable Grid Leak 8000 ohm.......... 3.00 
Murdock No. 55 3000 ohm 5.50 Wireless Shop Condenser .0008......... 9.00 

JACKS AND PLUGS 231M Modulation Transformer ......... 5.00 
Federal 1421 open Circuit Jack.... $ .70 Kellogg Tramsmitter ..........-+.se85 3.50 
Federal 1422 single Circuit Jack .85 Kellogg Transmitter, adjustable arm... 4.75 
Federal 1423 double Circuit Jack... . 1.00 IMF- = Western Electric Filter Con- 
Federal 1435 Automatic Filament Con- GN. on cnncekheneeene eees oneces ° 2.78 

erel Jack ... — a Double “Filter ON ee rrr 6.60 

Send For Your Cow of Neus 32- Page Remler Catalogue Just off Press. DEALERS: 
Our Stock Guarantees Service. Send For Special Co- -operative Plan. 

LEO J. MEYBERG CO. 

428 Market Street 752 South Los Angeles Street 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
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C. W. Inductance 

Price Only $7. 00 

wy > yy 4s ——-” 
gy —— 

asi 

Your station is not complete without one of 
these Inductances. Wound with heavy stranded 
copper wire on a Formica Tube. Supplied with 
two movable clips, assuring contact on any point 
of coil. 

3 

ih 

eee teen el itn 
te 

Seeemeatineatl — ——_- 
—— 

. ws 
a —— oo ——— 

st 

Mounted on beautifully finished base. 

- Dealer Can’t Supply You Send Us His Name 

Dealers, Get Our Proposition 

The Marshall-Gerken Co. 

Manufacturers and Jobbers 
10 BLDG. TOLEDO, OHIO 

We a 
net 
ing pr 

Size 
Ba&S Ga 

No. 22 
No. 24 
No. 26 
No. 28 
No. 30 
No. 32 
No. 34 
No. 36 
Price of 

all 1 
and d 

You 

' P.O. BOX 

50 

HENS 

MAG 

PRICI 

BAKELITE SOCKET 

PRICE 70c. 

NET WIRE 
’ irnish best grade mag- 

spools at the follow- 

-ER \% LB. SPOOL 
Double Single 
Cotton Si k Enameled 

$0.68 $0.62 $0.45 | 
30 77 .67 AT 
60 .88 .71 49 | 

5 1.10 .85 52 
1.24 .97 .53 

1.15 55 | =! 

1.52 .59 New design XX g-ade Bakelite Socket 
1.77 -69 with Phosphor Bronze contacts and 

: pools deutite above tet. soldering lugs, also knurled nut as 
gm a shown. Each socket well made and a Parcel Post to any ‘ 

he United States; tested before shipment. Table or panel 
mounting. Money back if not satisfied. 
Loose Coupler and two Variometers Price $11.00 
Detector Panel $6.00 
Amplifier Panel $10.00 

Send Sc fer circular 

PERFECTION RADIO CO. 
RADIO SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS 

Specially Designed Audion Panels and Amplifiers 
417 NORTH RIDGELAND AVE. 

Phone 3479R 
OAK PARK, ILL. 

WRITING TO ADVERTISERS 

safe 

\ giving prices on other 
quantities of Magnet 
“WIRE FOR EVERY 

WIRE COMPANY 

] SCRANTON, PA. 
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A WONDERFUL VALUE 

MURDOCK No. 56 

RADIO RECEIVERS 
(Patented—Other Patents Pending) 

Exceptionally 
well built. 

Remarkable 
Durability. 

Maximum of 2000 Ohms 

Sensitiveness 

Uniformity $5.00 

in Tone. 

Encased in —— 

as 
nsulation. 

3000 Ohms 
The last word 
in efficiency. 

$6.00 Unique in 
design. 

MURDOCK VARIABLE CONDENSERS 
We are producing in large quantities, tried and true variable air condensers. Our manufacturing 

processes and large volume production make possible the sale of these instruments at prices lower 
than any other condenser of equal merit and in some instances, at prices considerably 
below those asked for inferior instruments. The dependability and general goodness of the 
MURDOCK Variable Condensers is a matter of universal knowledge. Inquiry of those who have 
bought and used them will confirm our claim that they are the best buy in the market. 

PRICES: 
No. 3660, panel type, 43 plates, .001 mfd, without knob, pointer 

or scale $4.00 each. 
No. 3661, panel type, 43 plates, .001 mfd, (with knob, extension han- 

dle, pointer and scale) $4.25 each. 
No. 3662, panel type, 43 plates, .001 mfd. (with special knob, extension 

handle and dial) $5.00 each. 
No. 3680, panel type, 23 plates, .0005 mfd. (without knob, pointer or 

scale), $3.25 each. 
No. 3681, panel type, 23 plates, .0005 mfd, with standing knob, scale 

and extension handle, $3.50 each. 
No. 3682, panel type, 23 plates, .0005 mfd. with special knob, dial and 

extension handle, $4.25 each. 
No. 366, Variable Condenser, 43 plates, .001 mfd. with case, $4.75 each. 
No. 367, complete condenser, 43 plates, .001 mfd, $4.50 each. 
No. 368, Variable Condenser, 23 plates, .0005 mfd. $4.00 each. 

(Send for Bulletin No. 21) 

Wm. J. Murdock Co. 

65 CARTER ST., CHELSEA, 50, MASS. 
509 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal. 
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HOT WIRE AMMETERS OF QUALITY 

PRICE 

$7.75 

TYPE 127A FOR 

FLUSH MOUNTING 

TYPE 127B FOR 

FRONT OF BOARD 

MOUNTING 

DIAMETER 3 INCHES 

No engineer would think of designing an efficient steam plant without steam 
gauges. | equally important that an efficient CW set be equipped with electrical 
gauges—| vire ammeters. Our type 127 Hot Wire Ammeters were designed 
particula r radio work. In addition to their use in CW sets they are suitable 
for meh « the antenna current of spark transmitters, filament currents, and 
storage y charging currents. 

SEND FOR FREE RADIO BULLETIN 909Q. 

CGieneral Radio Company 

MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE AND WINDSOR STREET. 

CAMBRIDGE, 39 MASSACHUSETTS 

Standardize on General Radio Equipment Throughout. 

| Get a Copy ‘of Our Witles Manual H-12 | 

It contains 200 pages, fully illustrating and describing the many instruments 
” used in Radio service. Forty-five pages are devoted to general instructions, dia- 

grams, station calls, tables, codes and other information identified with the art. 
| The book is printed on highly finished paper with a two-color cover; size eas % 

nehes. 

We ask 25 cents for it, give a coupon receipt for the amount which coupes 
| when returned with an order will be credited at 25 cents. 

me With a large and varied supply of wireless instruments and accessories car- 
ried in stock, we are in position to 4ll any order or meet any condition promptly 

J ° = 1 accurately 
Fr. We have experts in charge of our wireless departments, so do not hesitate 

os "“"Sa) to consult us about your wireless problems. Proper attention and accurate in- 
formation is yours for the asking. 

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Inc. 
17 Park Piece, New York; 114 Se. awette St.. Crlenges 1106 Pine St.. St. Jloute: 2 Mission St.. Fri<ce 

—— — 

a 5] | RADIO TRAFFIC ASSN. 

a ry 2AAQ 2ASY 2CX 2JU  20R 
NEW ORLEANS Aah LAUU 2G KD 2RM 

2ACN 2AVS (DA) 2KL  2SA 
RADIO 2AEW 2BDT 2DO0 2KU_ 2SB 

: 2AFB 2BD 2DV 2MB_ 2TA 
APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES 2AGT 2BMN 2EC 2MM 2TT 

2AHZ 2BPP 2EL 2NB  2TZ 
—_ , 2AKF 2BRH 2EM 2 2UD 

ts 2A 2 2GA 2 2 
— Oe 2ANN 2CS 2HN 20W 2WU 

NEW OLEANS, LA. 2AOK 2CT 2HK 2QA 2ZD 
on ens A 2ASM 2CU 230 2QN  2ZL 

a x BROOKLYN, — NEW YORK 
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Do You Know WHY 

——— 

the new Westinghouse Receiving Equipment was designed solely 

for use with A-P TUBES? 

After the most exhausting tests in their laboratories at East Pitts- 

burgh, the Westinghouse Research Department found that the 4-P Tubes 
were the most efficient tubes on the market today—for regeneration—for 

amplification—for detection. 

A-P Tubes proved to be the most quiet in operation and gave the 
loudest received signal strength. A-P Tubes also proved the most 

economical tubes. 

A-P Tubes are the pioneer tubes on the market today. They have 
passed the experimental stage and are a proved success. They have the 

highest base insulation of any tube on the market, and are the result of the 
design of the British, French and American Governments under the rigor- 
ous specifications of military requirements. It is not surprising that 4-P 
Tubes are approved and adopted by the Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. 
Co. 

A-P Tubes are licensed by 
the Radio Corporation of 

oe: America under the 

: / DeForest, Audion and 
} Fleming patents for ama- 

¥.3 teur and experimental use 
b ‘ R in Radio communication. 

rn? | 
Li i ) 

— ~) 

| & THE A-P 

THE A-P VT ELECTRON RELAY 
AMPLIFIER-OSCILLATOR ry e ren ‘ 
—the amplifier used by the 1c LS -the most sensitive detec- 
U. S. Navy. “Use the tube tor of spark signals known 
the Navy uses.” Price $6.59 to the radio art. Price $5. 

~~ &.. ig 
Order from your dealer or write direct And for the best book on Radio ask your dealer 
for “Elements of Radiotelégraphy,” by Lieut. Ellery W. Stone, U. S. N., or order direct from— 

The Atlantic Radio Supplies Co. 8 Kirk Place, Newark, N. J. 

The Pacific Radio Supplies Co. 638 Mission St. San Francisco, Cal. 

DISTRIBUTORS FOR 
MOORHEAD LABORATORIES INC. DEFOREST RADIO TEL. & TEL. CO. 
SHAW INSULATOR COMPANY DIAMOND STATE FIBRE COMPANY. 

\\ 
A\\ \ \\ 
\ 
\ \ \ 

\ 
\ \ 
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A Superfi 
Qualit 

ble | tu 

SOME 

DIA | 

when 
SOME 
EXCLUSIV 
FEATURI 

PRICE 
$2 

postpaid 

from 
your 

Dealer 

‘“AMRA 
PRICES |! 
CAN MAK 
r*n FA 
OUR SALI 
New Catalo 
Phone Sets 

SOMERVIL 

84 

Indicator of Highest 

reatise on Practical C.W. and 
Limited, order now, 20c. postpaid 

102 Heat! eect, 

th Every Desira- 
re. Insist Upon 

RVILLE 

NDICATORS 
for your next set. 

sted and lacquered dial 
tation and calibration 

tro-chemical engraving 
BAKELITE knob of cor- 

on a condenser, the 
as an effective shield 
apacities The knob is 

of master moulding; 
ange, 14°" at knurl and 
sught separately for &5c 
etscrew or 90c with se*- 

non-melting feature 
aluable for rheostats 

TYPE J 

AMPLIFYING 

TRANSFORMER 

Unmounted $3.50 

Mounted, as 

s hown $4.50 

ng to efficiency, using 
teel cores and primary 
00 ohms The second- 

10 wire, 5000 ohms. 
transformer useful wita 

but maximum signal 
he RADIOTRON UV201 

stantial terminals at- 
and polished brass 

S AT THE NEW LOW 
LLENT VALUE AND WE 
DELIVERIES. THE AM- 

LESS THAN A MILE FROM 
SEND US YOUR ORDER. 

LE RADIO LAB. 
Winter Hill, 45, Mass. 

Bound 

Vol. IV 

of 

OST 

$4 

Post- 

Paid 

Another milestone in Amateur Radio 
is passed by the completion with the 
July issue of Volume Four of QST. 

This is now available in bound form 
and deserves an important place in every 
amateur’s library. 

Volume IV contains the reports on the 
Fading Tests, the prize winning essays 
on the Ideal Spark Transmitter, and 
numerous articles on the design and con- 
struction of tube transmitters. As mark- 
ing the expanding adoption of C.W. 
transmission, Volume IV is historically 
of interest. QST at its best—worth- 
while and valuable matter leavened with 
the lighter side of radio. 

This is the ideal way of preserving 
QST for ready reference. Handsomely 
bound in dark red -cloth, heavy board 
covers, gold lettering. Ready for im- 
mediate shipment, $4 postage paid. 

QST, Hartford, Conn. 

“RED HEADS” 
The Accepted Standard in Radio Receivers 
At the new price of $8.00 (formerly $12.50) 

“Red Heads” are unquestionably the best wire- 
less "phone value in the world. Increased pro- 
duction, decreased costs and a sincere desire 
to promote lower prices prompt this remark- 
able saving. 
SPECIFICATIONS: Aluminum back type with 

genuine bakelite ear caps, government type head 
band, extra fine 6 ft. cord with strain loops. 
Each receiver 1500 ohms (3000 ohms per pair). 
Sold on a money back guarantee basis and 
shipped prepaid anywhere on receipt of price. 
Dealers: Write for complete information. 

THE NEWMAN-STERN CO. 
Newman.Stern Bidg., Cleveland, Ohio 
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RADIO APPARATUS 

Amateur and Experimental Use 

Seemieeestidentiote: Wave Orenarions 

+ h BD 7 

Radio 3 Corporation 

Sales Div's'n, Woolworth Bidg., New York City 

C.W. INSTRUCTION 

She most needed book Of the hour 

7 eeillinchn 

The Radio Corporation of 
America takes pleasure in an- 
nouncing the publication of 
its new combination C. W. In- 
struction Book and General 
Catalogue of experimental 
radio accessories. 

The first section covers: 

A. The Use of Radiotrons in 
Cc. W. Work. 

B. General Operating Instruc- 
tions for Tube Sets. 

C. Nine Practical C. W. Radio 
Telegraph and Telephone 
Circuits and their Con- 
stants. 

Precautions in using Trans- 
mitting Tubes. 

Radiotron Power Tubes. 
Kenotron Rectification. 

The second section consists 

> 

of a catalogue embracing a 
completelineofradiotelegraph 
and telephone apparatus for 
amateur and experimental use. 

The first edition of this im- 
portant book is limited. In 
order to insure your copy, 
sign the coupon on this page 
and return it to us promptly. 
Copies will be ready for dis- 
tribution September 1, which 
will give you ample time to 
prepare for fall and winter 
C. W. experiments. 

DEALERS: 
You will need copies of this book 
and you will want to handle the 
new line of R. C. products. Pre- 
pare for the fall trade. Write 
direct to: 

Radi <2 Corporation 

Sales Division, Commercial Dept., Suite 1803 

233 Broadway, New York City 
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OUR NEW CATALOG “T” IS 

READY—YOUR COPY WILL 

BE SENT POSTPAID ON 

REQUEST— 

REMLER YPE 330 = cme This catalog will introduce the complete 

pe ne re polishe > Telmaco line of Variometers, Vario- 
z rie cen ag tem. cout } rs. Short Wave Receivers. Detector 

ms iit — oe and Amplifier Units, etc—of correct 
ag -¥ Ct. radio and mechanical design and con- 
ete — ed struction, at prices that will pleasantly 

t mtrouing plat€ peace won. E 
rid leak, Fixed °"'P"* > 

wiring. Hard- We are distributors for Cunningham 
tal parts polished Vacuum Tubes, Remler, Murdock, Mag- 

$8.00 novox, and other standard lines. 

RADIO SUPPLIES DIVISION, 

-LEPHONE MAINTENANCE COMPANY 

17 N. La Salle St., Chicago, IIl. 

your name and address for our illustrated Bulletins and 

t Sheet. 

in attractive proposition for you. 

THE RADIO ELECTRIC COMPANY 

3807 FIFTH AVE.,, S. PITTSBURGH, PA. 
| 

— ¢ wtrmenitter | | SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS 

Complete $100.00 $37.50 F. oO. B. 

Rea ery September 15th. These motors are designed for con- 

We sbers for Grebe, Burgess, tinuous service, 110 or 220 volts, 
Murdock DeForest, Clagp-Rasthain single phase, 60 cycles, 1800 R.P.M. 

Remler andes, Bunnell, Radio Cor- Satisfaction guaranteed. 

poration America and others. Make your own Synchronous Spark 

Special Proposition. Gap. 

VIRGINIA RADIO CO., POWER ELECTRIC CO. 

Charlottesville, Virginia 4407 PARK AVE., CHICAGO 
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Tek. 
BACK BAY 

A 

NSTiATY 
899 BOYLSTON ST. 

BOSTON, MASS. 

FALL CLASSES !!! 

Surely the spectacular Progress in the world of Radio has not escaped 
your attention! The marvelous achievement of listening to Radio Music 
must thrill even the most unimaginative! 

The intelligent young men of today are taking advantage of this 
great Commercial expansion in Radio by preparing themselves NOW for 
the splendid opportunities presented by this fascinating science. 

For years the EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE has successfully 
trained Commercial Radio operators and its RESULTS, ADVANTAGES 
and SUCCESS must command your respectful attention! 

The EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE is the OLDEST, LARGEST and BEST 
EQUIPPED Radio School in New England! Founded in 1913 and SIX years 
older than any other Radio and Telegraph school in New England. 

The EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE has trained over 4000 satisfied students 
and has actually enrolled, graduated and placed more Commercial operators 
in positions than ALL OTHER schools in New England combined! 

The EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE has the latest Spark, Arc and Vacuum 
Tube sets and is the only school in New England giving “ARC” instruction 
upon actual apparatus! 

Graduates of the EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE may be found all over the 
world as Chief Operators, Radio Inspectors, Engineers, Shipping Board Radio 
Supervisors, Directors of Radio Corporations, etc., etc. 

OUR FALL CLASSES, DAY AND EVENING START MONDAY, 

SEPTEMBER 12th. ENROLL FOR THAT DATE IF POSSIBLE. GRASP 
THIS OPPORTUNITY. YOU WILL NEVER REGRET IT! 

Remember—It costs no more to avail yourself of our YEARS of RESULTS and 
SUCCESS. They tell our story! 

Our illustrated prospectus is free. If you cannot visit the Institute send for one. 

F. D. PITTS, Director 

“The only school in New England devoted exclusively to the training of Wireless and 
Telegraph operators.” 
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> 
Clear as a Bell 

. The New Bell Rotary 

xa) Quenched Spark Gap 

Less money cannot purchase equal quality! 

reported 
n of one 

ne increase 
through 

More money cannot buy greater efficiency! 

ALTHOUGH this BELL GAP has been on 

gained great favor and the approval of many 

operators in the amateur radio field. Numerous 

reports have been received of the excellent 

results obtained. 

Write us today for any information you desire. 

321 W. Ohio Street Indianapolis, Ind. 

the market for a few months, it has 

Retails for $55.00 

The Electric Machine Co., 

: a. 

wou 
never 
or co 
positive 
manship 
range w 
Satisfact 
age for 

4” dian 
and re 
making 
sible. Ba 
No she 
positive 
age for 
T we 
va? 
ge ” 
and 
Ne nd 

VARIOMETI 
rT " 

VARIOCOUI 

F. W 
150 Union 

ms of special kiln-dried 
ne wound and guaranteed 

or fall out; no shellac 
ooth-running bearings and 
nnection to rotor; work- 

the best. Wave length 
upler, 180 to 500 meters. 

ed Price $6; add post- 

Primary on bakelite tube 
No. 20 wire tapped 7 units 

rns each; taps are loops, 
switching arrangement pos- 
f correct size, No. 19 wire. 

th bearings in special metal, 
contact. Price $6; add post- 

meters and one of our 
make a modern re- 

1 as any on the market 
tion of the usual cost. 
trated bulletin. 

SICKLES MFG. CO., 
~.. Springfield, Mass. 

OMAHA 

Now has a good Up-to-Date stock of 

WIRELESS 

Apparatus and Supplies. 

We are AMRAD stock dealers 

also a good line of Aeria] Equipment, A.A. 

Transformers, Brandes, Baldwin, DeFor- 

est, Federal, Firth, G. A., Murdock, Radio 

Corp., Remler and Thordarson Apparatus 

and parts. 

szenuine Bakelite Panels cut to any size, in 

%”, *e” and 4%” thickness at 2c, 3c and 4c 

per square inch. 

WOLFE ELECTRIC CO. 

313-S. 17th St. Phone Atlantic 1414 
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RADIO APPARATUS 

Distributors of Reliable Radio Apparatus to Schools, Colleges, 
Radio Clubs and Sapqrlnnee All Over the World! 

“PITTSCO” | >\ “PITTSCO” 

Service on “Grebe Radio” is . Servi-e distributes RADIO 
International! Send us your }| CORPORATION’S products 

ORDERS for this apparatus all over the world! Send us 

of PROVEN MERIT! ; your ORDERS today! 

AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS OMNIGRAPHS 
712 Radio Corporation, new type ‘ Omnigraph, 15 dial type 
ficient . $7.0 N 2 Jr. Omnigraph, dial type 
-A General Radio, new model N » Omnigraph. single dial type 
“Saco-clad,”” shielded typ: 5 set of 1 dials, Continental 
AUDION CONTROL PANELS HOT WIRE METERS 

No. RORA Grebe in cabinet, with hinged No. P-1 a ee 0-2.5 Am- 
cover, splendid value ° : 9. pore “Jee Genes vame o£ 

No. RORH Grebe in cabinet, with cover No. 127 General Radio, 0-.5, 0-1. 0-2.5, 
and tickler connect‘ons 0-5 or 0-10 amperes . tree 

No. 70 Paragon, moulded tvpe RHEOSTATS 
“B” BATTERIES Ne 214 General Radio 2.5 Ampere type 

just right for one 5 watt, UV-202 radio- 

© ie) a 

ax ss 

No. 7623 Standard 22.5 V. small 
No. 7625 Standard 22.5 V. large 
No. 7650 Standard :; » V. variable 
No. 766 Everready 22.5 V. large 
No. 766 Everready 22.5 V variable No. P-1 Paragon, small and compact. 
No. 763 Everready 22.5 small. . , No. 560 Murdock, new type just out! ye 
No. P-1 “Sorsinc” >w type, just out! beck mounting ; 

extra long life _ SOCKETS 

AMPLIFIERS No. RC-1 Radio Corporation, moulded 
No. DA Westinghouse, Detector and tw: bakelite type . 

stage amplifier. splendid value.... 65.00 No. 156 General Radio 
No. P-1 Amrad type A two step.... No. 550 Murdock 

tron tube ; , ‘ becsséace 
No 132 National ’ Controller type, 6.4 

amperes, just right for one 50 watt 
UV-203 radiotron tube 

No 0 00 Ww ND RSsze2 uccoocusc 

3 

No. 215 General Radio, two step....... 50.00 No. S-2 Radio Service, double 
No. RORK Grebe two step with automati No. S-3 Radio Service, triple . 

filament control ... ven ‘ : 55.00 No. WV-203A Radio Corporation type for 
the UV-203, 50 watt tube 

GRID LEAKS . 
N RC-1 Radio C , %. 1, Le RECTIFYING DEVICES 

o. - adio orpora ion ° . », ° 3 F megohms complete ..... 1.25 No. UV-216 — Corporation 20 watt 
Grid alien Rpt ; : rf 75 “Kenotron” rectifying tube 
Bases aaly 50 No. P-1 DeForest rectifying tube for radio- s meters esses assseees ‘ seme Seen 7.00 

No. 21 Chelsea, .5 to 5 megohms.... 3.00 No. FF France battery booster, for chars- 
LOUD SPEAKING DEVICES ing storage batteries J 
pm , epee No. P-1 Tungar 2 Amp. size complete.. 1800 

No. P-1 “Vocaloud” Station type...... 30. No. P-2 Tungar 5 Amp. size complete .. 28.00 
No. P-2 “Vocaloud” laboratory type... J 
No. R-1 Radio magnavox ... Y VACUUM TUBES 

No. UV-200 Radiotron detector 
REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS No. UV-201 Radiotron amplifier 

No. RA Westinghouse, 180-700 meters, No. UV-202 Radiotron 5 watt transmitters 
new type, very selective.... , 65.00 No. UV-293 Radiotron 50 watt transmitter 30.00 

No. CR-2 Grebe, 175-680 meters. . : 41.00 No. UV-204 Radiotron 250 w. transmitter. 110.00 
No. CR-3 Grebe, 175-680 meters, Relay POTENTIOMETERS 

Special,” splendid set ‘ . ‘ 65.00 z a = 
No. CR-3A Grebe, 175-375 meters, with No. PR-536 Radio Corporation “A 

tube control, complete set ses 36.00 _tery type wees eee . 
No. CR-5 Grebe 175-3000 meters, with No. 93 Remler, “A” Battery type rae 

tube control, “Super-special,”’ Ideal re- No. F-743 Clapp Eastham “B Battery 
ceiving set . . , - 80 type 5000 ohms, mounted : 

No. KT-1 Grebe ‘Portable set, latest out 60. For panel mounting 

PLUGS BOOKS 
Consolidated radio call-book 

No. 50 Pacent universal type Robinsens Menual, by Lt. Comm. Robin- 
No. 1428-W Federal brass son, U. S. Navy 
No. 1428-W Federal silver- plated . 2.50 Experimenters Manual, 

“Let ‘PITTSCO’ products, super-service and delivery solve your Radio problems” 

SEND US YOUR ORDERS TODAY! 
Send ten cents in «temps fo- Cs'aloe No 22 Over 100 pages, over 150 ‘l'ustration<. over 490 items 
“PITTSCO” SERVICE REACHES ALL OVER THE WORLD! WHY NOT LET IT REACH YOU! 

Fk. D. PITTS CoO., INC, 
12 PARK SQUARE DEPT. A. BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A. 

Bat- 
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although, 
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average | 
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regular, 
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stant. 
to 25000 
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THAT'S 
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THE PRI¢ 

Expres 

The illu 
mentior 
meter a 
tuning 
meter, 
con 

KARL( ov 

BOY! BUT WE GOT SOME FISH! 
» we wont “stake our bank roll” in proving some of the stories told about 
vill “shoot the whole works” and “bank” our reputation on the perform- 

Used her at our tle K7 8. And we will sure give “her” our best 73's. 
ot single wire, 

out 30 feet, and 
es A ground of 
two feet in sandy 
res rolled in loud 

ticked ‘em off 
rattled the dia- 

}) miles, and the 
ter dope was con- 

is good from 150 
rs A wonder on 

a EE a a. ey 

THE STORY 

y K73 tuner and 

E IS 

Rock Island, Il. 

n shows the first K73 manufactured, which took the fishing trip above 
e later models are improved by the addition of an “A” battery potentio- 

erforated bulb opening. The complete receiver at this price, consists of 
er, vernier attachment, smooth running panel rheostat, “A” potentio- 
nt, two short wave coils, UV200 bulb, “B” battery, and necessary fixed 

one cabinet 7%” square and 8” deep. 
stamp for our 55 page catalog, 4c for our CW catalog, or Te for both. 

\ RADIO CO., 611-606-514 Best Bldg., Rock Island, Ill. 

SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS $35.00 

GET THE PEAK WITH YOUR 

ROTARY SPARK GAP 

Specifications :— IMMEDIATE 
\¥%, H.P. frame, crucible steel shaft, phos- DELIVERY 

phor bronze bearings, baked black enamel finish, fur- 
nished either with or without cord and a 

iameter plug, without pulley, shaft extension ‘,” 
—1; long. Every motor absolutely guaranteed. 

Discounts to Dealers and Manufacturers 

THE H-G MANUFACTURING CO. 

1215 PINE ST., ST. LOUIS, MO. 

90 

CORD 

f 

A. W. B 

Sales 
| HICAGO, ILL. 

“HERE IT IS” 
“PROFCO” THE COMPACT SET 

Durable, Efficient and Attractive. 
Assembled to maintain a reputation and meet 
competition. Parts of standard makes used in 
these sets, enclosed in a high polished quartered 
oak cabinet. 

TIP JACK 

EW ITEM _. munet and built by old time Commercial Radio 
tin No. Seven. DETECTOR AND srwo STEP. . .$55.00 

(Size 9°’x5\%"x 
: — DETECTOR AND ONE. STEP. . .$40.00 ion to aé alers. (Size 6°'x5%”"x3” 

These sets now wth used all over the world. 
Complete Line of Parts Carried. 

OWMAN & CO. 

154 West Lake Street 

PROMPT SHIPMENTS EXPRESS PREPAID 
Estimates furnished on sets built to your speci- 
fications. Further information solicited. Write 
for descriptive bulletin. 
PROFESSIONAL RADIO ASSEMBLING 

Cambridge, Mass. COMPANY 
Dept. A., 133 Crosby St., New York 
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Are You Prepared For Fall and Winter “DX” ? 

50 W.-350 V. Acme C.W. Transformer .$15.00 
200 W.-250-550 V. Acme C.W. Trans- 

former 
500 W.-1000-1500 V. Acme C.W. Trans- 

OO RR ee peté¥cte 
Acme 1K.W. Spark Transformer ..... . 
Acme Amplifying Transformer.......... 
Acme Modulation Transformer........ i 
Tuska Variometer with Dial............. 
Tuska Vario-Coupler with Knob. i 
Ever-ready 224% V. Variable B Battery. _ 
Ever-ready 224 V. Small B. Battery.... 
Burgess 22), V. Large B. Battery...... 
Burgess 224, V. Small B. Battery....... 
Radium-6V-40A. Storage Battery.... 
Gen. Radio Hotwire Meters........... 
RADIOTRON UV. 200 Detector....... 
RADIOTRON UV. 201 AMPLIFIER : 
RADIOTRON UV. 202 5W. Power Tube. . 
RADIOTRON UV. 203 50W. Power Tube 
De Forest 37% W. Singer Power Tube. 
Rhamstine Amplifying ransformer . 
Pemerel Jacks B GivGwit. 2... ccccccccccess 
Federal Bakelité Plug.............. 
Rhamstine Jack and Plug..... ~ 
Grebe Regenerative Receiver CR3- 600M . 
Grebe Regenerative Receiver CRS5- 3000M . 
Grebe Detector and 2 Step Amplifier RORD 
Grebe Detector and 2 Step Amplifier RORK 

Bh 

N@ONWNANGG 

sett ttititii ett titi ttt $388 wv uuk Sanus 

Grebe 600M Variometer................ 8.50 
Grebe 600M Vario-coupler.............. 8.50 
Goabe OP Bee Ws is chee cc ccdccess 2.50 
Gone OP Te Is ba coc csaccccece 3.00 
C.W. Condenser, 1000V, IMF, W.E....... 3.50 
C.W. Coto-Coil Var. Cond. 15pl. 0005.... 5.50 
C.W. Coto-Coil Var. Cond. 23Pl. .0007....5.00 
C.W. Coto-Coil Var. Cond. 33P1. 001..... 6.00 
Detroit C.W. Inductance with Clips...... 7.75 
Benwood Bakelite Rotary Gaps......... 25.00 
Chelsea 23 Pl. Var. Cond. with I nn 5 66.6 4.25 
Chelsea 43 Pl. Var. Cond. with Dial...... 4.75 
Ground Switches 600V. 100A........... 4.75 
Vocaloud, Loud Talkers................ 30.00 
Century ¥%, H.P. A.C. 3500 RPM Synchro- 

ee Oo arate 38.00 
6AMP. Sliding Rheostats for UV 204...... 4.°0 
PUG TOD nn nb db oka ctecccces 1.75 
Murdock Rheostats with Dial........... 1.00 
No. 18 Hook-up Wire with ewan Tu- 

bing-30 in. : . ai y= 
Jewell 200 MA Motors... : oe OO 
BAKELITE PANELS ¥,” per sq. im. ... .02 
BAKELITE PANELS a" per sq. in. .... .03 
BAKELITE PANELS \%” per sq. in. .... .04 
BAKELITE TUBING 3%” per in....... 25 
BAKELITE TUBING 44,” per in....... .35 
BAKELITE TUBING 542” per in....... 45 
Remler Detector Units... : nis: 2 

Mail Order Service—orders positively shipped day received. Send for new 
price list giving shipping weights. 
weight limit it will be sent express collect 
order. 

Die iN) iM cnn | | r 

WG Ly LNW [Cll 

434 ad Street 

If merchandise exceeds parcel post 
otherwise, include postage in your 

Li Lil 

DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
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Are You Concerned About The bite of Your 

Vacuum Tubes? 

It is now common practice to maintain the filament 
voltage instead of the. filament current at a con- 
stant value, tecause the life of the tube is prolonged. 

Model 301 D.C. Voltmeters 

cannot be surpassed as filament voltmeters. Their ac- 
curacy of calibration assures you results which are re- 
liable and entirely satisfactory. Ranges are suitable to 
all sizes of tubes. 
Their appearance and size are in harmony with the 
WESTON RADIO FREQUENCY AMMETERS and other 

MODE : sing TER panel equipment. 

Flang: inches Their cost is relatively small. 

i le a They are just the instrument YOU need to improve the 
Weight pound ration of YOUR tubes. Permit us to send you com- 

I nish plete details relating to these and other radio instruments. 

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY 

158 West Waverly Park. Newark, N. J. 

Branches in all Principal Cities. 

enue, 

BALL-BEARING 

ne hee The Sayre-Level Radio Co. 

905 Filbert Street 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

> 

co 

15¢ 75¢ 

This company, founded by ra- 

. on oe dio men, is devoted exclusively to 

Tm ae ttch th the distribution of “EVERY- 
1e earing switecn on e 99 

market r 7 perfect one-eighth THING IN RADIO. 

ane ate et away from ene me You are cordially invited to in- 

aes oration, tue ae spect our centrally located store 

plated a1 polished. or to write for any radio informa- 

We ar inufacturers of bind- tion. 
ing post ts, special brass turned o . ‘ 
parts ar ngs for radio purposes. Our shop is equipped to design, 

Send or blueprints for repair or construct your appara- 

quotatior tus at reasonable rates. 
Jealer tr 1 \ 
_ for Wnty: Sen May we add your name to our 

MARS RADIO mailing list? 
43 Green Lancaster, Pa. 
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SAFETY FUSES 

FOR VACUUM TUBES © *“‘vic 

| REDUCED in price because thousands of 
New Price! operators using RADECO Safety Fuses 

have reduced our manufacturing cost. 

RADECO Safety Fuses belong on your Vacuum 
Tubes this minute. From the moment you slip 
this tiny fuse on the filament terminals of any 
standard bulb, you are free from tube replace- 
ment expense. 

Today, now, mail $1 in cash, money order or 
certified check. You will receive four RADECO 
Safety Fuses by return mail. Your set is not 
up to standard if you are not protected by 
RADECO Safety Fuses. 

9 Carrying capacity, %, 1, 1%, 1%, 2, 2%, and 
3 amp ° 

Our stock of standard wire- 
less equipment offers very 
attractive money saving 
values for any operator. 

edie ORDER BY MAIL TODAY 

FILAMENT RHEOSTAT 44 V. VARIABLE “B” 

BATTERY $3.60 

Include postage on 4 Ibs. 
For Back or Front oi Complete in handy wooden case and adjustahi- 
Panel Mounting, 5 phosphor bronze “jiffy” connectors. Better then 
hms, 1% 1%” block batteries—if one 4.4 V. unit weakens pre- 

onms, amps., maturely, it can be removed and replaced—thereby 
dia. not impairing total voltage, which makes this uae 

. best battery value to be had at any price. et 
$1.75 Postpaid of 10 Renewal Units 44 Volt, $3.10 posipaid. 

Just the thing for C.W. work. 

AERIAL WIRE ic PER FOOT GROUND WIRE 7c PER FOOT 
7 strands No. 22 copper tin plated to prevent No. 4 solid copper—rubber covered—triple braid— oxidation. Maximum radiation and strength in- inctude pastage om 80 fe. per 4.600 fe 

Sone. postage <8 15 HS par 1.008 OOS Mest Se 100 amp. 600 volt lightning switches, $3.75 

GENERAL RADIO MODULATING TRANSFORMERS 
Ldet ECO cncccccccccccccscccsccccc ccs cecscee eee esa eters sesenes .. $4.50 
Spocial (wmmounted) ....ccccccccccccccsccesscsccvccesseseses 5 in oe wie 
BE ENED accede esceeccecc cece cere asec eedeccess cece Ceees eres cds » omnes 
Special (with brackets) .......ccccccccccccerresvcccecsesceees ose ae 
SS Eee rT Tr errr: eee Dec ha eee 7.00 
Special (fully mounted) .......ccccccsccecccescnses soeeserssnsseseeese 5.00 

Radio Equipment Co., 0 San Seat Boston, Mass. 
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can better s 

copies and 
files. 
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There is a 

QST, 

HERI 

We hav 

than by let 

THI 

New subs 

available w he 

Back Copies of QST 

IS THE CHANCE TO FILL OUT YOUR FILES 

» hand a limited quantity of certain back issues of QST and we 
e you radio men by offering them to you at a substantial reduction, 

them lie idle. So we're going to put a low price on these 
vive QST readers an excellent opportunity to round out their 

1 know what the earlier issues of QST looked like? They’re 
| dope and are of further interest in conveying the struggle 
R.L. in the early months of the war and in getting started 

r the armistice. We have a supply of October, 1916; May, 
and August, 1917, and June and July 1919. The seven 
e they last, as our offer No. 1, $0.75 postpaid. 

nportant 1920 numbers of QST: April to December, in- 
Worth their weight in gold and filled with QST’s practical 
nformation presented in the A.R.R.L. way; several of The 
inimitable stories, etc. Just as valuable to the amateur 

rrent issues. These nine issues, while they last, as our Offer 
0 postpaid. 

you had trouble getting any of the more recent numbers? 
a good stock of January, February, March and April of this 
our Offer No. 3 covers these four splendid issues at $.50 

THREE OFFERS, COMBINED, FOR A $2 BILL 

ribers to QST in recent months should not overlook this opportunity. 
id of good amateur information in these issues, and it will not be 
the supply is exhausted. Don’t put it off—send in your order today. 

1045 Main Street, Hartford, Conn. 

“Jupiter” Aeri 

and ff 
lc. per 

“Jupiter” Spex ial 
A ‘ 
lay 
Doul 
2c. pe 

The Jupiter News 

1921 

| Wire 
‘ >? solid copper. Strong 

ghest conductivity. 
$9.00 

geht 15 Ibs per M ft. 

upiter for the efficient re- 

and Conductivity. 
.00 per M ft. 

weight 24 Ibs. per M ft. 

“Jupiter” Magnet Wire 

S.C. 
Sis 

“Jupiter” S« 

“Jupiter” B 

“Jupiter” first quality 
price is very low. 

% Ib. 1 Ib. 
45 80 
55 .95 
.65 1.05 
80 1.25 

0 .90 1.55 

rvice 
It strikes you that we de- 
ll packed dependable radio 

srgain Bulletin 
radio supplies that will 

end stamp for it at once. 

The Lee A. Bates Company 
Jupit 

WORCESTER 

G4 

Radio Products 
MASS. 
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FEW SO-CALLED UN- 

USUAL CATALOGS 

ARE VERY MUCH 

OUT OF THE ORDI- 

NARY. OURS IS AN 

EXCEPTION. A POST- 

CARD WILL BRING IT 

FREE. CRAIG AND 

LOUGHBOROUGH, 

NORWOOD (CINCIN- 

NATI), OHIO. 



THE MOST SPECTACULAR INSTRUMENT 

ON DISPLAY AT THE RADIO SHOW— 

THE 

Z-NITH 

MULTICEIVER 

” When you waht a complete receiving set, you want one that really is com- 

plete as well as efficient and flexible. 

Such requirements you will find in the Z-Nirn Multiceiver. This set com- 
prises a 180 to 1200 meter regenerator combined with a detector and three-step 
amplifier. 

The use of this instrument is not confined to the short waves as jacks are 
provided whereby two long wave coils may be plugged into the circuit to permit 
the reception of undamped, long wave stations. 

It is indeed a superb set from every point of view. The results that are 
obtained will gratify you to say the least and its general appearance will please 
you as much. 

When at the Radio Exposition visit Booth 36 

and be convinced of the Z-NitH Products. 

Chicago Radio Laboratory 

Office and Factory—6433 Ravenswood Ave.—tTesting Station 9ZN— 

5525 Sheridan Rd., Chicago, Illinois 
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sockets- 

RAY-DI-CO 

has a large stock of 

STANDARD HIGH GRADE APPARATUS 

including 

Receivers—Transformers—Condensers—Rheostats—Vacuum tube 

Vacuum tubes—Honey comb coils—Amplifiers—Variometers 
—Variocouplers—Insulators—Antenna wire—“B” batteries—6 volt 

sterage batteries—Filters—Spider web inductances—Ammeters—Volt- 
meters—Detector control panels—Variable grid leaks—Fixed grid con- 
densers—-Battery potientiometers—Rotary lever switches—Micro- 
phones—Antenna switches—Connecting Blocks—Condensite celoron— 

Threaded brass rod—Screws. 

ORDERS GIVEN “IMMEDIATE” ATTENTION 

RAY-DI-CO 

Motor Generator Units 

“MIDGI “HYLO” “STANDARD” 

6 and 32 Volt “DYNAMOTORS” 

“QUALITY” Synchronous Gap. 

(Ray-Dee-Ko) 
Office and Salesroom 

1547 D Vells St. Radio 9AG Chicago, IIl. 

OST OST OST 

$1.00 PER Coll AEROPLANE ANTENNA WIRE $1° PER colt 

BRAID WIRE COMPOSED 16 STRANDS No. 30 BARE COPPER (1LB.) 

5th, 8th and 9th District Amateurs ERGLESS NEEDS. a 

CARRY {OST COMPLETE STOCK OF WIRELESS APPARATUS IN THE MIDDLE WEST. 
SHIPME? RANTEED SAME DAY ORDER IS RECEIVED. NO ORDER TO LARGE OR TOO 
SMALI 5 A TRIAL. LET US KNOW YOUR WANTS. 

LINZE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO. 

1129 O} St. ST. LOUIS, MO. 
We Represent All the Leading Radio Manufacturers. 

RADIO SUPPLIES 4TH DISTRICT 
ie fewe fete Vue ef Met's Aggrantus Something Good 
oe canterd make Acme, Aaarad, Chelsea, Clapp- 

dock, and Re sarel on of America. = THE SERCO V.T. SOCKET 
RMICA PANELS 

tte aebhcbhoe> 2.38 Price $1.50 Postpaid 

12 18% senes eats If your dealer can’t supply write 
\DIOTRON TUBES , 

UV-200 Det Fo aa0ce anaen direct. 

UV_202 S-Watt Trancatting.........00000. 8.00 Dealers write for attractive trade proposites. 

UV.712 Ampl 1g ao SAgetnetpe tee Manufactured br 

S77 D. Battery 225, V8 Taps........., 300) |Seheib Electric Radio Company 

wets Ces ' a material carried 6243 Station Street, East Liberty, 
CARTER ELECTRIC CO. Pittsburgh, Pa. } 

63 Peachtre t., RADIO DEPT. Atlanta, Ga. | 
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ESCO LONG-LIFE “B” BATTERIES 

ESCO batteries teem with pep and er- 

ergy, which together with their rugged 

and durable construction make their ac- 

tual life extremely long. Every ESCO 

battery is thoroughly tested and in- 

spected before it leaves the factory so 

that there shall be no defective batteries 

to cause our customers dissatisfaction. 

Prices are extremely moderate as wit- 

ness below: 

No. Size Taps Voltage Ship. Wt. Price 
24 Variable 3x4x6).” 15 221% 5 Ibs. $3.00 
23 Plain 3x4x6 1” 22% 4 Ibs. 2.25 
22 Variable 2x21x3” 3 221% 2 Ibs. 2.00 
21 Plain 2x2 1x3” 221 2 Ibs. 1.50 

THE ESCO 

REGENERATIVE 

RECEIVER 

has been reduced in price 

to 

$45.00 
Shipping weight 11 Ibs. 

ESCO VARIOMETERS 
and 

VARIO-COUPLERS 

also redueed as follows: 

ESCO VARIOMETER without dial $7.50 

ESCO VARIO- COUPLER without 

ee oO 8.00 

For dials add $1.00 additional. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. with or without 

dials 

ALL TYPES OF BALDWIN RECEIVens newucED 

In line with our other reductions as announced above we wish vo 
list our new prices on Baldwin receivers in effect on September Ist. 
Baldwin Type C Mica diaphram receivers—shipping weight 2 lbs. $13.75 
Baldwin TypeE “ “* 2 Ibs. 15.00 
Baldwin Tvpe F “ = 7 “ 2Ibs. 16.2% 

OUR FAMOUS ESCO QUALITY AERIAL WIRE 
This pure, solid copper aerial wire with which we made our first big hit with 

the amateurs still remains as one of our customers’ favorites. We have it in the 
##11 and #12 sizes. Prices are as follows: 
100 feet #14 aerial wire—shipping weight 2 Ibs.....................0cccee =a 
100 feet #12 aerial wire—shipping wetgmt 2 Bhs... ccc cccccccscscceccccce 

Prices on additional quantities are in proportion. Remember that the $14 
size runs 80 feet to the pound and the #12—50 feet to the pound when computing 
shipping weights. 

Send 15c for our complete literature. 

Electrical Specialty Co. 48-50 So. Front St. Columbus, O. 
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THE “QSA” LINE OF RADIO EQUIPMENT 

RADIOTRONS 

Now that long distance transmission and reception is being re- 

imed, you’ll need a more highly efficient station. A RADIO- 
RON U.V.200 will insure MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY for your 

ing set. 

Bulletin R-1 lists the complete line of Radiotrons for detection, 
amplification, and ©.W. transmission. 

Send 10 cents today for catalog. 

DEALERS 

Get our Proposition on the | 

“Combat” | 

SPECIAL Bee 

45 volt “B” battery. . . $1.85 each “Vor 
' 

“COMBAT” : 

A sto ttery for radio work should be designed 
for that In the Combat you have a strong yet 
durab! Several patented features make it 
especi mendable for radio work. The only 
batter) n-corroding terminals. 

Special introductory offer......... 30 per cent. off list 
Write for circular 

INDEPENDENT RADIO SUPPLY CO. 

3716 W. Douglas Blvd. Dept. H-8 Chicago, Ill. 
“BETTER RESULTS WITH LESS EFFORT” 

N. O. LA. 

RADIO COMPANY 

Nola 27 volt “B”’ 7 Vari- 
ome ..obecets6eeennnee $2.50 

Eveready 2: volt “B” battery. 
Variable large size.......... 3.50 

U. V. 200 Radictron Detector.... 5.00 
U. V. 201 Radictron Amplifier.... 6.50 
U. V. 202 Radictron, 5 Watt 

Transmitter : 8.00 bd 

U. V. 203 R Radiotron ‘50 Watt Variometers 

Transm Dal? «64 os e8 oe eee 30.00 o 

De Forest i7% Watt Singer Couplers 
Transn SOOT cceeeceeeesesese 22.50 

Electron-Relay Detector peeneéeead 6.00 EACH 
Moorhead Amplifier ..........6- 7.00 These instruments embody finest work- 

heme, Ad Me rgan, pane eo. manship and best materials, all wooden 
ederai, | » sdeal, Magnavox, Mur- parts genuine mahogany, coupler pri- 
a inghonse, Ons Sete mary wound on formica tubing. Metal 
ete ae ; ~y* Above ne ~_— parts of brass. Wound for maximum re- 

, Z ; a? sults on short wave work. Money back if 
Buchers sctical «© Wireless ; they fail. With Chelsea Dial $1 Extra. 

Teles hy .....+ $2.15 postpaid Send for bulletin describing unwired re- 
Buchers Vacuum Tubes in Radio nerators 

Communication ....$2.15 postpaid ge : 
‘ Radie cabinets with or without panels built 

for Literature to order. 

NOLA RADIO COMPANY FREDERICK WINKLER, Jr. 
i Chartres Street, 304 COLUMBUS AVENUE 

NEW ORLEANS, LA. New York City, N. Y. 
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Measure Your Standing In The Radio Game 

By the Conclusion of Mr. Schnell 

Traffic Manager, A. R. R. L. 

He knows what amateurs are and what they’re doing, and he says: “CW is 
here to stay and unless we are afflicted with a foggy brain, CW will be so far ahead 
of the spark that messages of unimportance will be left for that means of com- 
munication, while the messages of more importance will go via CW, because they will 
get through.” 

Are you “foggy brained?” Not if you keep up with QST. 

IT TAKES TIME TO GET OUT A GOOD MAGAZINE 

That’s the reason this is written more than a month before you read it. 

Moreover, it was written before you read our August QST announcement of 
C-W C; and hence, of course, long before you had a chance to send for a C-W C. 

Then and there, I announced only 1,000 C-W C’s. 
And with what results? Why, a week before the announcement was out, some 

hundred or more amateurs got wind of it. Hence, this amateur and that began 
telegraphing or writing to reserve a C-W C and sent their checks. 

The advertising man of the company that placed my announcement in QST 
—one of the largest advertising agencies in the United States— said that he had not 
known such a thing te happen in all his advertising days,—and that’s a lot for an 
advertising man to admit! 

It is all due to the non-foggy brained amateurs. The demand is so great, I’m 
admitting I was wrong and hence I am printing another 1,000 C-W Cs. 

But—several tens of thousands of amateurs will be wanting these extra sets 
by the time you read this. 

This is no Sunday school lesson, so there’s no moral to it, but— 

If you want a C-W C you know what to do and how soon you should do it. 
If you want to know about C-W C, look up the center spread August QST. 

FOR WHOM C W C WAS PREPARED: 

For the amateur who is already sending and receiving CW. 

For the amateur who desires a CW set but thinks the cost is too great and who 
needs to make $90 go as far as $250. 

For the amateur who buys this or that costly apparatus and afterwards finds it 
useless because not needed or adapted to his CW set. 

For the amateur who has had much expert experience with spark but who, in 
tubes and meters, burns up the contents of his pay envelope in a single night. 

For the amateur who wishes to attain maximum efficiency but does not do so 
because he is still working along the basic ideas of spark transmission instead of 
up-to-date CW. 

For every amateur who wishes to send 500 miles on two 5 watt tubes. 

2 en eee ey ee Send your $10 today and begin the course at 
once. 

If hard up, send $3 and I'll hold a course 
for you for 3 weeks; then send $7 any time 
within three weeks. 

But, if you can’t dig up the $7 in 3 weeks, 
rll return your $3, for I can sell that course 
to someone else. 

Mr. Brown Landone, 10th floor, 

| 15 West 44th St., New York City 

Enclosed I am sending: 
$10, for which please send me a C-W C; or 
$3, to reserve a C-W C for 3 weeks, in accord- 

From the service standpoint. I'd like to have | 
this extra 1,000 courses go to the 1,000 amateurs 
rho are most interested. 

ance with QST ad. 

From business standpoint, it makes no differ- ' ame 
ence if you or other fellow gets the set held | Street 
for you. 

SEND IN YOUR ORDER NOW FOR CWC.| 

BROWN LANDONE, 10th Floor, 15 West 44th St., New York City 

—— << © 
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“UNQUESTIONABLY THE BEST” 

verdict of users of the “J-K” all-PORCELAIN audion socket. 

Manufact Radio 

and Dea Clubs 

}.K Our 

Prod “Co-Op” 

aa] offer is 

yours 

nv for the 

asking 

snization saw the need of this improvement and now present the first al) porce- 
la ket 

ose 2)" sq., height, 1%". Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
Type lube Socket, each i; we : 2 80c 

r zone on 1 pound. 
1 the “J-K” B'nder with Bulletins on new apparatus and places your 

Get “J-K” apparatus at your regular dealer, if he cannot supply 
His name to 

4021 W. Kinzie St., Chicago, Illinois 

The Last Word in “B” Batteries 

Introducing the 

NEW ACE 627—45 VOLT VARIABLE “B” 

BATTERY AT $3.50 

Made of the same high grade material and workmanship 
es all our Ace types. This Battery will absolutely fulfill any 
B Battery requirements. The special sized cell construction 
guarantees from 75 to 100% more service than any small 
size “B” Battery. Thirty voltewe readings from 1% to 45 
volts obtained. Size 5% °’x4%"x2%"; Weight 3% Ibs. 
Another important feature is the shelf-life depreciation, which 
is guaranteed against more than 10% in 9 months. 

F r type “B” Batteries and Dealers, see our ad on page 113 

© 44 Court et, Brooklyn, N.Y. ACE EATTERY MFG. CORP. Phone Main 8379 

| A Real 

om: eles ese 

For “DX” Only 

Heavy ribbon—Bakelite supports 
> as > a Photographs sent on request. 
—— Dealers write for proposition. 

REMEMBER Radio Supply & Manufacturing 
F & F Short Wave Sets are teed to give Company \TISFACTIO . $12.50 Complete _ 23 Merriam Place 

free ° 
LFaF RADIO P 7803 Sunnear dean Weteat Mich. stenticci =e 
100 ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS 
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The annual convention of the Northern Section of the New England Division 
of the A.R.R.L. will be held at Portland on Saturday, September 10th. An entirely 

new program will be offered. A chance for everyone, whether a Spark or CW Ham. 

The convention will last all day and will consist of three sessions. 

In the morning, everyone wil! have a chance to ask questions on spark apparatus 

and to inspect all the latest developments. Ten spark experts will be on hand to 

answer questions and to demonstrate apparatus. 

In the afternoon, a lecture on recent developments in CW will be followed by a 
wireless concert. Then for two hours you will have a chance to ask questions on all 

phases of CW. Ten CW experts will furnish this information and demonstrate 

apparatus. These men will be so divided that regardless of your special need 
you will find a separate division to cover it. The afternoon session will conclude 

with an organ recital by one of the world’s leading organists on the second largest 
organ in the world. 

In the evening there will be a smash up banquet, with cabaret as well, at the 

Hotel Falmouth. 

The Portland Chamber of Commerce has given the use of the City Hall all 

PRIZES will be awarded to all who are successful in the competition. We will 

not say what this competition will be until you get there, but there will be 40 prizes, 

all radio apparatus. 

It will only cost you two bucks for the whole show including the banquet, so 

come on and join the crowd. 

We are going to form a Northern New England Radio Council and all who are 
present may become charter members. 

These are but a few of the attractions. Think it over and send for your tickets 

early to H. W. Castner, A.D.M., 15 Temple St., Portland, Maine, as the space 

is limited and you may miss out if you don’t act quickly. 

CANADIAN AMATEURS! 

Send ten cents for our big illustrated catalogue and a copy of Canada’s First All- 
Radio Magazine 

ee Wirewess 

SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTER LIMITED 

33 McGill College Avenue, Montreai, P. Q. 
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“UNQUESTIONABLY THE BEST” 

verdict of users of the “J-K” all-PORCELAIN audion socket. 

Radio 

Clubs 

Our 

“Co-Op” 

offer is 

Manufa 

and Ds 

yours 

for the 

asking 

snization saw the need of this improvement and now present the first all porce- 

Base 2 ’ sq. height, 1%”. Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
Type lube Socket, each eee cceses 80c 

your zone on 1 pound. 
ou the “J-K” B'nder with Bulletins on new apparatus and places your 
etins Get “J-K” apparatus at your regular dealer, if he cannot supply 

» his name, to 

4021 W. Kinzie St., Chicago, Illinois 

The Last Word in “B” Batteries 

Introducing the 

NEW ACE 627—45 VOLT VARIABLE “B” 

BATTERY AT $3.50 

Made of the same high gerade material and workmanship 
es all our Ace types. .This Battery will absolutely fulfill any 
B Battery requirements. The special sized cell construetion 
guarantees from 75 to 100% more service than any small 
size “B” Battery. Thirty voltewe readings from 1% to 45 
volts obtained. Size 5%’’'x4%"x2%"; Weight 3% Ibs. 
Another important feature is the shelf-life depreciation, which 
is guaranteed against more than 10% in 9 months. 

I r type “B” Batteries and Dealers, see our ad on page 113 

« 44Co et, Brooklyn, N. Y. ACE BATTERY MFG. CORP. Phone Main 8379 

A Real 

oY 7 ES oe 

For “DX” Only 

Heavy ribbon—Bakelite supports 
Photographs sent on request. 

Dealers write for proposition. 

REMEMBER Radio Supply & Manufacturing 
F Sh Wave Sets ar F & ave. Sets are guaranteed to give Company 

e $12.50 Complete 23 Merriam Place 
or free bulletins ST. PAUL, MINN. 

iFar RAD /P_ 7803 Senator Ave., Detroit, Mich. 
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The annual convention of the Northern Section of the New England Division 

of the A.R.R.L. will be held at Portland on Saturday, September 10th. An entirely 
new program will be offered. A chance for everyone, whether a Spark or CW Ham. 

The convention will last all day and will consist of three sessions. 

In the morning, everyone wil! have a chance to ask questions on spark apparatus 

and to inspect all the latest developments. Ten spark experts will be on hand to 

answer questions and to demonstrate apparatus. 

In the afternoon, a lecture on recent developments in CW will be followed by a 
wireless concert. Then for two hours you will have a chance to ask questions on all 

phases of CW. Ten CW experts will furnish this information and demonstrate 
apparatus. These men will be so divided that regardless of your special need 
you will find a separate division to cover it. The afternoon session will conclude 

with an organ recital by one of the world’s leading organists on the second largest 

organ in the world. 

In the evening there will be a smash up banquet, with cabaret as well, at the 

Hotel Falmouth. 

The Portland Chamber of Commerce has given the use of the City Hall all 

PRIZES will be awarded to all who are successful in the competition. We will 

not say what this competition will be until you get there, but there will be 40 prizes, 

all radio apparatus. 

It will only cost you two bucks for the whole show including the banquet, so 

come on and join the crowd. 

We are going to form a Northern New England Radio Council and all who are 
present may become charter members. 

These are but a few of the attractions. Think it over and send for your tickets 

early to H. W. Castner, A.D.M., 15 Temple St., Portland, Maine, as the space 

is limited and you may miss out if you don’t act quickly. 

CANADIAN AMATEURS! 

Send ten cents for our big illustrated catalogue and a copy of Canada’s First All- 
Radio Magazine 

ee Wirewess 

SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTER LIMITED 
33 McGill College Avenue, Montreai, P. Q. 
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FEDERAL PLEIOPHONE 

A Loud Speaking Instrument of Real 

Merit at a REASONABLE PRICE. For 

Use in Connection with 1 or More Stages 

= 

of Amplification. 

FINISHED IN BLACK ENAMEL 

VIDED WITH 6’ GREEN SILK CORD. 

Your Station is Not Complete Without It. 

Ask your dealer for Federal products. 

have them, tel] us his name. 

Send for Bulletin No. 103-WB, 
telephone jacks and plugs, 
anti-capacity switches, “Federal” 
coils, C.W. filament heating transformers, C.W. 
C.W. power transmitting apparatus, receiving equipment, 
gether with our standard radio accessories. No. 400-W 

Price 

Pleiophone 
. .$14.00 

Federal Telephone and Celegraph Co. 

Station Radio 8MF 

ITTV AT 

Testing 

AND PRO- 

If he does not 

listing amplifying transformers, 
automatic filament control jacks, 

head telephones, C.W. filter 
grid resistances, 

to- 

Buffalo, N. Y. 

—- — — -— — ee 

DX RADIOMEN! 

Ss training your ears for weak signals. Hear them QSA with 

ible and Sensitive “DX AMPLIFERS” 

‘ do not distort spark, CW or fone. Absolutely “howl proof.” Equipped with 
engra fine Beery cabinet, bus wiring, jacks, Special Grid Condenser, etc., that sell 
other ible our prices. 

Type DX-1 One Step $19 Type DX-2 Two Step $34 

(DETECTORS INCLUDED) 

DX RADIO COMPANY, Summit, Ill. Branch Sales—Argo, Ill. 
t at First National A. R.R.L. Radio Show and Convince Yourself. 

METERS iy 

VOLT $4 $3.25 AMP’S 
MI OR ACCURATE CONTROL 

iT TEMPERATURE 

AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMER 

$3.00 WINDINGS $3.00 
W READY TO MOUNT ” ” 664 

V OCKET TUBES 35c. ha ‘- ae a pa rm 
» ALUMINUM %x% in\x ingyx% ing, x% in4x% re, in 

-é : Price $1.80 140 $140 $1.20 $1.30 $1.20 
QUALITY RADIO SHOP Add 75c per 100 for nickel finish 

Box 66 Richmond, Indiana CONTINENTAL ELECTRIC CO. 

Ral CN 117 E. 129 Street, New York, N. Y. 
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Chelsea 

Variable Condensers 

(Die Cast Type) 
No. Capacity Type Size Weight Price 
1 .0Olim.f. Mounted 45%4%x3% 1%, $5.00 
2 .0006m.f. Mounted 45% x4%x2% 1% lbs. 4.50 
3 0O0llm.f. With Dial 41,x3x4 2ibs. 4.78 
3 .0Olim.f. Without Dial 4,x3x4 2 Ibs. 4.36 
4 0006m.f. With Dial 4,x3x3 1% Ibs. 4.25 
4 .0006m.f. Without Dial 44,x3x3, 1%, lbs. 3.88 

Top, bettom and knob are genuine bakelite, shaft 
of steel running in bronze bearings, adjustabie 
tension on movable plates, large bakelite dial read- 
ing in hundredths, high capacity, amply separated 
and accurately spaced plates. 

Unmeunted types will fit any panel and are 
equipped with counter-weight. 

Purchase from your dealer; if he does net earry 
it, send te us. Bulletin sent upon request. 

The CHELSEA 

Amplitying Transformer 

is a supreme attainment in the 

design of Audio Frequency Trans- 

formers. It embodies the highest 

grade of materials obtainable and 

proper design, which reflects the 

result attained namely high am- 

plification factor. It is unequalled 

either in electrical characteristics 

or good appearance. Price as 

shown $4.50 

$4.50 

Chelsea Radio Co., 15 Fifth St., Chelsea, Mass. 

: “SHORT WAVE VARIOMETER UNIT” 
Introducing a popular priced model combining the essential features of efficient design with pleasing, 
rugged construction throughout. The ideal receptor for the Radio Amateur. 
pT PPP TIT TTL ie Tet TTT Teer $45.00 

Licensed under Armstrong Patent 1,113,149 
ACE Type ATC Audion Control Cabinet . $12.00 
Of course we manufacture a complete line of other Radio Equipment such as Amplifiers, Radio Tele- 
phone Units, etc. Send 3 cents in stamps for catalc 

THE PRECISION EQUIPMENT Cco., 
2437-2439 GILBERT AVE., CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Radio 8XB You may pay more but you can’t buy better. Member A. R. R. L. 
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For Your Receiving Set, 

We recommend these four standardied unit panels. When coupled to- 
her they form a high grade, efficient short wave receiver complete with 
ion control for only THIRTY-ONE DOLLLARS. 

mn the left is shown the variocoupler, with fine and coarse primary tuning switches and 
le secondary coupling. Next is the grid variometer which controls the wave length 

‘5S to 4 0 mete s, 4 range whch may he inc-eaced if desi-ed & n five’ con- 
The third instrument is the plate variometer and last is the eudien panel with erid 

lenser, leak, socket, rheostat, etc. The variocoupler and variometers are priced at $8.00 
» and the audbon control at $7.00, all postpa.a. 
These are four instruments from the new series of unit panels which we manufacture. 

Each instrument is mounted on a panel of grained bakelite-dilecto 5” x 5’’ and the very best 
maternals, workmansh.p and design is used th ouchout Uthe~ un ts. inciuding conden- 

amplifiers, etc., are described in our catalog which will be mailed for 5c. 

THE WILC “0X LABORATORIES, LANSING, MICHIGAN 

Aerial wire Seven Strands No, Gapmper, B69 GR. nccccccccccece:s $0.90 
B Batteries: S en size $1.00; i & — $2.00; Large size with five taps. segeee .. 228 
6 Volt 11 te 80-100 Amp. Hr. e Batte-ies (Guaranteed one and one-half years) . 22.00 
Large typ nited Wireless Co. wh my ee MEN 6 ceuwab WO bas 690 66s bed dp cede tb wees 600 
WESCO ‘ sductance Coil—30 turns No. 10 Copper Wire on Formica Tube, base and clips 6.50 
Genuine MRSS Ga db ca kc bese becccccceceececes 5.50 
Ye in Polish Formica Panels cut to size 1¥ec per sq. inch. 
* in. P hed Formica Panels cut to size 2\,c per sq. inch 
Magnet V Enameled-Cotton Covered or Silk—aAll sizes from No. 16 to 36 at 75¢ per pound 
and up for latest price list. 

Add postage or express charges to above prices 

WILMINGTON ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY COMPANY 

30B 705 Adams Street Wilmington, Del. 3BE 

ee 

QsT WESTERN AMATEURS! Qst 

Buy your Radio Equipment from a 

Western Firm 

Westinghouse — DeForest — Grebe— 

Murdock— Tuska—Chelsea—Gen. Ra- 

dio—Radio Corp. 

The Winner Radio Corporation 

1710 Glenarm St., Denver, Colo. 

LET’S GET ACQUAINTED 

Send for Sample Copy of ‘Winneradio’ 

lu4 ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS 



The 
Oldest 
Wireless 
School 
In 
New England 

Formerly the 
Boston School 
of Tele graphy, 
established in 
1903. The home 
of Boston’s 
first Wireless 
Station, when a 
DeForest Trans- 
mitter was in- 
stalled at 18 
Boylston St. in 
1907 

an <a ———— 

Results Count! 

Did you know that the Massachusetts Radio & Telegraph 
School produced more Licensed First Grade Commerical 
Overators during the first six months of 1921 than any 
other wireless school in New England. 

Did you know that these men were trained in a shorter 
time and obtained higher marks on their government ex- 
aminations than students from other schools. 

Did you know that the Massachusetts Radio & Telegraph 
School established a record for the entire country by pro- 
ducing 22 graduates during a single month who obtained 
their first grade licenses. 

Did you know that 50 graduates averaged 80% out of a 
possible 90% on their government examinations. 

Send for our 44 page catalogue 
containing full information for 
prospective wireless students. 

G. R. ENTWISTLE, Director of Radio. 

18 BOYLSTON ST. COR. WASHINGTON ST., 

Dept. B Send for FREE Catalogue 

MASS. RADIO and TELEGRAPH SCHOOL 

BOSTON 

Dept. B 

RTS * AMATEURS * | 

MANUFACTURERS— WHR AK, N.Y. 

RADIO — STA. Grid Condenser 
Capacity 
.0005 MF 

i 

peat Marie! 

DEALERS & JOBBERS 
We are the originators of the RTS Condensers. 

excell all other makes, regardless of pric 

MATERIALS OBTAINABLE. 
IF YOU HAVE NOT PURCHASED YOUR CONDENSERS 

DO IT AT ONCE 
RTS—GRID CONDENSER, .0005 M.F ° 
RTS—GRID CONDENSER AND GRID LEAK .0005 MF. 
RTS—FIXFD PHONE CONDENSER 90613 M.F. 
RTS—SPECIAL—WIRE SOLDER—PER LB. ONLY. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE 

RADIO TESTING STATION, Dept. 2, 

We do not hesitate to say that our Condensers 

SIMPLICITY IS THE SECRET OF THEIR SUCCESS COMBINED WITH THE BEST GRADE 

Each $0.35 
cwede@'cete» ocean dtet ant Each -50 
eS Py Ee are Each 40 

Seek A es bade bbhee teekeb ooathe eueen 62 

Binghamton, N. Y. 
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At Last! Tuning Ease and Comfort! 

The TUSKA Knob and Dial 

FIVE LES 

ect" Type 7 

Flush In ;” hole, 
External s« ' 

Flush | hole, 
External! , 

Short long, 
4” hole panel) 

Short S long, 

ts” hole panel) 

Long S|} , 8-32 

thread ({ ka Vari- 
ometer 

SEE Tt YOUR 

You will never enjoy true 
ease and comfort in tuning 
until you use the Tuska Knob 
and Dial. Look at the knob; 
no ragged edges to dig into 
your fingers, but a_ broad, 
comfortably knurled surface, 
running flush into the dial, 
scientifically tapered for ease 
and comfort. 

Dial is three and seven- 
eighths inches in diameter, 
and scale is graduated from 
0-100, with pure white, clear- 
cut and easily legible figures. 
Good-looking—efficient 

and comfortable! 
EQUIP YOUR SET 

WITH TUSKA KNOBS 
AND DIALS,—NOwW. 

TYPE 210—PRICE $1.50 

FFER: The Tuska Knob and Dial Sent POSTPAID During September. 

THE C. D. TUSKA CO. HARTFORD, CONN 

ANNOUNCING 

UNIVERSAL 

Mod U M 3 Tuner 

W to 2500 Meters 

The t works efficiently 

Bris und CW as you 

neve! 

Becor ler in DX work in 
your ing one of these 
sets. 

Av f changing over 
for 4 - 

i ... aco é ss oneal $60.00 

Send nd dealers name for 
catalog t 

New Era Radio Sales Co. 

ELMIRA NEW YORK 

Sound Method for 

Memorizing the Code 

New Method 

Easiest, quickest and most thorough ever 
devised for learning without instruments. 

Better Results 

If you want to learn the code— 
If you want to “cinch” the signals you 

can’t remember easily— 
If you want to help some one else 

learn the code— 

GET ONE OF THESE CARDS. 

Don’t try to teach the Ears through the 
Eyes. This system teaches the signals 
as they come through the Head Phones. 

Contain both Continental and American 
Morse—Printed on Celluloid— 

Price 50c. 

WIRELESS PRESS, Inc. 

326-Q BROADWAY NEW YORK 
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Announcing 

KENNEDY 

Type 521 

TWO-STAGE 

AMPLIFIER 

Designed for those who want maxi- 

mum efficiency in an amplifier occupy- 

ing a small space. 

Mahogany cabinet with hinged cover, affording accessibility to tubes and interior. 

Special Kennedy amplifying transformers, yielding maximum amplification with 

freedom from noise and distortion. 

Plug and jack arrangement permits ready change from detector to first or second 
stage without disturbing connections to telephones. Also affords flexibility of connec- 

tions to extra phones or additional units of amplification. 

PRICE $55.00 

Ask Your Dealer 

THE COLIN B. KENNEDY COMPANY 
INCORPORATED 

RIALTO BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO 

—* 

Are YOU Using LEADER POSTS 

If not, place a trial order to day and be convinced of their un- 
usual “business-getting” qualities. 

These novel posts are DESIGNED RIGHT—STAY TIGHT— 
SELL ON SIGHT and the sizes shown are especially 
suitable for radio apparatus. 

“Corporal” Diace your FALL orders NOW—PROMPT DELIVERIES. 
25 amp. 

Made in five Write for our latest prices, EFFECTIVE AUGUST Ist. x 
sizes 4” des 

THE H. H. EBY MFG. CO., 1302 Wallace St., Philadelphia, Pa. Made in, 2 
styles 
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25°, MORE POWER IN THE AERIAL! 

* If you now must use a condenser capacity of .007 or less in 

he primary circuit of your spark transmitter, you can in- 

rease your efficiency 25% by using the ARROW disc and 

the circuit it makes possible. With this combination you 

can use a condenser capacity of .013 mf or more and still 

be on 200 meters. This means greater DX. 

} USE »=AROK— 
~ 

The ARR 12 inches in diameter and has large sparking surfaces | and 
4 incl Che electrodes are 1/16th inch in thickness. This insures 

wonder ng due both to the great peripheral speed and high wind resist- 

ance. J built on the spark-thru principle. About % H.P. is required 
to pull | W disc. 

Price $12.00 F. O. B. St. Paul.—4 or 8 tooth— 

We are in a position to build Receivers, Transmitters, Tube Sets, 

etc., to your specifications. Get our estimate—*. Send for our bargain 
list. 

TWIN CITY RADIO LABORATORY 

185 W. 6th Street Radio 9HM St. Paul, Minn. 

Wireless Amateurs — fesay 25c 

Attention: ! er = 
ure 

If you e; order from us. of 
We carry tock of High Grade paammens 
Wireless 1s of our own and —y 
other mar Getting 

pr ’ 
Rg er ig - N. A. A. TESTED CRYSTALS 

Vacuum Tube Sockets.......... $1. These exquisitely sensitive minerals are the 
De ...5eccnne ede seeene 1.25 best that money = buy for -_ yee = 

4 ! R R- ; e ts & wave meter work. Each crystal is individually 
22% Vert , REITER. co 5s : eo tested, wrapped in foil and packed in a con- 
Rasco Dials coeeeeecece ° venient lithographed tin container. N. A. A. 
Rubber Bind ,.. eee .20 — susted. we - the original 

ena — test crystals. o avoid their many _ imi- 
Tested — 1 Coil All Si: vt 40 tation, look for the signature of J. S. NEW- 
Latera ounce ons. izes. MAN on each box. Formerly 35c per crystal 
Send 5c f irfe illustrated catalog. At good Radio Dealers 

ee = shipped Now " 
AA irect post-paid on re- 

J. vie PAQUIN, ceipt of price. Sili - ECTRICAL SHOP, (Galena or Silicon) 
Tt THE NEWMAN-STERN CO. 

Newman-Stern Bidg., 787 Queen St. West, Toronto, Ont. Clevelar.d, Ohio 

LEARNER’ 8 SETS QST de 8AFO all NRH and Vicinity 
We sell Radiotrons, DeForest, Acme Appara- 

B Batteries, Brandes and Bald- tus, Burgess 
high tone er type key external win Fones, Eldridge meters, Remler, Tuska, 
t + * d instructions. Clapp-Eastham, Magnavox, Genuine Willard 6-8@ 
one ad c batteries $30.00. Consult us before you buy. 

;P ostpaid Ask for information and latest bulletins. 

AJAX ELECTRIC CO. KRAUS BATTERY CO. 
Palmer St Cambridge 38 Mass. 3425 W. 25. CLEVELAND, O. 
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BRANDES 

SS 

MAKE YOUR OWN REGENERATIVE SET From This COMBINATION 

Comfortable 

As An Old Hat 

A Brandes Wireless Headset can be worn as comfortably as 
an old soft hat. Automatically adjustable; easy-fitting; 
light in weight. May be kept on, through the longest 
sittings, without a headache or other discomfort. 

Why wear a heavy, cumber- 
some, binding or tiresome 
headset when you can have 
a comfortable—and 100%- 
efficient—Brandes? Three 
types: $8, $12, $14. 

“Navy” type Headset, $14.00 

“Superior” type Headset, 

$8.00 

Sold on 10 days trial. Money 
refunded if not satisfactory. 

Send 5c for Catalog F. 

DEALERS, Write for Propo- 
sition 

C. BRANDES, INC. 

Room 821, 32 Union Sq., New York City 

These instruments are wound with . 
extra heavy wire to reduce the 
resistance, and have special long 
bearings with a spiral spring in- 
serted to insure a perfect and 
self cleaning contact at all times 
The taps on the Vario-Coupler 
are arranged in two groups Fur- 
nished with round or square base. 

PRICES PREPAID 
Variometer as illustrated. . . .$6.00 
Variometer mounted on for- 

mica panel & Dial complete 8.50 
Vario-Coupler as illustrated 6.00 
Vario-Coupler mounted on for- 

mica panel complete with 
two switches & Dial... .$10.00 

Bulletin #10 sent on request. 
Dealers furnished with discounts. 

Simplex Radio Co. 1013-15 Ridge Ave. Phila. Pa. 
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Fo : 
Wave R 
to get one 

We 
pletion! 

I 
Write 
We ca 

“CINOPHO? 

WHICH WILL IT BE OM? 

coming DX season will find your station equipped with a Variometer Short 
t And you will want a RECORD BREAKER if it don’t break a bank 

either in solid mahogany cabinets or knocked down to various stages of com- 

DETECTOR $18.50 AMPLIFIER $40.00 
orice lists. Complete wiring specifications furnished with parts. 

line of Standard equipment and manufacture C-W apparatus and complete 

CINO RADIO MFG. COMPANY, 

218 West 12th Street. 8XY 

CINCINNATI, OHIO. 
li ei 

l 

Thoroughly Inspect 

The 

MI-KERM ROTARY 

Quenched Spark Gap 

BOOTH 9 AT BOOTH 15 

NATIONAL A.R.R.L. CONVENTION 

MI-KERM RADIO COMPANY 

BURLINGTON, - - - IOWA 

—_— 

— | &. 
DO YOU KNOW THAT:— AMATEURS!! . 3 (due-lateral) ave the best Are you getting ready for the coming Radio 
1. BI-LAT! eta ion? season? ou will find our bulletin interesting. 

type of a ae @ long pores recept We have a complete line of parts among them: 
2. SINGLE 8 OS Oe ee ot ae KNOBS, BINDING POSTS, SWITCH POINTS 
— 25 hed only by the best regen- AERIAL WIRE, CHELSEA | DIALS, CROSLE 
erators . V-T ’ ON RS, IN L. » 

3. UNIT RI NG INDUCTANCES is our BATTERY HYDROMETERS, ee 
P poet of. N will be mailed to you for 3c? Send two cents in stamps for our circular 

. TACK wEl , STERLING RADIO EQUIPMENT CO. 
P. J. STOCK WELL, nex 157-A, Reading, Mass. anne, Guenee pom. aohinn MY. 

ALKALI! TORAGE “B” BATTERIES 
I oak ca s of service without ex- ; In onk “Sim “ram ‘overehargtn Everything for the Amateur 

hort ne idle. Plain with ¢ ° 
inn aon e iding rectifier, — GENUINE AUDIOTRONS 

d direct volte $8.00; fifty volts > 
310 00 $12.00. es" 25% od $6.00 Prepaid 

erie witches ted in neatly . 
pane mo Pictures upon request. \coneneine Kedar Supply Co. 

KIM CTRIC COMPAN veston, Texas. 
290 Winslow A Buffalo, N. Y. : 

10 
EP I EE OL SES 
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If it’s a RADIOPHONE.--It’s a DeFOREST Invention 

RADIOPHONE 
G6 US PaT OFF 

Get the “Interpanel” Idea---It’s Cheaper in the End 

Besides—it’s more efficient—in fact, the 
most efficient system of wireless made. 

No discarded appar- 
atus. To increase The DeForest ‘“Interpanel’” Radiophone 
raat = System is built on the unit idea, like a 

sectional bookcase. To lengthen your range, 

you merely add another unit. 

Each panel is surprisingly small and com- 
pact, and a four panel station occupies but 
relatively little space (see illustration at 
left.) 

The “Interpanel” System is for both ama- 
teur and commercial CW telephone and tele- 
graph radio stations. 

FOUR PANEL STATION 
Complete set of four units, mounted horizon- . 

tally. It is the only system that absolutely assures 
(1) Complete radio “Midget” transmitter. Phone full efficiency in CW transmission. 

sending range 380 miles (OT-3). 

(2) Complete short wave tuner, 150 to 600 20 . 
meters (MT-100). Before deciding on your wireless outfit, 

(3) Complete audion control, especially for carefully investigate the DeForest “Inter- 
gaseous tubes (MP-100). panel ” 
(4) Complete one-step amplifier (MP-200). 
(5) <Any additional step of amplification may 

be added. Address Dept. 99 for catalogue. 

DeForest Radio Tel. & Tel. Co., 1415 Sedgwick Ave., N. Y. City 

Inventors, Licensers and Manufacturers of High Grade Radio Apparatus. 

Pacific Coast Distributors, 

Henry M. Shaw, Pacific Radio Supplies Co., 683 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal. 

LONG LIFE--CLEAR RECEIVING 

are the features of 

BURGESS ‘“‘B”’”’ BATTERIES 

All sizes from the Navy type down to the 

Baby “B.” With and without taps 

Send for catalogue 

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY 

Harris Trust 3ldg. : 3 CHICAGO 
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--FOR BEST RESULTS-- 

Let Sagi: lio & Electric Co. supply your wants, CW, Spark, and Receiving 
apparatu y to ship upon receipt of your order. Our products based upon ten 
years act rience, therefore we handle only the best. 

DID YOU EVER HEAR 8AAK BEFORE THE WAR? 
HAVE YOU EVER HEARD (8AAK) 8BP SINCE THE WAR? 
ARE YOU GETTING 7-9 tenths amps. PHONE RADIATION WITH A 5W TUBE? 
ARE YOU GETTING ALL FROM THE ETHER? 

DID y¥Y‘ GET THE RETURNS FROM THE CARP-DEMP FIGHT? WE 
DID. USING OUR EQUIPMENT AND PUT SAME ON AT LOCAL THEATER. 
OUR REGENERATIVE RECEIVER DID THAT FOR US. 

Fellows let se you and supply your every need in 
Westinghouse Somerville 
DeForest Saginaw Radio & Electric 
Federal Chelsea 
Rad Corp. of Am. Burgess 
Western Electric Adams Morgan 
Brandes Electrose Mfg. 
John Firth Clapp-Eastham 
M rc k Acme 

Note our pparatus manufactured in past months QST. Talk to fellows using 
our reget arts and let them convince you that they find our parts superior to 
all othe makes. Michigan amateurs HEARING 6EA using only one step 
amp. Her re our rotary switch is used to advantage changing from the short 
wave set ng wave set with only one operation. 

Saginaw Radio & Electric Co. 

118 SO. WATER STREET, SAGINAW, MICHIGAN 

amateur 
to 

at a Rectifier panel. Size of panel, 12 in. x 15 in. 
and the off no NO ian an an aia ce ie ai . $130 
the A. R. I Two-step Amplifiers. Size of panel, 5° in. x 

8 in. Built with:—Federa!l transformers, 
o_o ‘ plugs and jacks, Paragon rheostats and XX 

and best eo Bakelite. Price $45 
SPECIAL—6 Volt—60 Ampere Storage Batter- 

“Radio New 

= = — 

GES 
THE BIGGEST RADIO OFFER Advanced Amateurs 

YOU EVER HEARD OF! Introductory Offer of the 

Be pects arrangement between the BRONX RADIO EQUIPMENT 
publishers, th e bie radio magazines of the COMPANY 

country are ' svailable for a limited time at 687 Courtlandt Ave. Bronx, N. Y. 
a special rat ordered together: Continption Long and Sheet wave set, Size of 

a . 15 in. 15 in. 150 to 20,000 “Pacific Radio } sie All for eimeters. , Price on gcse tegen: - ° $125 neer journ stern t t. tubes. 50 t 
radio deve One Year “250 ——, Panel 12 in. r 15”. Price $130 

oO tube teleph 2 ibl 5 to 50 “QST.” dev for ue See — one se ossible penge c+. 

periodical 

Don’t mi tunity to secure the best ieliteed es oe — on eae 
contemporar ratere of America coming Short wave regenerative sets. Size of panel, 

ur do onth for —_— . 64% in. x 16 in. Price.... — , : 
md _— : a Pena 4 — C.N.—-113 Navy set. Slightly used. Price $125 
ing in real Send in your subscripticn ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON RECEIVING, 
today! TRANSMITTING AND ’PHONE SETS BUILT 

— TO YOUR OWN IDEA AND SPECIFICATION. 
QST, 1045 Main St., Hartford, Conn. FULL LINE OF ALL STANDARD MAKES OF 

RADIO APPARATUS. 

ANTENNA MATERIAL 

Light S17 L. TUBING and ALUMINUM supports for Cages. GALVANIZED 
HARDWAI ELECTROSE AND PORCELAIN INSULATION. HARD DRAWN 
plain an + anded WIRE. 

Catalog and Price list in preparation. 

R. C. PALMER, - - - Hartford, Connecticut 
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Announcing 

The CROSLEY Variable Condenser 
Pat. Pend. 

“Better—Costs Less” 
This Condenser 

works on an entirely 
new principle. The 
two plates are hinged 
and are opened and 
closed like a book by 
means of a_ specially 
designed cam. The 
plates are surfaced with 
copper. One copper 

“sheet is covered with 
mica so that when the 

two plates are clamped tightly together the maxi- 
mum capacity is obtained. The maximum capacity 
of this Condenser will average about .0008. We 
rate it conservatively, however, at .@0065. 

This Condenser has several 
advantages over the ordinary 
type of air condenser. Will 
stand 1000 volts without 
breaking down. It can there- 
fore be used for CW work. 
Has no body or hand capacity 
effect. Has much greater sig- 
nal strength due to the fact that mica is a much 
more efficient dielectric than air. The calibration 
curve of this Condenser is almost a straight line. 
Has unusually low zero capacity—.00006. 
Price without knob and dial...............- $1.25 
With knob amd Glial... wcocccccccccsecs sotcs Be 
Mounted in cabinet with knob and dial....... 2.50 

Sold on a GUARANTEE of absolute satisfaction 
or money refunded. 

A SMASHING HIT! 6° 

The Crosley V-T Socket 60c se 
“BETTER—COSTS LESS” \ rT J 
This Socket is made of porcelain— +) aie 
the ideal material for the purpose. \ a 
Our own special design makes pos- 7 
sible the use of this material. Has al ) 
many advantages over other typ*s fog i 
of sockets, in addition to moderate ¥ iN 
price. Suitable for either panel or | ‘ie 
base mounting. If your dealer does Ste, 9) 
not handle them, order direct and o ~ wy 
send us his name. 

— a. = 

but as a protection from dust, di 

The tendency in the radio field today is to put ap- 
paratus in cabinets not only for appearance’s sake, 

rt, atmospheric con- 
ditions, ete. Realizing the demand for attractive 
stock cabinets of various size s, we are building 
them in quantities in our large wood working plant. 
These cabinets are all uniform in style. The pan- 
els are rabbated in to the front. As the outside 
dimensions and inside dimensions are either larger 
or smaller than the panel itself, we show panel 
size and also inside dimensions. 
not include the panels. 

Prices quoted do 

All cabinets are waxed antique mahogany finish. 
Wood used is either gum, genu 
or quartered oak. Lids or tops 
and prices are shown below: 

ine solid mahogany 
are hinged. Sizes 

For CABINETS Mahogany or 
Panel Inside Dimensions Quartered 
Size High Wide Deep Gum Oak 
6x7 5Y,"’ 6y,” 7" $2.50 $3.85 
6x10% 5%.” 10’ 7” 2.75 4.40 
6x14 5,” 134,"" 7 3.30 5.55 
6x21 54,” 204,"" 7? 3.90 7.30 
9x14 8,” 134,"" 10” 3.70 6.80 

12x14 114,” 134%," 10” 4.40 6.80 
12x21 114,”’ 204,” 10” 5.25 10.60 

Cash must accompany order. No C.O.D's. We 
pay transportation charges. 

We can furnish genuine formica panels *%” thick, 
cut to the following dimensions: 
6x14: 7x12: 6x21: 7x18: 9xl 

6x7; 6x10%: 7x9: 
4: 12x14: 14x18: 

18x21. Price of panels—2c. per square inch. For 
odd sizes order the next largest 
We pay postare. 

size: we will trim. 

Every article bearing the name “CROSLEY” is 
GUARANTEED to give absolute satisfaction or 
money will be refunded. 

We shall be pleased to send li 
the above mentioned and other 

terature describing 
radio apparatus to 

any one free of charge upon request. Get your 
name on our mailing list to re 
tins of other new Crosley produc 

ceive latest Bulle- 
ts If your dealer 

does not handle our goods, order direct and send 
us his name. 
Dept. QST #3, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

VARIABLE — ACE “B” BATTERIES — PLAIN | 

INSIST ON GETTING THE BEST: “ACE” “B” BATTERIES OR WRITE TO US 

DEALERS—Sell the “Best” and. increase demand. Write for Catalog No. 15 

Cat. No. Size Voltage Hrs. Ser. Lbs. Taps. Price 
673 Plain 21/.x2x3% 22% 400 1 $1.50 
623 Variable 24ex2x3% 222 400 1 5 1.75 
6°5 Plain 3 x4x6% 224 1400 5 2.50 
625 Variable 3 x4x6%, 22% 1400 5 5 3.00 
626 Variable 3 x8x6% 45 3000 10 6 6.00 
626 Plain 3 x8x6% 45 3000 10 5.00 

A few of the dealers handling Ace “B" Batteries 
Am. Electro Tech. Appliance Co., New Yor! Hygrade Electric Novelty Co., New York 
Continental Radio & Electric Corp., New York Manhattan Elec. Supply Co., New York 
Dreyfuss Corporation, New York M. Muller, Boston, Mass 
W. B. Duck, Toledo, Ohio Vimy Suvply Co., Toronto, Canada 
Wileox Lab., Inc., Lansing, Mich Whitall Elee. Co., Springfield, Mass. 

See page 100 for our new Ace type 45 volt variable “B” Battery 

ACE BATTERY MFG. CORP. 

44 COURT STREET Phone Main 8379 BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 
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WARN 
Consider well your situation. 
Govern yourself accordingly. 

ING 

Every man should have a HOBBY and what is more interesting than Wireless? 
MORAI make Wireless yours. 
Then consider—what shall I buy? 

spend money for inferior goods? 
CAN FOOL 
CAN'T FOOL ALL OF THE PEOPLE Al 

SOME OF THE PEOPLE SOME OF THE 
.L OF THE TIME.” a of those that are fooled some of the time? 

Shall I buy apparatus of proven merit o7 
Do you remember the old adage, “YOU 

BUT YOU 
Why be one 

If you buy goods of us you will 

TIME, 

get goods that carry a guarantee and know that you are getting the best for 
your money. 

E SETS DETECTORS, CRYSTAL 
- D-101 De Forest oS paee 2.60 
Trans- RPDA Grebe pastyeuss. 2.75 

set 8854 Jove ‘ 2.80 
$175.00 Midget detector and one 680 90.00 SEED sacesecscecdsese 24.00 

-680 51.00 Midget detector and two 
IAL) Tt t cas enneoceceaoens 40.00 

65.00 Midget detector panel’ re- 
680 65.00 generative feed back.... 11.00 

IAL) LOUD SPEAKERS 
80.00 Magnavoxes .........++:« 45.00 

stage VEGGIE ccccccccsncsoce 25.30 
180.00 Phonetron; Sound and elec- 

wave tric converter .. 45.00 
ete. 210.00 AMPLIFIERS 

5500 RORH Grebe two stage 
85.00 auto control ... 55.00 

e cir- Acme Y-2 Amplifier. 13.00 
ers 15.00 General Radio Two Stage. . 50.00 

strol Firco (PREMIER) six 
of stage Audio roy 

AGI cvccccessecss 170.00 
nducement for the next two months we will allow 

Midget two stage amplifier 30.00 
Midget ,one stage amplifier 18.00 

TELEPHONES 
Brown adjustable ....... $18.00 
Baldwins Type F ........ 16.25 
Brandes (ALL. TYPE) $8. to vr 
Murdocks 2000 ohms .... 4.50 
Murdocks 3000 ohms.. : 5.50 
Brownlie new type . 12.50 

AUDION CONTROL PANELS 
RORH Grebe with Tickler 

connection 
Y-1 Acme in eshinst 10.00 
Paragon moulded, very neat 6.00 
General Radio variable grid 

condenser and leak 
Remler control panel, late 

type ‘ rr : 
5 per cent. discount on the above 

32.06 

: do not find the article you are looking for in the above list we will gladly ship 
you desire at the prevailing price. 

TECO RADIO CO. 

lesiring Amrad products we can quote 20 per cent. off list. 

Boston, Mass. 

Battery 
Price 
ready 

paying your B Batteries. Buy 
direct facturer and know that 
you Batteries at the right 
pr parcel post charges and 
guara t give better satis- 
factior ther B Battery. 

Volt- Hrs. 
Cat. } re Taps age Ser- Price 

1623 Pla x2x3 22% 400 $1.00 
1623 Va <2x3 5 22% 400 1.20 
1625 Pla «4x6 22%, 1400 1.95 
1625 Va ~4x6% & 22% 1400 2.35 
1626 Pla x8x6 5%, 45 3000 4.25 
1626 Va <8x6%, 6 45 3000 4.50 

W \RD BATTERY CO. 

LARGE QUANTITIES REW WASHING MACHINE motors 
These are of standard manufacture and eater ie te Shipped in original boars, Coe —_ = jrinders, Cream Separators Bottle Was = 
Seal Lathes. Btx 
Med 55.00 cast & Maney order 
We will send €.0.D. sub 
pect to full examination a 7 ac 5 e oe Ricaey Bort Geersnten stsiages Special Quantity Pricae-Vaheo $32.90 

MANUFACTURERS DIS TRIBUTER 
GHAS. H. JOHNSTON - 9.x 19 W.E, Pittsbergh, Pa. 

tees sv rent ee rat me tee 

a 

RADIO CONSTRUCTION CO. | 
Manufacturers of all kinds of Wireless Telephone 
and Telegraph apparatus. Panel drilling and en- 
graving a specialty. Binding Posts, stops, switch 
points, nuts and screws of all sizes. 

42 Maverick Square 
Winthrop Block East Boston, Mass. 

Dept. R ith St., BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Sunni! FIOUAUONAUANIUOAUUEEYENNUENAU ENA EUOEAANAT ONO DAN THANE 
To all SUNKIST RADI-O-ITES 

Finding tha <press charges on the heavier 
goods from st are so high as to eat up 
the profits lraw my offer to deliver in Cali- 
fornia free portation charges. 

L. F. JOHNSON 
ALTADENA RADIO LABORATORY 

1dena, Calif 
wnunnnnttiin MMII 
114 

Best of Everything in 

Radio Apparatus and Parts. 

Send Stamp for Cataleg “Q” 

J. H. BUNNELL & CO. 

32 Park Place, New York 
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Some Exceptional Offers 

The Ideal Choke Coils have many feat- 
ures which make them the best on the 
market. After trying many values of in- 
ductance with several different capacities 
we have found that these Chokes when 
used with a 1 Mfd Condenser make up 
the most .efficient filter it is possible to 

conceive. 
Coils have an inductance of 1 Henry, 

the core is of the highest grade silicon 
steel, and each coil will pass 500 milli- 

. amperes without absorbing any of it. 

Type ICC IDEAL DOUBLE CHOKE COIL. . .$7.00 
IDEAL SINGLLE CHOKE COIL... 5.00 

The Ideal 1Mfd 1000 Volt Guaranteed Filter Con- 
densers were designed to work with the Ideal Chokes. 
Two of these Condensers and a double Choke Coil make 

> mos icie filter syste at it is possible to =D nost efficient filter system tha is possib canneueen 

May also be used in any part of a C-W and Fone Fre 

circuit that a high capacity condenser is needed. we 

Each Condenser is tested at 1500 Volts and the 
initials of the tester are marked on them. When one is 
faulty we know immediately upon whom the responsi- 

bility rests. 

IDEAL GUARANTEED FILTER CONDENSER... .$2.00 Type CWC 

DEALERS WRITE 

POWER TUBES IDEAL MOTOR-GENERATORS 
Radiotron 5 Watt : 500 Volt 100 Watt 
Radiotron 50 Watt : 500 Volt 200 Watt 
Singer 37 Watt ! Type MGF Filter 

TUBE ACCESSORIES RADIO METERS 
Socket for 50 Watt Tube 0-100, 0-300 MA D.C , 

0-1, 0-3, 0-5 Thermo Ammeters 12.00 
SNe We Ca sox hc S vc ssce 15.00 

ACME CW APPARATUS 0-1000 Volts D.C............. 22.00 
50 Watt CW Transformer . 
200 Watt CW Transformer ' CW Re ens EQUIPMENT 
50 Watt Filament Heater . AGN-2 , wou eree tae 
150 Watt Filament Heater ° MOORHEAD TUBES 
Modulation Transformer ' Electron Relay 

CW CONDENSERS Amplifier-Oscillator 
Wireless Shop .0004 Mfd r Rectifier Tube 
Wireless Shop .0006 Mfd ‘ EVEREADY B BATTERIES 
Wireless Shop .0008 Mfd ‘ 45 Volt Tapped 

FEDERAL MICROFONES 22.5 Volt Large 3.00 
260-W Hand Microfone , LOW VOLTAGE CONDENSERS 
262-W Panel with bracket ‘ 600 Volt 1 Mfd 1 
263-W Penel Mounting : 600 Volt 2 Mfd 
Federal Plug : .00025 Mfd for UV-200 

“9XAH” SEND 10c FOR C-W CATALOG “9XAH” 

IDEAL APPARATUS CO., 1901 E. Louisiana St., Evansville, Ind. 

ALWAYS MENTION QS T WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS 



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 

Five cents per w« 
and address must 
by the 10th 
——————— 
AGENTS WA! 
“WorkRite Rec 
boy wants one 
good money 

FOR SALE: Hor 
oil condenser 

VU“ 

Radioctron and det 
Murdeck 21 and 
and VT2. Wes 
perfect——just 
transformer, new 
funded if not 
Ave., St. Louis 

FOR SALE: 
ceiver with a 
description F 
Marietta, Ohic 

LICENSES: i 
Examination t 
send you samp 
descriptive litera 
Radio Amateu 

“Q.S.T.”—Two 
dition—$30.00 
Audion contr 
16th St.. Brook! 

FOR SALE 
with few coils 
pictures and 
Ave., Detroit, M 

FOR SALE 
volt Esco cene 
C.W. transforn 
$30.00 A ! 
Kentucky 

STATE YOUR 
are the best 
of any kind 
Laborator ies V 

tubes. on 1 
Thordarson 
former, rota 
These instrum 
for some one 

. Lyons, Ar 

A BARGAT’ 
amp! fier 
comb coils 
for details 
Washineton 

$3 brings 
Ammcter 
Regular p 
small C.W 
prepaid or 
as the quant 
Hamilton A 

SELL Cc! 
pistol $22 
detect 
make 
Saginaw 

SELI new 
short wave 
detector: 
potent or t 
dition, « 
Camp 0: 

FOR SALI 
sisting 1 K V 
mica conden 
o.T. two 
Want: o 
ator, 110-22 
Neck, Maine 

i16 

A ks perfectly. 

4 Murdock 

i per insertion, in advance. Name 
ounted. Copy must be received 

» for succeeding month's issue. 

every community to sell 
ts” at $6.00 complete. Every 

Chance to earn 
kRite Mfe. Co. Cleveland, Ohio. 

wb coll set, Acme transmitting 
m and detector complete $5, 
$5 Baldwin phones, Bran 

late condensers. Acme amplifier 
t ampere milliamp meter D.C.— 
ed by Weston Co., Power 

© to 110 ome K.W. Money re- 
ed F. E. Cannings, 5254a Page 

nd short wove regenerative re- 
ntrols Price $50. Write for 
Uhrhane, 628 Fourth St., 

students for the Government 
eur and commercial. Let us 

estions end answers. Write for 
e Consulting Engineers for the 

654, Washington, D. C. 

Dubilier condensers in good con- 
sections—$2.00 section. 

4 7 50 Radio 2PF, 817 East 

t fifteen panel long wave set 
In good condition. Write for 

Edward Thurber, 3466 Lincoln 

t motor-renerator, $50.00; 500 
£50.00; 200 watt Acme mounted 

00; Grebe regenerative CR-2, 
922 Washington, Newport, 

t-EMENTS. Our radio supplies 
ect. We meke to order srets 

sction guaranteed. Enfield Radio 
n, Massachusetts. 

tation—new instruments—used 
CRL paragon, 1 CRL AGN2 
Baldwin phones, 3 Radiotron 
larson transformer, one 1 KW 
ye 1 KW oscillation trans- 
w key, battery charger, etc. 
brand mew and a good buy 

it. Save some money. R. 

| DeForest set with a 2 step 
oak cabinet, with 9 honey- 

ed. complete set for $75. Send 
Mart a; Schick, 401 West 
ne, Ind. 

type hot-wire 
nd im perfect cond'tion. 

0-25 Amp Ideal for 
Unusual opportunity. Sent 

sith panel 

O.D for $3. Better act today 
ed Cc. J. Goette, 2JU, 1624 
ven, N. Y. 

th and Wesson automatic 
ton Tuner, $7.50. Radiotron 

st DL coils or standard 
ocoupler. Russell Ireton, 

fagnavox $37.50; Grebe CR-3 
eceiver $48.00; Grebe RORH 
sand batteries, with DeForest 
$14.50 All excellent con- 
prepaid. J. W. Reynolds, 

ice, Camp Meade, Maryland. 

ANGE 1FB's transmitter con- 
Wireless “coffin,” eight sections 

nous gap. Hyra rotor, and 
Weston A.C. 0-25 ammeter. 

240 or 500 cycle motor gener- 
ve L. G. Cumming, routs 

AMATEURS—2 variometers and 1 variocoupler $12.50. 
Agents for DeForest, Grebe, Chelsea, etc. Stratfield 
Radio Laboratory, R.F.D. No. 1, Bridgeport, Conn. 

FOR (SALE; Motor generator outfit, Robbins & 
Meyer .P.. G. E. 500 volt .32 amps., $50.00. 
M -<A 4. Smith, Gloucester, Mass. 

BARGAINS: Vulcan Electric soldering wen $2.75; 
Holtzer-Cabot Induction Motor % H.P . 1800 r.p.m. 
$10; two filter (choke) coils, $5; 350 volt D.C. gen- 
erator, 32 V. D.C. drive, new, $50; or sw for 
Grebe C.R.3., Portable voltmeter 0 to 10 V. D.C, $5, 
% K.W. rotary gap, complete Ss.00. ae ~ eae 
only. Satistaction —— 
Ninth St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

FOR SALE: Audion panel. Other stuff. Write Gee. 
Schmid, Neenah, Wis. 

SHORT WAVE REGENERATIVE > RECEIVER $45 
cabinet set absolutely new $30, quick sale. C. O. 
Sayder, Richmond, Indiana. 

FOR SALE: SWY's spark transmitter, “consisting of 
1 KW Blitzen transformer, special synchronous gap, 
80 plate oil i sed « , heavy copper ribbos 
oscillation transformer, line protectors, etc. Suitable 
for a D.X. and efficient installation, A for 
and further information. H. R. Cambcidee 
Springs, Pa. 

GREBE CR-2 with detector two ste 
walnut cabinet $55.00. Porter Liller, 

FOR SALE: | One Vy kw. Amrad quenched gap, $13.00. 
One 50-watt Acme C.W. transformer, mount $10. 

Three -1’s, Two VT-2’s, used 2 hours, $10 each. 
110 v\ 60 cycle 

be used 

‘amplifier | in 
eyser, W. Va. 

used 6 hours, $5 each. One % hp. 
motor, $10. One 1/10 h.p. D.C. motor, may 
as seperate. $5. One Gen. Radio 0-1 H.W. ammeter, 
+. . F. Furey, Box 629, Hartford, Conn. 

FELLOWS: Get a good battery hydrometer for your 
A battery. postpaid 70 cents. Send for bulletin of 
radio parts, 2c stamp. Sterling Radio Equipment 
Company, 2723 Cooper Ave., Brooklyn, Nn. ¥. 

SELL: Ace regenerative receiver, $30; 440 watt 
Packard transformer in home made case, $10; Murdock 
oscillation transformers and oil glass plate condenser, 

Carlisle Benjamin, Clyde, We 

ANTENNA MATERIAL—Light §ssteel tubing and 
aluminum supports for cages. Galvanized hardware. 
Electrose and porcelain insulation. Hard drawn plain 
ond stranded wire. Catalog and price list in prepara- 
tion. R. C. Palmer, Hartford, Conn. 

SELL OR TRADE—*  K.W. Packard qwenofermer $10, 
cil immersed plate giass condenser (without oil) 
$8, new audiotrons $4. R. Oppermann, 3000 Lincoln 
Ave., Chicago, Il. 

FOR SALE—Half K.W. set in sound proof box in- 
cluding Acme 500 transformer (new type), Dubilier 
.007 condenser (14500 volts), Murdock rota parts 
ra umes 6000 RP.M. motor, home-ma O.T. 

kick-back preventer copper strip throughout, 
a a block. All in first-class condition. Price, 
$50.00 complete. Prices quoted separately. Please 
reply by writing only. J. R. Morse, 17 Hawes St., 
Brookline, Mass. 

ANYTHING and EVERYTHING in Radio. Radio-phone 
a specialty, meters, transfo mers, etc. Whatever you 
want, ask for. Mack's Phone Shop, 483 Main St., 
Ansonia, Conn. 

FOR SALE—"Penna”™” short wave regenerative re- 
ceiver (new), cost $48, sell $35. Honeycomb tuner, 
consists of 3 coils, bakelite panel and switches, $9. 
Loose coupler, $4; condenser, $3; phones $6.50; 
crystal detector, $1.50 (dustproof); 1 K.W. trans- 
former, $16; 1 K.W. rotary gap, $8; 1 K.W. oscillation 
trans. $10; hot wire meter, $4.50; wavemeter, $6; 
The above for $90.00. Other apparatus. Daryl 
McClung, 1221 9th Ave., Huntington, W. Va. 

SPECIAL GARAGE MOTORS: Manufactured by the 
General Electric Co., 1 H.P. $78.50—2 H.P. $110.00— 
3 HP. $128.50—5 H.P. $166.50. All sizes both single 
and Polyphase Motors for immediate delivery. Special 
chargin enerators all voltages. Write for catalog. 
Motor Sa es, Dept. 19, West End, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

One hundred dollars cash or certified check buys my 
spark transmitter as _ is, B. 294 Ashmont St., 
Dorchester, Mass., 1AE 

ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS 
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FOR SALE: Synchronous gap used at 9HM. Per- 
fect condtion. Complete, $57.00. J. Otterholm, 
785 Aldine St., St. Paul, Minn. 

WRITE for our price lists! Attractive offers! The 
Dalles Radio Supply Co., Box 27, The Dalles, Oregon. 

Variometers $3.50, vario-couplers 
amplifying transformers $3.50. New. 
Atlantic Ave., Atlantic City, N. J. 

WANTED: Back numbers of QST. 
Avon Lake, Ohio. 

SNAP—'¥, K.W. Packard for 1 K.W. 
$30. Ed. Elliott, Menasha, Wis. 

FOR SALE: OD. C. Jewells; 500 V. $13; 5 amp. $5; 
3 Amrads at 75c; Tuska inductance $4.50; Connecticut 
microphone without bracket $2.50. Cash wanted. E. 

laine, 424 Washington St., Hibbing, Minn. 

FOR SALE: Oscillation 
International motor-generator, filament 
Grebe CR-4 and audion control. Bargains. 
656 Day Ave. S. W., Roanoke, Va. 

BARGAIN: 
neatly made efficient 
details upon request. 
Rochester, N. Y. 

mounted 
2011 

$3.75, 
Haas, 

W. A. Mason, 

type R. Sell, 

retary gap, 
transformer, 

Wobhlford, 

transformer, 

Half kilowatt spark transmitter. A ve 
set with enclosed gap. Full 

Dean, 86 Vermont St., 

Triple geared honeycomb receiver with audion con- 
trols in genuine mahogany cabinet, with 4 coils, $35. 
Write for description. E. Siemseen, Alden, Minn. 

DETECTOR and two “a? oe ing panel with auto- 
matic control jacks, Unensunted amplifying 
transformer A2, $2.50. “i Brown 8000 ohm phones, 
$25.00. Leitch, Park Drive, West Orange, N. J 

MUST SELL: $75 Long Wave Regenerative Cabinet 
Receiver $40. Completely assembled, unwired com- 
bination transmitting and receiving cabinet for radio- 
phone transmission and regenerative reception on all 
wave lengths; complete with four tubes, AC rectifier 
to give plate current, and Duo-lateral coils; sacrifice 
for Tresco long wave tuner $7. Home-made 
short wave regenerative set $12. P. H. Craig, 3397 
Glenmore Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio. 

BARGAIN: 1 K.W. 20,000 V. for $20. H. E. Boernge, 
524 Redfield Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 

CANADIAN AMATEURS: For Sale, 
DeForest Tuner & Detector, Wireless Specialty 

three valve re- 
ceiver, 
2 valve amplifier—cabinet finished—price less duty 
and exchange—only used twice—particulars and 
hotographs. W. Herbert, 1113 Sandwich St., West 
indsor, Ontario, Canada. 

LEARN the code before you send. Send for an AJAX 
ractice set. With lever key and hytone adjustable 
uzzer, code and instructions, price $1.75 postpaid. 

Ajax Electric Co., 28 Palmer St., Cambridge 38, ose 

AUTO MOTORS SUPPLIES: Buick—Michigan—Stod- 
dard-Dayton—E. M. F.—Cadillac—Overland—Continen- 
tal and Buda Motors. All types, $50.00 each and up. 
New Dixie Magnetos $20.00. Splitdorf High Tension 
Magnetos $10.00. Kellogg Pumps $3.50. Auto-Lite 
enerators, new $10.00. Aijr gauges $0.65. emy 
gnition Coils, new $3.00. [Electric and gas head- 

lamps, coils, distributor heads, air compressors, etc. 
Write for catalog. Motor Sales, Dept. 19, West End, 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

FOR SALE: 1 K.W. Darling, special, 30,000 volt 
transformer, oil immersed. J-Ray (14 pt.) disc, 1/10 

P. G. E. motor and $31.00, or sell separate. 
Radio A ratus Co.’s undamped wave set (complete) 
$68.00. ussell Huckstep, Lebanon, — Indiana. 

FOR SALE: 1 K.W. Therdarsen, R; Tesla coils; 
rotary condenser's; 
former; 

gap; motor; oscillating trans- 
wire, and other new wireless goods. Write 

with stamp. J. Buckley, Bureau of Standards, 
Washington, D. Cc. 

FOR SALE: DeFerest_ radiephene, type O, 60 cycle 
A.C. supply with 2 rect. tubes, $160. V. Hodge, 433 
So. Sixth Ave., Mount Vernon, N. Y. 

EDISON B Battery elements. Make your own. Can 
be recharged and lasts for years. Harry Morrell, 
52 Goffe St.. New Haven, Conn. 

K.W. Thordarson, $15.00. E. W. Kim- SELL: 
bark, ose ‘Michigan Ave., Evanston, Ill. 

ALWAYS MENTION QST WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS 

C. W. Equipment 

Radiotron, U V 202, DeForest 
VT Socket and Shramco Power 

Rheostat |... ....$10.75 

Roller Smith Hot Wire 
0-24% amperes, in 

Ammeters 
original 

boxes, special at . $6.50 

Sterling Microphone’ Trans- 

an, yi ee ee . $2.50 

Acme A3 Modulation Trans- 

en no sos oe 
We carry a complete line of all stan- 
dard C.W. apparatus and will quote 
prices on all other items on request. 

FOR BUILDING YOUR 
OWN SETS 

| We have in stock blue prints show- 
ing in a clear way so anyone can 
understand and giving a complete 
list of material for building the 
following apparatus — 150-25,000 

| Wave Meter Sets, Short Wave 
Regenerative Sets, C.W. Telephone 

| Sets and others. These drawings 
are made by the foremost author- 
ities on the subject and are abso- 
lutely reliable. 

| THIS MONTH’S SPECIALS 

Audiotron, Two Filament, De- 
tector, Amplifier and Os- 
cillator, with Paragon Rheo- 

CEs nec evees $6.50 

XX Bakelite Tube 4” long with 
vario-coupler rotor completely 
wound and equipped with 
brass tubing 2.50 

DREYFUSS SALES CORP. 
179 Greenwich St., New York City 

Near Cortlandt St. 

WANTED: Salesman for Tuska Radio Products. Write 
salary expected, previous business experience. 

The C. D. Tuska Compan, Hartford, Conn. 
age, 

FOR SALE: Aluminum uiends plates .05. Parts 
for 23 plate $1.60, 43 plate $2.80. 12c brings sample. 
Agents wanted. Gravenstede, 84 Hancock, Jersey 
City, N. J 

Synchronous Gap Motors \% H.P. 1800 R.P.M. $35, 
guaranteed satisfaction. Sent C.O.D. upon receipt of 

R. M. Carson, Colfax Ave., Springdale, 
Radio 8RQ. 

1/3 price. 
Pa. Dealer. 

FOR SALE: One DeForest radio telephone, $150.00; 
type O.T. A.C. with four radiotrons, UV 202. J. C. 
Cox, 5130 Enright Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 



Kxtendifi¢— 

The Line 

A Westinghouse Radio 

=/\ Apparatus 

Only a few months ago Westinghouse 
placed on the market its first radio appa- 
ratus, which met with instant favor from 
all. Every one looked forward to more 
apparatus of the same high standard of 
engineering design and workmanship. 

TYPE RC I R 
$1 p r rT . . . 

Wave lengt! 180 [he Westinghouse line is continually grow- 
Type CB I Coil ing each succeeding instrument creating 
180 to 2500 : $130 more favor than the former. 

TYPE DA 
DETECTOR 
AMPLIFIER 

$65.00 

TYPE RA 
TUNER 
$65.00 

If you eep abreast of radio, watch dae 

Westin; levelopments. “AERIOLA” CRYSTAL 
JUNIOR DETECTOR 
$25.00 $5.00 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO. 

EAST PITTSBURGH, PA. 

SALES OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL AMERICAN CITIES 

Westinghouse 
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Cc. W. Power 
Transformer 

Filament Heating 
Transformer 

2 Amplifying 
Transformer 

BEFORE buying any C.W. apparatus, 
get Acme bulletins from your dealer 

or direct from us. They contain valuable 
information, as well as instructions for 
proper use of Acme instruments. 

ACME C.W. 

APPARATUS 

If you have any Alternating Current 
supply, you can easily install a radio 
telephone and telegraph transmitting 
station. No storage batteries or motor 
generator are needed. 

Light your filaments with Acme Filament 

Heating Transformers. Plate voltage 
and current are supplied by Acme Trans- 
formers specially designed for that pur- 
pose. High voltage direct current is 

easily obtained by rectifying the A.C. 
and smoothing out with Acme Choke 
Coils and condensers. 

Such a station is highly efficient and will 
be found entirely satisfactory. Plenty of 
power, no moving parts, and no noise. 

Use Acme C.W. Apparatus thruout. 
Acme has the most complete line of 
C.W. equipment. There is a specially 
designed Acme instrument for every 

need, and they are all made to work 
efficiently together. 

The Apparatus with the 

Guarantee : 

C.W. Power Transformers 

C.W. Plate Transformers 

Filament Heating Transformers 

Modulation Transformers 

Amplifying Transformers 

Choke Coils 

Amplifiers and Detectors 

ACME APPARATUS CO. 

194 Massachusetts Ave. . 

Cambridge, 39, Mass. 

Transformer and radio 
engineers and manufacturers. 
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PARAGON RATN 

Protection Against Regrets Absolutely Guaranteed / Originators Name 

Licensed ander origina’ Armstrong 
"ani Marconi patents 

This hearty endorsement of Paragon R.A. Ten from 
so distinguished an amateur as 2ZL (J. O. Smith, of 
Valley Stream, L. I.) deserves your careful attention. 
Mr. Smith has had ample opportunity for comparisons, 
and his experience in radio lends weight to this 

lhe Paras R.A. Ten receiving set Ask your dealer to show you a Paragon 
which has been in use at 2ZL statior R.A. Ten Regenerative Receiver. If he 
| a Ee epee a . ; i hasn’t one in stock, he will quickly get 

is i ; »» Mas provee@ —cne if you ask him for it. 
Cc \ ¢ 

Way, and : one everything vou The Seals have now been broken on all 
It is remarl : Paragons to let you see the splendid in- 

; 5 side construction. Examine the details 
, carefully, and you will see that Paragon 

especially is well worth its $85.00 price. 
S ( \\ \ Dé 

iciLy tect Send fe FREE leaflets, describing 
Pe rago? R.A Te? and Phonetron the 

S es :, “4 ’ 
J oved ty pe oT loud speane ets 

lor a short time only, radio ibs in good standing 
will have the opportunity of securing a genuine 
PARAGON recelver LO! the club house abs lutely 
REE. Have your President or Secretary writ 

re club’s letterhead for particulars at 

RADIO.wW ELECTRIC CORPORATION 

J. DiBlasi, Dept. B28, 6 Warren Street, New York City J. Stantley, Sec. Treas. 
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For that Record Station 

A Real Varior ew Amrad development offers th> 
operator »* mn dx short wave reception the 
very apex nd durability The distributive 
capacity ie less than that of any short 
wave e length range equals or exceeus 
all other t market. The secret of this 
feature li« new method of winding and the 
close ‘ sible by accurate workmanship. 
The rr not affected by wet or dry 
weather from circuit noises no friction 
contact letir V-1, describing these new 

Variomet re Short Wave Variometer ; .$6.10 
Short Wave Coupie- : ™ . 690 

With Knob and Dial 65c extra 

Proven wish to obtain maximum transmitting 
’ wish to build an efficient spark 

wish silent and economical opera- 
hed Gap is your answer It is the 

ed exclusively in a successful two- 
ebruary 15, 1921.) As an ally of 

lleled Using an Amrad Quenched 
alled quickly and silently, with 

to CW Prices of all Amrad 
1 K.W.) have been substantially 

Quenched Gap, 
Division, which manufactures fractional horse 
purposes, under the brand name Twin-R, has 
ition to the Amrad line This rugged and 
chronous motor is being hailed with ac- 

tary gap The tendency toward synchronous 
tions of a “craze” and we are now ready 

with this 4% H.P. frame, 1800 R.P.M., 110 
tor Its rugged construction, long bear- 
diameter permit the use of the largest 

Send for Bulletin T 

marked AMRAD and all products 
VIN-R—the big brother to Amrad, ar 

satisfaction. Send 10c stamps for 

Synch-onous Motor 

205 Coll ‘ Medford Hillside, Mass. 
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RELIABILITY RUGGEDNESS 




